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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
One hundred and fifty issues of a specialist periodical such as this one
can’t be a bad record! We owe a huge debt of gratitude to all those who
have contributed to it over the years − making it now, as I am often told
by people who are not Society members, the best of the ‘composer−society’
journals. Paul Chennell, our editor, tells me that he plans to include an
article on the development of this Journal, next year, when one issue will
be celebrating the Society’s 50th birthday.
As the country sportsmen say down here in Gloucestershire, the
period between April and September is the ‘close season’ for pheasants,
and this year it has, sadly, seemed somewhat closer for Delius than usual,
for there has been little in the way of interesting or unusual performances.
Just two of the Cello Sonata, The Walk, The Cuckoo and Summer Night on the
River; one each of Late Swallows, and two of the Violin Sonatas, plus two part
songs and a handful of solo songs − and the only (as I am sure Members
would agree) ‘interesting’ or ‘unusual’ things have been Brigg Fair (given
twice) and the Violin Concerto (once). The first group are, of course, lovely
pieces of music, but overall that is a sad state of affairs, which we hope will
be greatly improved as the result of the efforts of the 2012 Sub−Committee
to encourage choirs and orchestras, both professional and pro−am, to sing
and play Delius’s music.
The Sub−Committee continues to work extremely hard, and we are
being really well served by the excellent advice and ideas we are getting
from our Project Adviser, Chris Green, and our Publicity expert, Karen
Fletcher. Its Chairman, Mike Green, gives a full report on progress a few
pages on.
So, in the absence of much other ‘news’, how about something a little
different from the usual Chairman’s Notes stuff? While working on Paul
Guinery’s and my book on Delius’s music, I have been tremendously
struck by the extent to which Delius’s earliest works were quite different
in sound, style and subject-matter from almost anything that had been
heard before − certainly in this country and to a very large extent in
mainland Europe − and I am certainly not the first person to believe that
that unquestionably accounts for the difficulty he had in getting his music
performed here before 1908 (when he was 46). Imagine that it is 1900,
and that you are a well−known English music publisher, who happens
to work for all the ‘good and the great’ of music in this country. You
have recently published the latest works by Sullivan (a Te Deum), Parry
6
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(another Te Deum), Stanford (his opera Much Ado about Nothing), Cowen
(his overture The Butterfly’s Ball), and Elgar (The Dream of Gerontius). Into
your office comes Fritz Delius with a bundle of scores − Paa Vidderne, Idylle
de Printemps, Sakuntala, Summer Evening and Mitternachtslied Zarathustras.
Have you ever heard music like any of them before? They are somewhat
(to put it mildly) different, are they not, from those others − discordant,
monotonous, barbaric, pointlessly wandering [as his music was frequently
described]? What is your reaction? Probably that ‘the public will not
like them’ − they are rather strange, aren’t they? Furthermore, there were
quite enough composers churning out light music similar to Delius’s
orchestral suites and the Suite for Violin and Orchestra − all quite admirable
compositions for a young man, but hardly different from those of some of
your less well−known clients, such as George Clutsam, Edward German,
Samuel Coleridge-Taylor and Frederick Corder − for you to feel that you
didn’t really want to have more of them on your list.
The reason why Delius’s music ‘caught on’ in Germany, rather than in
England, was undoubtedly because every German city, or town of any size,
had at least one opera house and concert hall, orchestras and choirs − and
conductors, among whom musical news spread quickly. The conductor at
Elberfeld at the turn of the 20th century was Hans Haym, who happened
to know Jelka Rosen’s friend Ida Gerhardi; she persuaded him to give the
first performance of Paris in 1901, and, no doubt because of the ‘musical
grapevine’, Haym, Julius Buths in Düsseldorf, and both Oscar Fried and
Fritz Cassirer in Berlin all gave first or early performances of major works
by Delius − Over the Hills and Far Away, Paris, Lebenstanz, Appalachia, Sea
Drift and A Mass of Life. Then, in 1907, Delius met Beecham − and, as he
was soon to discover, his future in England was assured.
‘Who you know’ has always been extremely important for aspiring
composers − food for thought!
Martin Lee-Browne
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EDITORIAL
Welcome to our 150th issue of The Delius Society Journal, of which I think
we can be proud. Regularly I need to turn to the Index to the Journal and
am amazed every time at the breadth and diversity of the subjects and
individuals who feature there. So much diversity is contained here, in the
extraordinary life story and musical achievement of Frederick Delius. One
could also learn a great deal about the history of our Society from reading
earlier editions of the Journal. In the next two editions, one of my plans is to
reprint some of the more outstanding and interesting items from previous
Journals because this is a good time to remember our achievements.
I am delighted that we are able to include a review of Mark Stone’s
excellent new CD of Delius songs. There are also so many other excellent
CDs with us or on their way, and you can read about recordings of Delius
in these pages. I must particularly mention Sir Andrew Davis’s new
Chandos disc which is currently shortlisted for a Gramophone award; the
outcome of which will be known when this magazine drops on to your
doormat. The Song of the High Hills was recorded a few days after the
Barbican concert performance last October. Let’s also not forget David
Lloyd-Jones’s excellent new recordings of lesser known Delius scores, out
now on Dutton.
I do hope you will enjoy as much as I did, the new biography of Delius
from Jérôme Rossi, and Roger Nicholls’s masterly biography of Ravel,
which I think is of particular interest, because the two composers had
several friends and acquaintances in common.
Because of the importance of the Delius anniversary celebrations I
very much want to know what you would like to see included in the next
two Journals. I have already had one interesting idea suggested which
promises a fruitful outcome, but please let me know what you want to
see included. This is one reason why we conducted our reader survey: so
that I am not producing a Journal which does not meet readers’ needs and
desires.
Although the day of the AGM and Delius Prize was rather grey and
overcast, those who made it to Birmingham were in good spirits and had
a superb day. Everything went to plan, and for this we must particularly
thank Roger and Lesley Buckley, who once again organised a faultless
AGM and this year served up The Delius Prize after a delicious lunch.
Sadly we have had to include two obituaries in this issue, one for
Ian McPherson and one for Malcolm Smith. We have included Martin
8
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Anderson’s obituary notice for Malcolm, first published in The Independent
and are grateful to Martin for this. We also include a touching obituary
notice from John Bird for Ian McPherson, whose family and friends
gathered on 12th August to scatter his ashes in a small private ceremony,
at Beachy Head in Sussex. We will all miss Ian’s kindness and enthusiasm
for Delius, and in particular his regular presence at the London meetings.
At the end of this Journal I have included a very large list of
events – both those which have recently taken place and those which
are forthcoming, as we prepare for the Delius anniversary. As I write
I am hearing that the BBC has commissioned a new film on Delius for
broadcast in 2012. When we receive more details they will be included
in the Newsletter and the Journal. Things are moving fast now and 2012
looks to be very busy, exciting and productive for the Delius cause. You
can read about preparations and events in this and future Journals. Please
keep your contributions and ideas coming; the Journal only thrives with
your input. Many thanks to all who have contributed to the content and
preparation of this Journal.
Paul Chennell
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OBITUARIES
MALCOLM SMITH

(1932-2011)
Malcolm Smith was one
of those unsung heroes
whose steadfast efforts
glue the fabric of musical
life together. Joining the
music publisher Boosey &
Hawkes as manager of the
Hire Library in 1969, he
Malcolm Smith
got to know thousands of
musicians, whose decisions often depended on his efficiency. If you were
a conductor or orchestral manager planning to perform, say, Stravinsky’s
Rite of Spring or an opera-house intendant putting on Richard Strauss’s
Der Rosenkavalier, it was Smith and his team who made sure that the
performing material – the parts the musicians put on their music-stands –
was up-to-date and delivered on time.
Bull-necked, square-jawed, with a pipe wedged between his teeth
and, in later life, an air-commodore’s handle-bar moustache, Smith looked
the part neither of librarian nor of musicologist, but his knowledge of the
huge Boosey & Hawkes catalogue was profound, as it was of classical
music more generally, and British music in particular (he was proud to be
a vice-president of the British Music Society). Many an audience will have
heard a work in a concert programme or recording solely because Smith
drew the attention of the conductor to a score he thought worth revival: he
had the knack of putting his finger on the selling point of a particular piece,
and backstage after a concert he would put a word in the right ear.
His knowledge was acquired first-hand. His background wasn’t
musical (his father worked for Southern Railway), and Malcolm’s artistic
career began when he won a scholarship to Bromley Grammar School:
his acquaintance with music began with piano lessons there. He was to
become a capable pianist but abandoned any ambition of a career at the
keyboard when he realised that he would not make the first rank.
His first job was an administrative one at the local theatre in Bromley,
where he also tried his hand at acting, sparking off his life-long interest
with the world of entertainment. Employment at Lloyds Bank in Piccadilly
10
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brought him into contact with a number of the bank’s more important
clients, who were impressed by his knowledge of the theatre; soon he
could count people like John Gielgud and Raymond Huntley among his
circle of friends. It was at the bank that he must have learned his ethos of
customer service: the lowliest of musicians performing a Boosey & Hawkes
work were treated with the same courtesy as the stars.
He enlisted in the RAF in 1952 and found himself posted to Malta
during the filming of Malta Story – starring Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins
and Flora Robson, and directed by Brian Desmond Hurst – and he
appeared briefly in the film himself.
Upon his return to civilian life in London, Smith soon found himself
drawn to music management, becoming chairman of the LSO Club, a
position he held for many years. His persuasive manner brought many
distinguished conductors, composers and other musicians to come and
talk to the Club.
His own knowledge of the classical repertoire was by now extensive,
formed in part by his assiduous concert-going: on 22nd May 1950, for
example, the day before his 18th birthday, he was present at the landmark
concert in the Royal Albert Hall, when the Norwegian soprano Kirsten
Flagstad, with the Philharmonia Orchestra under Wilhelm Furtwängler,
gave the world première of Richard Strauss’s Four Last Songs. Two years
later, in September 1952, when Toscanini conducted the same orchestra in
two Festival Hall concerts of the Brahms symphonies, Smith was there, too.
His contacts went far beyond the world of music. When the first
London run of Waiting for Godot opened in the Arts Theatre in March 1955
(the director was the young Peter Hall), he accompanied Marilyn Monroe:
Arthur Miller, her third husband, had come down with flu and asked
Smith to escort his wife for the evening. He did indeed seem to know
everyone. When he told his friends once that the Queen Mother had given
him a wave as she was driven past, no one could be sure he was joking.
But it was his musical contacts that were the most extensive:
Bernstein, Britten, Stravinsky and Vaughan Williams were among the
many composers who counted themselves his friends. At the first London
performance of West Side Story, in His Majesty’s Theatre on 12th December
1958, Bernstein was angry that an upbeat epilogue had been added to his
score and refused to go on stage; it was Smith who changed his mind.
And his ability as a sketch-artist – occasionally deployed during concerts
when he was bored by the music-making onstage – earned the approval of
Stravinsky. Smith had sketched him during dinner, and Stravinsky asked
11
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to see what he had been doing, writing in the margin: ‘I think this is very
good. I.S.’
Another musical acquaintance was Anna Mahler, the daughter of the
composer: they met on a train going to Vienna in 1950 – then a journey of
several days – and were firm friends by the time the train pulled in.
Smith spent 23 years as manager of the Boosey & Hawkes Hire
Library. For his last five, before his retirement in 1997, he was Repertoire
Manager: the extension of copyright from 50 to 70 years in 1993 gave a
new lease of life to many of the staples of the B&H catalogue, and so Smith
was moved to help promote it. One of his last coups was encouraging
the company to take on Anthony Payne’s ‘elaboration’ of Elgar’s Third
Symphony after Novello had turned it down: the work went on to enjoy
huge international success.
Smith was an avid raconteur of musical stories, many of them from
personal experience. As a staunch supporter of the Three Choirs Festival
– he attended every one without fail for 55 years – he was in Gloucester
when Vaughan Williams asked him to accompany him to the tailors to
order a new pair of trousers. The tailor checked his records to confirm that
he had the measurements he required and asked discreetly: “There’s just
one thing – which side do you dress?” “Never mind all that,” the composer
answered; “Just make it baggy round the knees.”
Smith lived all his life in the house in Bromley where he had been
born, but sacrificed a social life outside music to caring for his elderly
father – who died just before his 100th birthday. Although when you
found Smith in the pub after a concert, he’d be surrounded by friends, he
was generally private about his own life. Perhaps that’s why he took his
passions so seriously – and there were always unexpected sides to him. He
had, for example, an extensive collection of African masks, a large stamp
collection all concerned with musical subjects, and a library of composers’
autographs astonishing in its scope, often accompanied by personal
greetings from the composer in question.
The clubbable Smith was also the founder and organiser of a group
called ROMEO – Retired Old Musicians Eating Out – and arranged more
than 30 of their bibulous gatherings. There another of his unusual talents
would be revealed: he was a virtuoso player of fruit machines, and would
always return from a session with a handful of pound coins and the
comment: “Well, that’s the drinks paid for”.
After a career spent in daily contact with inflated egos, Smith had little
time for self-importance. He loved salacious jokes even more when they
12
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sent up pomposity. He had a strong sense of the importance of tradition
but laughed at pointless convention. He faced the sudden onset of cancer
with resigned composure. To avoid a show of emotion at his funeral, his
death was not to be made public until after his cremation. Instead, he has
left a sum of money for a party in his memory.
Martin Anderson
© Martin Anderson.
First published in The Independent on 11th March 2011.
Many of Malcolm’s musical friends – soloists and orchestral players,
authors, music administrators, composers and recording producers –
gathered at the Henry Wood Hall in Southwark on 30th June to celebrate
his life. A few words of appreciation were said by Robert Matthew-Walker,
Leslie Howard played the piano, and many fond reminiscences of Malcolm
were exchanged. As was to be expected, a modest amount of alcohol was
also consumed.
Martin Lee-Browne


IAN McPHERSON
(1926 − 2011)
It is with great sadness that I have to record the passing of our friend and
fellow Delius Society member, Ian McPherson.
Ian was the first of two sons and his father, who came from Newport,
Gwent, was a civil servant with a passion for rugby football, eventually
playing for the Scottish national team and the British Lions.
Ian’s successful schooling culminated in a degree from Leeds
University. At the age of about 19, he met Michael Sunderland also
attending the same university. A devoted partnership ensued which lasted
until death sundered them.
Michael went on to become a psychiatrist and for a time Ian, so he told
me, became an industrial psychologist. I once asked Ian what the job of
an industrial psychologist involved and he replied by saying that he saw
13
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his task of being that of someone who had to persuade the staff to work
harder for less money and enjoy it. There is, of course, always an element
of human perceptiveness in an effective witty riposte and in this instance
I clearly detected that his tongue was stuck very firmly in his cheek. In
later years, he became a lecturer in human resources at the North East
London Polytechnic though I dare say I missed another opportunity for
a McPherson quip by never having asked him what being a lecturer in
human resources entailed. There was very little Ian could not either cap
or capsize.
Together in the late 1950s they moved to a little mews house in Maida
Vale and when Ian retired from teaching he became a ‘Blue Badge’ Guide
and enjoyed taking tourists around the historic places of London.
They both loved to travel and took holidays throughout Europe
and further afield. They also shared a love for opera and musicals with a
special passion for the ‘lost musicals’. Their general musical tastes erred
towards what might be called the more ‘orchidaceous’ and forgotten
corners of the late romantic period. I think it was Ian who introduced me
to the wonderful music of Schreker and Karlowicz – an introduction for
which I am eternally grateful.
Ian and Michael entertained lavishly and generously at their lovely
home in Maida Vale. There were often ‘musical themes’ to these gatherings
and the joy of being invited was always made more memorable by
Michael’s imaginative and adventurous culinary gifts.
When I first met them they kept a dog – a ‘Dandle Dimont’ terrier
– called ’Tilly’ and, when Tilly died, Ian was inconsolable. Doubtless
this also contributed a few years later towards Ian’s stroke which in turn
greatly hampered his mobility. Michael cared lovingly for Ian during this
difficult period and, of course, Michael’s death later only compounded
Ian’s sense of loss.
Ian died of pneumonia in St. Mary’s Hospital, Paddington, on 5th
May 2011 and ten days later a Solemn Funeral Mass commemorating his
life took place at the Church of St. Mary Magdalene-in-Paddington. His
friendship and kind-heartedness will be greatly missed by family and
friends.
John Bird
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TWO NEW VICE PRESIDENTS
ANTHONY PAYNE
Anthony Payne was born in London
and was educated at Dulwich
College. He read Music at Durham
University, after which he began a
freelance career as a writer on music,
reviewing regularly for publications
such as The Times and The Daily
Telegraph. As a composer, he first
came to wider public attention with
his Phoenix Mass for chorus and
brass ensemble, performed by the
BBC Singers and the Philip Jones
Brass Ensemble, and commissions
for various chamber groups swiftly
followed. His Concerto for Orchestra
was chosen for the ISCM World
Music Days in Boston, USA in 1976,
and BBC commissions have included
two major orchestral works for the
Proms.
He has also had works
Anthony Payne
premièred by the Hallé and English
Chamber Orchestras, and an extensive catalogue of choral and chamber
works includes pieces performed by such groups as the BBC Singers,
New London Singers, The Joyful Company of Singers, the Chilingirian
and Medici String Quartets and the Nash, Endymion, Fires of London,
Capricorn, Lontano and Spectrum Ensembles, as well as by the outstanding
young ensemble Jane’s Minstrels which he and his wife, the soprano Jane
Manning, formed in 1988. His work is regularly heard in London, and at
leading Festivals.
February 1998 saw the première, by the BBC Symphony Orchestra
and Andrew Davis, of his realization of Elgar’s 3rd Symphony, rapturously
received by Press and public, and the subject of unprecedented media
attention world-wide.
Anthony Payne’s books on Schoenberg, published by OUP, and
15
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Frank Bridge, published by Thames, are excellent studies and well worth
exploring. He has been Darius Milhaud Professor at Mills College, Oakland,
Visiting Composition Tutor at The New South Wales Conservatorium and
at the University of Western Australia, and has given classes at Cornell,
Yale, Princeton, Rice, Stanford and USC, as well as at many of the leading
conservatories and Universities in the UK and Australia, and he has given
workshops in Sweden and Finland, as well as at Dartington International
Summer School.
In November 1991 Anthony Payne spoke to the Delius Society
London Branch about the effects that Delius’s music had had on his own
compositions. It was fascinating that evening to listen to his quite intimate
revelations of his struggle to find his own voice after early days when
his compositions included, unconsciously, many elements of the style of
great composers. He revealed that he had a break of ten years or so before
feeling confident to begin composing again in a style which spoke with
his own unique voice. By way of illustration he played a number of works
including his own composition, Spring’s Shining Wake, which, in his words,
‘shadows the course of a late-romantic masterpiece – Delius’s In a Summer
Garden – without in any way quoting from it’. Although quite different, it
could be heard to touch the Delius work at a number of identifiable points.
Members are reminded that Anthony Payne wrote most interestingly in the
Delius Society Journal No. 140 pp71-72 on Delian inspiration.
It is a pleasure to welcome Anthony Payne as a new Vice President of
The Delius Society.
Paul Chennell
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JOHN McCABE
John McCabe was born in Liverpool
in 1939, and has been a prolific
composer from an early age,
having completed 13 symphonies
in his childhood. After study at
the Royal Manchester College of
Music and Manchester University,
he began a busy career as
composer and performer, and has
also been a writer on music and
an administrator.
McCabe has
followed in the footsteps of Bartók
and Rachmaninov as a composerpianist. His first major breakthrough
as a composer began in 1970 with
Notturni ed Alba for soprano and
orchestra. Other highlights have
been his 1974 orchestral score Chagall
Windows, Tenebrae for piano, from
1993, his 1995 ballet Edward II and
his 2006 Horn Concerto. These are
John McCabe
just some items from a considerable
list of compositions from a full and highly successful on-going career.
In 1974-6 John McCabe recorded the complete piano sonatas of
Haydn. In 1983 he was awarded a CBE for services to music, and then in
2004 he received the Distinguished Musician Award from the Incorporated
Society of Musicians. John McCabe has always championed British music,
including that of Delius. He introduced the Delius piano concerto in
Denmark.
We are delighted to welcome John McCabe as a new Vice President of
the Delius Society.
Paul Chennell
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THE DELIUS SOCIETY AGM 2011
This year the sky overhead could not have presented a sharper contrast
to our mood, as grey and rain-soaked clouds covered Birmingham and its
Conservatoire, our venue for our AGM and Annual Lunch. After a welcome
cup of coffee members gathered in the Recital Hall in the Birmingham
Conservatoire where Martin Lee-Browne welcomed everyone and began by
talking us through the Minutes which were agreed. There being no matters
arising our Chairman proceeded to his report. He said that he wanted to
thank the Committee first for its hard work in the last year, indicating what
each member was doing; as everyone has an important role. The meeting
was reminded that some members also have full-time jobs and families to
look after. We heard a brief summary of the events which had taken place
in the last year, meetings in London and the Midlands, as well as a very
successful AGM at the Surbiton Golf Club and visit to The Waffrons in June
2010, so ably organised by Roger and Lesley Buckley. Martin said that we
were all very sad to hear of the deaths of Sir Charles Mackerras, Malcolm
Smith, Ian McPherson and Kenneth Ashburner. In response to appeals for
help from the membership, particularly regarding the 2012 celebration of
the 150th anniversary of the birth of Delius, we had received no offers of
help. Members must accept that unless others come forward after 2012 the
capacity of the Society may be reduced by limitations caused by age. One
of the aims of the 2012 project was to attract more members and if this does
not succeed the future of the Society is under threat.
We then had a report from the Hon. Treasurer who said that
membership was down compared with the figures for 2010. With regards
to the preparation of accounts – which Peter Watts had undertaken for the
Society for the first time this year – he was very grateful for the help he
had received from Stewart Winstanley. Peter wished to thank the Auditors,
Baldwin & Co. who had also been most helpful. There was a question from
the floor regarding the interest rates being earned by our investments.
Peter said that we were paying close attention to obtaining the best
possible rates in a hostile financial environment. The Accounts were then
approved by the meeting.
There then followed the election of two new Vice Presidents: John
McCabe and Anthony Payne.Martin Lee-Browne read out two brief
messages from them. The Committee proposed these two distinguished
musicians because of their admiration for the music of Delius. Both of
these composers have gladly accepted the invitation, and this was agreed
18
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by members at the AGM.
It was then time to proceed to the election of Officers. All members of
the committee were re-elected by the meeting, there being no alternative
candidates. This was followed by Martin Lee-Browne indicating that the
Committee intended to nominate Baldwin & Co. as Auditors once again,
and this was agreed by the meeting.
Richard Kitching then gave a report concerning the Midlands Branch.
Richard told us that in 2010-11 the Midlands Branch had enjoyed two
piano recitals; one with Paul Guinery, however there had been no Delius.
We heard an outline of the proposed programme for 2011-12, including
details of a recital to be given by Bobby Chen. The Midlands Branch will
hear Jerry Rowe’s talk on Ida Gerhardi.
Roger Buckley outlined plans for future meetings and forthcoming
events. The first London meeting, on September 20th, would consist of a
talk by John Tolansky on Beecham, entitled Sir Thomas Beecham, A Lasting
Revolutionary, and would be followed by a talk on The Delius Songbook by
Mark Stone on 26th October. The last London meeting before Christmas
will be on 30th November when a joint meeting with the Warlock Society
will hear Roderick Swanston give a talk entitled: Becoming Delius, Becoming
Warlock. Details of London meetings after the Christmas break were still
being finalised.
Roger outlined the proposed events surrounding the birthday concert
given by Julian Lloyd Webber, Sir Andrew Davis and the Philharmonia
Orchestra at the Royal Festival Hall on Sunday 29th January 2012. It was
hoped to organise a lunch before the concert. Details of events on 29th
January would follow soon for members. We also heard of exciting plans
to hold an International Seminar on Delius to mark the anniversary, to
be held in September 2012 at the British Library in London. Speakers will
come from Europe and America as well as the United Kingdom.
Next year’s AGM is likely to be in Hereford at the Three Choirs
Festival, when we understand that Sea Drift will be performed. Details
were also given of a special Delius Prize of £2000 for the best composition
from young composers, which will be organised next year.
Our next speaker was Michael Green who told us about plans for
the 2012 celebrations of the 150th anniversary of Delius’s birth. Details of
events will be available on the renovated Delius website which members
were encouraged to look at, at home or in their local library. We also heard
of the exciting developments of the EMI website devoted to Delius and
the 18-volume set of recordings of music by Delius which will be available
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later this year. This EMI site has been prepared by John Tolansky and is
expected to be a revelation for members. Michael spoke about various
other recording projects, and a jazz composition by Digby Fairweather,
inspired by the music of Delius, to celebrate this anniversary.
The meeting heard about work with various other organisations,
including the BBC and Classic FM. We heard, in answer from a question
from the floor, about the Proms and the Delius anniversary. Clearly,
something by Delius will be performed at the Proms, but we are as yet not
sure what work will be included.
There being no other business, the Chairman closed the meeting
and we went to the Boardroom to enjoy a superb lunch before the
commencement of the 2011 Delius Prize competition. This was a chance
to meet up with old friends over a delicious meal before the competition
began in The Recital Hall. Lastly our thanks go to Roger and Lesley
Buckley for all their hard work in organising the AGM. Thanks are also
due to our hosts at the Birmingham Conservatoire.
Paul Chennell
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THE DELIUS PRIZE
The 2011 Delius Prize recital was held, as last year, at the Birmingham
Conservatoire, on Friday 17th June. The Adjudicator was the baritone
Mark Stone, assisted by Roger Buckley representing the Society and Chris
Marshall from the Conservatoire staff. The annual Delius Society AGM
had been held earlier in the day at the Conservatoire and members who
were present at the meeting were therefore able to stay on and hear the
recital.
Four finalists had come through from the earlier round: Natalie Hyde
(soprano), Robert Kurnatowski (’cello), Alexandru-Catalin Chelaru (violin)
and Dominika Fehér (violin). Interestingly, the last two performers had
reached the final of the 2010 competition. All participants except Natalie
Hyde had the same pianist, Robert Markham, a regular Conservatoire
accompanist who provided solid and sensitive support.
The first finalist was Natalie Hyde who sang Five Danish Songs (The
Page sat in the Lofty Tower, Dreamy Nights, Summer Nights, Through long, long

Mark Stone (centre) with the four finalists in this year’s Delius Prize held at the
Birmingham Conservatoire. They are (left to right) Alexandru-Catalin Chelaru
(violin), Natalie Hyde (soprano), the winner Dominika Feher (violin) and the
’cellist Robert Kurnatowski. © Roger Buckley
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Years, Wine Roses), two songs by John Ireland (Heart’s Desire, Sacred Flame)
another Delius song (In Bliss we Walked with Laughter) and an unexpected
extra Delius item (I Hear in the Night). The printed Delius Prize programme
missed out a mention of the fact that she sang this last song from Delius’s
Four Posthumous Songs – and which completed her programme. She
had a glorious voice with precise intonation and a good stage presence,
enhanced by the fact that all items were sung from memory. I particularly
liked her rendition of Dreamy Nights, where Delius’s use of slightly ‘bluesy’
harmony brought out her interest (as stated in her biography) in singing in
musicals. Personally, I would have liked a selection of songs with greater
contrasts (too many were in the same key and similar in mood) and her
performance was not enhanced by a rather heavy-handed accompanist
who did his own page turns; but none of this detracted from a splendid
performance.
Next we had the ’cellist Robert Kurnatowski who played two pieces by
Fauré (Romance and Berceuse) and the Delius Sonata. The Fauré items were
a good choice to go with the Delius and, as Mark Stone later commented,
were an interesting reminder of Delius’s French connections. Robert had
a beautiful tone and his playing really came alive in the Sonata but he
seemed a bit nervous (perhaps due to an early ’cello spike slip) and this
contributed to some shaky moments and occasional rhythmic unsteadiness
during some of the most technically challenging moments in the Sonata.
Last year Alexandru-Catalin Chelaru played the Sonata in B as
his main Delius work. This year he played the slightly less technically
demanding Sonata No 2, framed by two virtuoso showpieces for solo
violin: Enescu’s Ménétrier (which sounded like a wayward folk fiddler)
and Kreisler’s Recitativo and Scherzo (which sounded like a compendium
of violin cadenzas!). The latter two pieces certainly showed Alexandru’s
fantastic technique but were an odd choice to couple with the Delius – a
work such as Ravel’s Tzigane would have been equally showy but perhaps
more suitable. In the Delius, he showed a fine sense of flow and gave a
splendidly vigorous rendition of the middle movement.
Lastly, we had Dominika Fehér, who played just one work, Delius’s
Sonata No 1, a much bigger and more challenging piece than the Légende and
Serenade from Hassan which she played in 2010. This was a tremendous
and confident performance, technically brilliant yet with a lovely warm
and lyrical sound and enhanced by sensitive accompaniment from Robert
Markham. It was perhaps surprising that something by another composer
was not offered but the Delius is a big work and eminently displayed
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Dominika’s
many
talents.
As is usual in
these
competitions
the Adjudicator had a
difficult task because
the finalists’ standard
of performance is so
high and this year was
no exception. Mark
Stone was looking for
a performance that
“made Delius speak”
and he said that all the
contestants did this
but his final decision
was to award First
Prize to Dominika
Fehér and Second
Prize to Natalie Hyde.
The 2011 Delius Prize Adjudicator, Mark Stone,
In his comments he
applauding Dominika Fehér (Violin), who
won the Competition, after presenting
said that Dominika’s
her with a cheque for £1,000
performance
was
© Brian Radford
‘incredible’ and that
from the first note she
really made Delius speak to us. He liked Natalie’s performance and
commented on her wonderfully precise intonation. He also remarked
that she had chosen seven of what were probably Delius’s hardest songs!
Interestingly, he made a plea to sing more Delius in the original language
– in this case Danish – because many songs exist as such poor English
translations. This is something I have long believed and it was good to
hear a singer of Mark Stone’s reputation making this point.
This was yet another successful Delius Prize recital with the high
standard of performance that we have come to expect. It was a most
enjoyable afternoon and our thanks are due to Roger Buckley for organising
the event, Mark Stone for being the adjudicator and the Birmingham
Conservatoire for hosting the event.
Tony Summers
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BRIAN ON DELIUS
Paul Chennell
Somebody once said that a critic is someone
who knows the way but cannot drive
the car. Havergal Brian was a prolific
though perhaps some would say
rather eccentric composer and
also a fine critic. So he rather
contradicts this description of
critics. However, in 2009 the
second volume of Havergal
Brian on Music was published,
edited by Malcolm MacDonald.
This volume brings together −
sometimes whole articles and
sometimes extracts from articles
− on a huge variety of European
and American composers. There
is much interesting material
concerning Delius in this and the
first volume of Havergal Brian on Music.
Volume 1, first published in 1986 had
concentrated on British composers and
British music. I thought it might
Havergal Brian 1876-1972
be interesting to see what Brian
has to say about Delius. It is always helpful to read what a positive,
well informed, constructive critic has to say about a composer and the
performance of his work, particularly when that critic is also a composer.
Brian like Delius is interested in other art forms as well as music, and this
enriches his writings. I should say here that I do not necessarily agree with
everything Brian has to say about Delius’s personality, his life and music,
but I do think it is worth hearing what the younger man has to say because
he thought about Delius and his music for a long time and was a creative
artist.
Firstly, let’s take a look at Brian the Composer. Malcolm MacDonald
in his three volume study of The Symphonies of Havergal Brian tells us that
Brian is the creator of the 20th century’s largest musical works and the
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most prolific symphonist since Haydn. Writing in 1974 MacDonald says
of Brian:
‘His death... closed an era, for Brian was the last representative of a great
generation of English composers − the generation of Vaughan Williams,
Holst, Bax and Ireland, the vanguard of the so-called English Musical
Renaissance, who built upon the pioneering achievements of Elgar
and Delius, consolidated the reputation of English music and extended
it mightily in richness and diversity. William Havergal Brian was the
forgotten member of that generation.’1

William Havergal Brian was born in Dresden, Staffordshire in 1876.
After leaving school at 12 he gained musical experience in various choirs,
and became successful as a church organist, and played violin and ’cello in
various local orchestras. Before the 1914-18 war Brian gained a reputation
as a progressive composer. He was for a while supported by a wealthy
midlands patron. However, in London in the 1920s Brian’s musical success
was limited. Some of Brian’s music was conducted by Sir Henry Wood
and Sir Thomas Beecham. Musical Journalism was for Brian a secondary
career. He joined the staff of Musical Opinion in the late 1920s and this
greatly expanded his musical experience.
Brian was a prolific composer, completing in all 32 symphonies – the
last of which was finished in 1968. Robert Simpson at the BBC promoted
Brian’s music, and each of the symphonies was performed by BBC forces
between 1954 and 1979. Havergal Brian died in 1972.
Turning now to Brian the Journalist: Malcolm MacDonald, the
editor of Havergal Brian on Music observes that few English composers
earned their living as professional music critics − the main exception
being Philip Heseltine. MacDonald tells us that for nearly half a century
between 1904 and 1949 Brian devoted much of his time and energy to
the profession of musical journalism.2 His literary legacy which was
sometimes pseudonymous and often unsigned, culled from the pages of
the dozen or so publications with which he was associated, is so large
and various as to be unquantifiable − running to thousands of items. His
articles, editorials, reviews, personality profiles and columns of comment
on contemporary events, appeared in a variety of journals, most notably
Musical Opinion of which he was Assistant Editor from 1927 to 1940. They
reveal him as a highly perceptive if sometimes idiosyncratic observer with
a startling breadth of interest and a fund of personal reminiscence, many
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of whose insights were well in advance of his time. MacDonald says that:
‘Never at a loss for the written word, he could write with easy fluency
although his productions often bear the marks of haste, and was clearly
in some ways ideally fitted for the journalist’s life.

				 ‘Brian was an active participant in and witness to the musical events
of the first half of the 20th century. He was in an ideal position to study a
vast range of scores and the musical literature of several languages, and
he made the most of his opportunities.’3

Malcolm MacDonald indicates that Brian attended many concerts and
knew a large number of the leading musicians of his age.
Two volumes of Brian’s music criticism have so far been published
as part of a projected six volume set edited by Malcolm MacDonald. And
now turning to what Brian has to say about Delius, Malcolm MacDonald
suggests that they first met in 1907, and that Brian attended the first
performance of Brigg Fair given in 1908 in Liverpool.
In his 1924 essay The Art of Frederick Delius Brian observes:
‘If Delius has unconsciously gathered the threads from those romantics
from whose epoch his own work closes it cannot be said that his own
work has been greatly influenced by theirs.’4

Brian notes a spiritual kinship between Delius, Chopin and Schumann.
He does not think there is any influence on Delius, who like Whistler the
painter, breaks away from conventionality. In the same piece, Brian states:
‘In the case of Delius we have a phenomenon towards whose art neither
his predecessors nor contemporaries will serve as guide.’

Brian thinks we must put on one side preconceived opinions to understand
Delius, because knowledge of other music will not help. Delius is a true
original, whose:
‘...development has been of slow growth. His thoughts reach him
through a mesh of chromaticism and, although he works easily and
leisurely, through a complex web – his works contain a miracle of
loveliest melody’.5
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Turning to Songs of Sunset: in the same essay quoted from above, Brian
says that:
‘These....consist of settings of a number of poems by Ernest Dowson −
for solo voices, choir and orchestra. Those who know Dowson’s essays
and poetry will have noticed how his mind constantly throws itself back
analysing its own experiences and speculating upon life and the things
which happen naturally in the evolution of time and cannot happen
again.’6

The music has the same finished quality of Sea Drift, but Brian
suggests that the separate poems prevent the central connecting link
of continuous thinking such as the central idea of Sea Drift gives.
Also in this essay, Brian speaks of Sea Drift and reflects that some
works of a great composer stand out with a particular lustre:
‘In Sea Drift and the Mass of Life Delius gave us two of the finest pieces of
continuous concentrated thinking in the realm of choral and orchestral
music. Both works appear to have been forged in one piece. The
inspiration remains at a high altitude throughout and never drops. Of
the two works Sea Drift is of exquisite beauty’.

Brian reflects that it is a mystery as to why this work is not more often
performed. He thinks its note is personal and tragic. He continues:
‘The composer’s setting is as original in conception as Whitman’s
handling of the little tragedy. Delius sets his work out like a painter.
With fine, delicate orchestration, we have the sea pictured with its
continuous restlessness and the boom of the distant breakers. Into this
the chorus enters, with voices massed, singing in close thick harmonies;
these dissolve leaving the baritone solo to carry on the story of the
tragedy.’7

Brian draws our attention to the vivid, descriptive orchestration
which rises like fountains of sound. Our commentator suggests here that:
‘The concluding lines of the he-bird, given to the baritone soloist,
contains the most poignant music to be found in the art of Delius.’

Brian concludes:
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‘Such a setting, even in 1924, would be sufficient to excite general
comment and admiration. But this work was written twenty years
ago, when Wagner, Strauss and Debussy were spreading their influence
universal. Yet this composer’s note is his own; he remained firm to his
own ideals and unshaken by any other; so the originality of this work is
all the more striking because it is part in a perfect sequence of fine works
which make up the art of Delius.’

Our commentator underlines that by 1924 there are rather more
conductors who are able to bring off successfully,
‘one of the most distinguished works in recent European music’.

Now our guide turns to A Mass of Life. Once again in 1924 Brian is
writing here about A Mass of Life most interestingly.8 He starts by setting
Nietzsche in the context of other philosophers and religious figures and
then reminds us that Richard Strauss also drew inspiration from his
writings. Brian writes:
‘The libretto for A Mass of Life was selected from Nietzsche’s Also Sprach
Zarathurstra by Delius’s friend Fritz Cassirer, to whom the work is
inscribed. There is a sub-dedication to another friend of Delius, Arthur
Kronig, in the concluding portion of the Mass. The work is divided into
two parts and is written for eight part chorus, four solo voices and large
orchestra. The more rapturous and thrilling moments are given to the
chorus, the more personal ones to solo voices. The use of the voices is
as usual with Delius, often close packed harmonies for creating great
powerful affects; or, as an integral part of the orchestral machine, and
sometimes so, as in Appalachia, without words.’

Here Brian tells us why he admires Nietzsche’s hero:
‘....I regard Zarathustra as among the inspired books, for it is another
attempt to create minds in which the base poisons of every-day life have
no part. Hence Delius calls his selection from these inspired utterances,
the Mass of Life. His method embraces the oratorio plan of separate
choruses and solos largely complete in themselves, yet part of an endless
chain of theme which makes up the whole work.’
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There are two brief points I should make here concerning what Brian
has to say about A Mass of Life: although Brian calls him a friend, Arthur
Kronig was in fact also Delius’s first cousin, the son of his father’s sister. It
is also important to remember that this essay was written by Brian before
the appearance of the Nazi perversion of Nietzsche’s ideas.
Brian continues by describing the work and analysing the music and
in conclusion he observes:
‘In closing the pages of the Mass of Life there is a consciousness that in
climbing the peaks which make up the art of Delius the summit of the
last and greatest has been reached.’

At the end of his 1924 essay, Brian says:
‘What I endeavoured to do was to see things from the Delius point
of view. Also in a life spent mostly, (for thirty years) among full scores,
I have not found any which draw forth greater interest and admiration
than those of Delius. .....He treats the orchestra with greatest friendship
and affection. All his work is so exquisitely finished and so wonderfully
well balanced.’9

Our guide is equally interesting on A Village Romeo and Juliet. This
again comes from the 1924 essay The Art of Frederick Delius:
‘This opera belongs to Delius’s finest inspirations and takes rank with
Sea Drift and the Mass of Life. It has the sure grip of the finest Greek
tragedy. Fate is cruel and remorseless. ..... The music is written in
that compact continuous symphonic manner which distinguishes the
finest work by this composer. It is music of the greatest purity and as
romantically pathetic as the story itself.’10

Brian explains here that he heard The Walk to the Paradise Garden at
a London concert and was greatly impressed by Delius’s expression of
the emotions of the two lovers wholly in the orchestra. This music is the
epitome of A Village Romeo and Juliet. He tells us that the music transfixed
his mind. He continues:
‘Yet this opera is little known and I know of no other performances of it
in England apart from the Beecham ones.’
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Brian has interesting things to say about Delius’s personality. Malcolm
MacDonald tells us in Volume 1 of Havergal Brian on Music that the
November 1929 edition of Musical Opinion contained a short article in the
untitled sequence which marks an intermediate stage between Brian’s
original The Musicians Diary and his later On the Other Hand columns.11
Here Brian reminisces about meetings with Delius and his discussions
on music with friends:
‘His remarks were always original and interspersed with a great deal
of wit.’

Our guide recalls that before departing for the 1929 Delius Festival in
London, Delius criticised the followers of Schoenberg who he regards as
sensationalists. Delius’s greater criticism is for those who wish to regress
to a musical past. He believes that music can only go forward:
‘His sensitiveness is shown in the matter of inspiration, which he finds
almost entirely lacking from contemporary music.’

Brian suggests that Delius held the opinion that since the death of Bach the
world has only produced a dozen composers of genius.
In May 1939, in Musical Opinion, Brian has the following to say of
Delius:
‘I must protest against the exhibition of drawings of Delius made by
Augustus John and James Gunn. However excellent the pictures may
be as works of art, they do not represent Delius. I wonder if anywhere
can be found a portrait of the composer of thirty years ago, just when he
had completed the music which made him famous and when he lost no
opportunity of defying convention.’12

Malcolm MacDonald comments at this point, that as we know from
the Robert Threlfall/Lionel Carley Delius: A Life in Pictures, the Delius
iconography is quite extensive. In particular the 1903 and 1912 portraits
by Ida Gerhardi seem to have something of the quality Brian remembers
here. Brian continues:
‘... Delius was then no figure of complacency − a man of forty-five, tall
and erect, sparsely built and with piercing grey-blue eyes when talking
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of music. His attire was at least out of the ordinary, for he affected
a Sammy hat and an Inverness cape, the right end of the latter being
thrown back, so exposing his right hand on the knob of his walking
stick. He looked ready to meet the world in arms; and this is how, I
think, other generations should know him.’

If we now consider what Havergal Brian had to say about the 1929
Delius Festival, and also his views on the publication of Eric Fenby’s Delius
As I Knew Him, we might be surprised by his reaction. In two short articles
prompted by the 1929 Delius Festival Brian gave his reactions in Musical
Opinion in November and December of that year. We are told that Delius’s
music defies analysis. The music of Delius proceeds from intuition, as does
that of Wagner, Byrd and Palestrina. Our commentator gives his view that
Delius’s art is:
‘a natural development of Wagner from the spiritual qualities of Tristan
and Parsifal.’

Brian suggests that in Sea Drift and the closing scene of A Village Romeo
and Juliet there is strong fatalism in Delius’s music, but otherwise:
‘...the art of Delius remains elusive and subjective.’

Brian then reports on the performances and says of the first day of the
festival that it was a great rally, a reminder of:
‘…one of those pre-war audiences when everyone from London and
the provinces packed the Queen’s Hall. What this music would mean
without Sir Thomas Beecham no one may prophesy. He has had the
substance of it in his heart for many years, and has been a convinced
pleader for Delius for over a quarter of a century.’

that:

Speaking of some of the works performed at this festival Brian tells us
‘...Eventyr, drawn from that ghostly realm which was wont to inspire
Michael Drayton, has also influenced Delius into a finely sustained
effort in ghostly pictorial writing.’

Brian notes that Cynara is a work of highly coloured orchestral weaving
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expressive of the excesses of passion and its subsequent reproaches. He
suggests that if An Arabesk does not:
‘grip with the extraordinary power of Sea Drift and Appalachia, it is in
its way, hardly less beautiful; the expression of the doubts and fears of
living are something quite new in the metier of Delius, though not less
poignant than the expression of the two works mentioned.’

One point here on what Brian had to say about Eventyr: Michael
Drayton, the 17th century writer, is now best remembered for his pastoral
and faery epics respectively. Brian continues:
‘We had an instance of the composer’s extraordinary psychological
insight in his use of the chorus in Appalachia. Many Delius admirers
are inclined to place this foremost amongst his work. As a series of
orchestral variations, Appalachia is unique, there is not a page of the
orchestral score that is without the element of surprise − not that
of the Berlioz order − but in the newness of Delius’s harmonic and
polyphonic tissue. It has a style and colour scheme which eludes cold
analysis; but the steady gaze of its fascinating beauty never sags and it
is an extraordinary moment when the chorus makes its first entry. Its
subsequent employment in the finale makes one of the most thrilling
climaxes in the realm of music.’

Then, after having outlined how popular the Festiva1 concerts were,
Brian goes on to speak about the national characteristics of Delius the
composer:
‘During the festival, efforts were made to show how English all this
wondrous music is. We confess, however, that our patriotism does
not lead us so far as to recognise the genuine English character in the
music of Delius, neither are we anxious to discover it. The art of Delius
does not work in circumscribed limits; if we reflect on his life and the
influences which have inspired his finest works − Appalachia, Sea Drift,
Mass of Life − we cannot discover which is supposed to approximate
to English character. During the festival these three works stood out
conspicuously as peaks in a mountain chain. The Mass Of Life in
particular, over-towered like Mount Everest.
‘Who is to estimate the position of Delius? His individuality and
originality of outlook are not denied; the exciting scenes at the close of
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each performance suggest that most people were affected by it. Herein
lies the secret of the interpretation. It is not necessary to labour the
point that during the performance of the Mass of Life which continued
for two hours, we cannot recollect an occasion when such enormous
forces appeared so completely magnetised to the will of the conductor.
We remember other occasions (particularly with Nikisch) when such a
state of high tension in the orchestra produced memorable results. This
magnetic power sealed the final triumph of the festival.
‘Two composers − Chopin and Wagner − remind us of Delius. Both
were given to long-sustained flights of continuous and highly involved
chromatic writing of haunting beauty. As to how it all happens,
constructively we have no wish to know, or the fascination would
dissolve, as the mystery of the rainbow dissolved before Keats.
‘There are long stretches of continuous writing in Tristan and Parsifal
coloured with a spiritual essence of remarkable beauty. It is on this same
rarely attained plane of thought that some of the finest music of Delius
is written. Having admitted its rare, exotic qualities, many now seek
to explain it. To some, Delius is the end of the great romantic period.
Neither Byrd nor Palestrina knew that they were closing a period;
Monteverdi did not know he was beginning one; Bach was too much
occupied with his multifarious domestic and artistic duties even to
realise what he was really doing.
‘In recent years we have made acquaintance with much ugliness; yet
if such marvellously sustained and wonderfully beautiful music can
flow from Delius after all we had received from a previously supposed
closed romantic period, there is no reason why some future composer
should not write something to excel it.’

Now let’s hear Brian on Delius As I knew Him. Our musical guide
contributed a review of this book to the December 1936 edition of Musical
Opinion. Here is what he has to say:
‘This is a remarkable book, though the author himself might say its
value lay rather in its subject than in its writing. But the book is, in its
way, as revealing, poignant and gruesome as a tale by Edgar Allan Poe.
However, those who make the acquaintance of Delius first through these
descriptive pages telling of his last years, can at most realise the spectre
of a once great man; and those who knew him in his prime will scarcely
enjoy the reading of the book. Moreover, the ghastly picture of Delius
drawn by James Gunn is reproduced again to accompany the book. He
was egotistical, indulgent to himself, interested above all only in himself;
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but still with a redeeming tinge of originality that never seems to have
let him. Thirty years ago, to see him enter the Foyer of Queens Hall was
to feel oneself in the presence of a man of distinct personality, and that
apart from the cut of the clothes he wore. He spoke in short, staccato
sentences, which thrust themselves into our most cherished beliefs and
at the time seemed quite unanswerable; indeed, it seemed safer, for the
sake of peace, to agree with what he said than to have the point thrust
home.
‘This distinct personality, combined with his fascinating music,
drew around Delius a circle of English and German friends who rightly
regarded him as a wonderful composer. Here was a man producing the
most sensitively written romantic music since Chopin. Like Chopin too,
Delius was prone to profound introspection, which is not the same thing
as melancholia. There is no cheerfulness in the music of Delius, he exults
and sings finely and fiercely when overcome by tragedy. But despite
his derision of all current religious beliefs, composers found themselves
drawn towards his music. His attitude was much the same before
classical music, which he ridiculed as so many square-cut patterns,
stuffed; it was tailor’s music.
‘When Delius fell by the way and became blind and partially
paralysed, the writer of this book, Eric Fenby, wrote offering his services
as amanuensis. Considering the years that Delius had spent at Grez,
alone with his wife and his music, it was a great adventure. Fenby
arrived when the sands were running out; the patient blind and a
shadow of his former self, was given over to two nurses. But the spectre
talked and anathematised, as in those days when he carried himself so
proudly. Fenby seems to have stood up well to his self-sacrificing task,
and with unusual courage; he must have been wonderfully helpful,
persevering until Delius was subdued into loving him. All were pressed
into keeping him interested when the absence of gnawing pain made
such a task possible. Fenby read to him for hours on end; then he would
ask for gramophone records with Beecham conducting, or for concert
broadcasts of his own works, but always with Beecham.
						‘We admit to a prejudice against all writings purporting to tell
of the private life of an artist. In this case, however well it is done or
sympathetically written, one cannot quite escape the atmosphere of a
charnel house. Someday, let us hope, we shall all realise that the only
worthy way of remembering a composer is to perform or listen to his
music.’

Malcolm MacDonald tells us that in the same issue of Musical Opinion,
Brian’s La Main Gauche column took Fenby’s book as the text for more
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outspoken comments and reminiscences, as follows:
‘To those who knew Delius at the height of his amazing vitality, Eric
Fenby’s book comes as a sad revelation. Delius As I Knew Him shows
us the man bed-ridden and blind; and one may again, in this case of
Delius, question the propriety of telling the story of the depth of human
suffering. I do not deny the right of anyone to do so; I would only
choose to pass by on the other side.’14

Brian then gives his opinion that Delius’s career was over long
before Eric Fenby arrived, and regards the work with Fenby as futile, and
attempts at further composition haunt him with terror. Brian then tells us
that in Delius’s philosophy there was no such thing as English music, only
music written by men who happened to have their abode in England. He
then remarks:
‘I deplore the absence of any book about Delius that would recreate the
sense of life in and around him when his masterpieces were written.
Mr. Fenby felt the sinister aspect of much that confronted him at Grez;
and well he might, for it was the approach to death through unresigned
suffering.’

Brian remarks that he prefers not to recognise the man he knew
earlier in the stricken figure at Grez depicted by Eric Fenby. However he
recognised the man who would retire from the world to the French village
when he knew him at the beginning of the 20th century. That life would
have been worse than penal servitude for some men, Brian thinks. He
continues:
‘Though I dislike this book as much as I dislike the Grand Guignol, I will
not fail in my recognition of the courage and devotion of Mr. Eric Fenby
who sat by the composer until the end came and brought peace.’

The piece ends with some interesting observations concerning the
resistance of Hans Richter in Manchester to the music of Delius. When
Brian was reviewing music at the beginning of the 20th century he had
been approached and asked to do nothing to further the progress of such
music. However, Brian had been told by Granville Bantock of the quality
of Delius’s Appalachia.
Of course we must remember that Brian’s strong views arise from the
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fact that he knew Delius when he was young and vigorous. It is perhaps
all too human for us to want to remember friends and colleagues as we
knew them when they were vigorous, young or middle aged, not in the
adversity of severe illness and impairment in old age.
Now let’s hear Brian’s estimation of Delius. In an article in the July
1934 edition of Musical Opinion, Brian gives his estimation of Delius. He
says, amongst other things:
“... .My last glimpse of Delius was at the festival organised for his honour
by Sir Thomas Beecham at Queen’s Hall a few years ago. He was then
indeed a pathetic figure, reclining on a long chair placed in the balcony
− blind, thin and fragile. A quarter of a century earlier I often saw him,
thin and pale even then, and made more so by his black garb of a widebrimmed felt hat and cloak thrown partially back over his left shoulder.
One occasion was in the foyer at Queen’s Hall, when he was in a circle
of friends comprising Norman O’Neil, Balfour Gardner, Frederic Austin,
and Thomas Beecham. For my part I find it difficult to speak freely
about Delius’s music which can only be fully understood in the hearing,
and then remains a great memory. I say this even though I wrote,
years ago, columns of descriptive analyses of his works for this journal,
and received the commendation of the composer and a present of an
inscribed copy of his songs. His music is a mixture of the most exotic
poetry and painting, and I see him as an impressionist after the manner
of Blake; his finest music is of nocturnal quality; but Delius is unlike any
other composer in manner and outlook. But, like other composers, we
find in his early music the stimulus of other men, notably of Wagner,
Grieg and Debussy.’

What do we learn from Brian regarding Delius? We might not agree
with all his reactions to Delius, certainly not with his opinions on Delius As
I Knew Him, but I think he can give us some helpful insights because like
Delius he is not solely interested in music, but has other cultural interests
and enthusiasms. Finally, just to contradict Brian’s view of the Fenby
legacy as ‘futile’, we should listen again soon to Songs of Farewell, surely
one of Delius’s finest works.
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RECORDING THE DELIUS PART-SONGS
The Chairman attended one of the sessions for the recording of Delius’s, and most
of John Ireland’s, part-songs by the Birmingham Conservatoire Chamber Choir
under their Director, Paul Spicer, in St Alban’s Church, Highgate, Birmingham
on the morning of 4th July 2011 − and this is an expanded version of his notes:
9.50: Huge, high Victorian, Gothic, church − pretty reverberant acoustic,
and quite often used for recordings and broadcasts. Traffic outside
virtually inaudible − a vain belief, as it turned out. Paul Spicer (PS) already
doing the warm-up. Producer, Siva Oke (SO) of SOMM Recordings, and
sound engineer Paul Arden Taylor, are ensconced in a side room, with
loudspeaker connection through to PS. Choir 24-strong, standing in
semicircle in front of the chancel gates, and two cigar-like mikes on a tall
pole behind PS, with a sort of tennis racquet between them, to help the
stereo effect. Choir looks to be a really nice lot, so intelligent − and young!
− dressed in any old clothes and trainers. Everyone has a water bottle on
the floor beside them.
Warm-up over, they begin with Durch den Wald von Schrek (No 2 of Six
Part-Songs). ‘Take’ 1 rather rough − they had a very heavy day yesterday
doing all the Ireland songs, and needed to get their voices working
properly again. Take 2 much better, with PS encouraging the various parts
to come out through the general texture − particularly where there is a rare
case of Delius having written two bars for one of the parts that could just
be described as counterpoint − but someone raises a hand to tell PS that he
(the singer) has made a mistake, so take abandoned. If they stop for more
than a moment, everyone (except PS!) sits on the floor.
10.15: Natalie Hyde, who took part in this year’s Delius Prize, is at
the front of the sopranos, but now wears glasses, so I don’t recognise her
at first! There is such a happy feel to everything − they are really enjoying
themselves.
10.25: A burglar alarm goes off outside − recording has to stop,
and engineer goes to investigate: a house across the road. He considers
breaking and entering through a window to shut it off, but decides that
it would be unwise. After nearly 10 minutes, it stops of its own accord.
Meanwhile PS has been rehearsing some tricky bits − some of these songs
actually extremely difficult. Then another take, which SO and PS agree is
very good − so everyone goes into the ‘control room’ to hear a play-back,
and agree too.
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St Alban’s Church, Highgate, Birmingham

10.35: Next is O! Sonnenschein (No 1 of Six Part-Songs). After take 2, PS
says he wants the middle to be more lyrical − and I point out to him that,
although D’s tempo instructions for this and ‘Durch’ are quite different
(Allegro vivace and Andante moderato), the ‘right’ pulse seems to be the
same for both, and there is a risk of their sounding very similar, when
there’s a need for contrast between them. He agrees, and when the editing
of the recording is done he and Siva may alter the order of all six to avoid
that.
11.10: After a break for coffee and biscuits, On Craig Ddu − one of the
loveliest part-songs ever written by anyone. Blend of voices extremely
good − nice warm sound from the basses particularly noticeable. PS
and Choir are so responsive to the tiny changes of harmony. Another
hold-up − for unexpected traffic sounds outside. The final Take is quite
magical, and genuinely moving. Unaccompanied part-singing at this
level is undoubtedly the most demanding and difficult of all forms of
performance: in an orchestra, tiny slips or out of tune playing can go
unnoticed − safety in numbers! − while in string chamber music there are
rarely more than six people to get it right; but with 24 singers, every early
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entry, any disturbance of the balance between the voices, or out of tune
note will stand out and spoil the result. When it works it’s miraculous!
12.10: Next, girls retire to the ‘control room’, and Wanderer’s Song for
the men alone. It’s very hard, and at first tenors sing too loudly, trying
to ‘keep their end up’. A good number of takes, and little breaks from
the actual recording for improving one bit or another − but it eventually
‘comes right’ to everyone’s satisfaction.
12.40: Last leg of the morning − Ave Maria (No 3 of Six Part-songs). Not
unlike the Schubert − quiet, slow and stately − but, like wedding music
from A Village Romeo, almost entirely predictable; could be Stainer or
Charles Wood. In take 1, basses not in tune and rather loud at start − but
they over-react to kindly word from PS, and in next take you couldn’t hear
them!
1.10: All done − a very good morning’s work. Everyone agrees to an
earlier-than-planned start and later finish tomorrow, to ensure everything
satisfactory, and possibly for a little ‘patching’ of today’s recording.
Martin Lee-Browne
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NEWS FROM MEMBER SOCIETIES
Michael Green
RECIPROCAL MEMBERSHIP
Links with all of our Member Societies are provided on our website at
www.delius.org.uk where there is a section dedicated to our Reciprocal
Member Societies Scheme. As we approach 2012, the 150th anniversary of
the birth of Frederick Delius, we will continue to highlight joint meetings,
activities and other relevant links with Member Societies. 2012 will be a
very exciting year for Delians and one in which we will be particularly keen
to focus on Delius’s relationship with his fellow composers and musicians.
Delius Society Members are reminded that if they wish to join any
of our Member Societies they can enjoy the benefit of a concessionary
50% reduction in the first year membership fee (£10 in the case of Finzi
Friends) by contacting Michael Green by telephone: 01299 400883 or
email: ViceChairman@TheDeliusSociety.org.uk and your details will then
be passed on to the appropriate Treasurer/Membership Secretary. Our
Member Societies are likewise offering their Members a similar concession
if they wish to join The Delius Society (£14 in the first year instead of £28)
and telling them about our meetings and events in their Newsletters and
Journals.
THE BERLIOZ SOCIETY
Forthcoming UK events:
5th/6th November 2011
Ninth Annual Berlioz Society Weekend at Artworkers Guild, 6, Queen
Square, London WC1
Berlioz’s sacred works
18th February 2012 Royal Festival Hall
Romeo et Juliette, Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment
Annual Membership is £15.00 and the Society is very active with
publications, conferences, weekends and meetings. Website: www.
theberliozsociety.org.uk.
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THE ARTHUR BLISS SOCIETY
Concert dates for performances of Bliss works (for further details and
updates see the ABS website):
Saturday 3rd December 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Westmorland Hall, Kendal
The Westmorland Orchestra (Conductor. Richard Howarth)
Programme includes Bliss: A Colour Symphony
Saturday 14 April 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Wigmore Hall, London
Soloists from the London Philharmonic Orchestra
Programme includes Bliss: Clarinet Quintet
Friday 1st June 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Symphony Hall, Birmingham
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
‘Diamond Jubilations’
Programme includes Bliss: Welcome The Queen
Members of The Delius Society may join the ABS at a reduced subscription
of £7.50 (normally £15). Upon joining they will receive the last two
published copies of the Society’s substantial Newsletter. To join please see
the ABS website www.arthurbliss.org or telephone Mrs. Jill Smith on 01242
578688.
THE HAVERGAL BRIAN SOCIETY
The Society reports that the performances, in Brisbane in December 2010
of Symphony No. 1 The Gothic and this July at the Proms in London were
‘a triumph’.
Annual membership is £12.00 (£150.00 Life). Members receive a
bi-monthly Newsletter, discounts on a wide range of Brian books and
memorabilia. Website: www.havergalbrian.org.
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THE ELGAR SOCIETY
News: The East Anglian Branch of the Society has been relaunched. At
the Elgar Birthday Concert on 4th June Anthony Payne was awarded the
Elgar Society Medal in recognition of his longstanding contribution to the
Elgar legacy.
A plaque commemorating Elgar’s tenure as organist at St George’s
Catholic Church in Worcester was unveiled by the Archbishop of
Birmingham, the Most Reverend Bernard Longley on 4th June.
Membership is £30 Single; £17.50 Joint UK and Europe. Members
receive three copies per year of the Elgar Society Journal, discounts on CDs
and free entry to the Elgar Birthplace.
The Elgar Society has nine UK branches and a Canadian branch. Each
branch has its own programme of meetings, usually in the form of a
lecture, and these are open to members of the public. The lectures are
given by eminent Elgarians and members of the Society. Further details
can be found on the Society website: www.elgar.org. which also lists a
wide range of performances of Elgar’s music both in the UK and abroad.
The Elgar Birthplace Museum is located at Broadheath, Worcestershire
and is open daily 1st February 2011 – 23rd December 2011 (inclusive) from
11.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. The Museum stages a variety of exhibitions and
events throughout the year. Details will be found on their website: www.
elgarmuseum.org.
FINZI FRIENDS
Forthcoming events:
5th November 2011
Finzi Friends’ Evening in Chester
Wesley Methodist Church, St John’s Street, Chester
4.00 p.m. - 5.30 p.m. Master Class for Young Clarinettists On Finzi’s
Five Bagatelles for clarinet, by Jo Patton (City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra)
7.00 p.m. Concert given by Chetham’s Chamber Choir with Thomas Kelly
(tenor) and successful clarinettists from the afternoon’s master class
Gerald Finzi – Magnificat and Five Bagatelles for clarinet
Ralph Vaughan Williams – Three Shakespeare Songs
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Gerald Finzi – Songs from A Young Man’s Exhortation
Benjamin Britten – On this Island
Joint ticket £15, Master class only £5, Concert only £12
Pre-concert tickets: Jane Rigby 01926 651420 or bettabats@btinternet.com
Annual membership £15.00. The Friends produce a Journal twice a
year, hold occasional workshops and study days, organise a lunch and
lecture at the Three Choirs Festival and a Triennial Weekend of English
Song in Ludlow. Website: www.finzifriends.org.uk.
THE PERCY GRAINGER SOCIETY
Annual Membership: £14.00.
Further details via www.bardic-music.com.
THE GRIEG SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
Forthcoming events:
Thursday 3rd November 2011
Grieg Society Annual General Meeting at Schott Music, Great Marlborough
Street, London
Annual subscription is £12.50 (Individual), £18 (Joint) and £7 (Student).
Life membership is £100. Members receive a Journal and meetings are held
which are open to non-Members. Website: www.griegsociety.co.uk
THE IVOR GURNEY SOCIETY
Annual membership is £14 (individual) £18 (Joint). Website: www.
ivorgurney.org.uk.
The Society produces a substantial annual Journal and Newsletters
throughout the year, has undertaken substantial work in cataloguing and
conserving the Gurney archive and has organised and facilitated a number
of recordings on the Somm and Naxos labels. Society events are normally
held each Spring.
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HOLST BIRTHPLACE TRUST AND MUSEUM
Forthcoming events: All Holst events can be found on Composer Societies
page of the English Music Festival website (www.englishmusicfestival.org.
uk/society.htm)
Annual Membership rates are £15 (Single), £20 (Joint) £25 (Family),
£50 (Corporate), £60 (Benefactor), £100 (Joint Benefactor), £300 (Corporate
Benefactor).
Website: www.holstmuseum.org.uk
RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS SOCIETY
Benefits of membership include a regular Journal which contains scholarly
articles as well as interesting news, events and reviews of the latest
concerts and CD releases together with a select discography. There are
opportunities to meet socially, with invitations to special events and
advance information on future concerts, as well as concert ticket discounts
and discount purchasing of RVW-related materials. Upon joining, new
members receive a £5.00 voucher towards any Albion CD or publication.
Annual Membership is £20 (£12 concessionary).
Website: www.rvwsociety.com
SIR ARTHUR SULLIVAN SOCIETY
Forthcoming performances include Der Mikado, oder Die Stadt Titipu at the
Staatstheater am Gartnerplatz in Munich (dates from November to April);
The Golden Legend in Portland, Maine (2nd − 4th March); The Pirates of
Penzance at the Cerritos Arts Center, Los Angeles (23rd/24th March); The
Yeomen of the Guard with the Philharmonia Orchestra/John Wilson in a
concert performance at the Royal Festival Hall, London (15th April) and
with the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra in Liverpool (21st April).
UK Membership is £15 (Adult), £10 (unwaged student, OAP), £20 (two
people at the same address). Overseas $US50/£25; Couples $60/£30. The
Society publishes a Magazine twice yearly. Website: www.sullivansociety.
org.uk .
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THE PETER WARLOCK SOCIETY
Wednesday 30th November 2011 at 7.15 p.m.
Joint Meeting with The Delius Society
Becoming Delius, becoming Warlock
Roderick Swanston, formerly reader in Historical and Interdisciplinary
Studies at the Royal College of Music, will speak about how the musical
language of Delius developed and how much it affected Warlock, and
how much Warlock moved away from this to develop his own distinctive
musical language.
Membership £15 (full), £5 (Students), £180 (life). A Society Newsletter
is published twice yearly and the Society arranges various events, partly
for the benefit of the membership and partly with an element of outreach. The Society is pleased to help members gain access to Warlockian
material. Further information will be found on the Society’s website, www.
peterwarlock.org
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2012 – FURTHER NEWS
Our planning for 2012 is well on target – indeed a number of our recording
projects are likely to come to fruition later this year and we will advise you
of availability as soon as we have this information. Those members who
use the internet will be able to keep up-to-date with all developments via
our website and the ‘News’ feature.

ERIC FENBY – The 1984 Radio Programme
The CD version of this splendid recording is now available exclusively
to members in return for a modest donation and an Application Form
is enclosed with this Journal. Copies of the CD will also be available at
London Branch Meetings. Lyndon Jenkins provided a background to
the recording (previously known as That Boy’s No Good) in the Spring
Journal and the CD itself, with re-mastered musical extracts, and very well
presented, will give great pleasure – especially to those members for whom
it is a new experience. The four tracks have the following titles:

1. How the great adventure began
2. Early days with Delius, and a setback
3. A working arrangement is reached
4. Reflections on the experience 50 years later
The interview finds Fenby in top form as he describes those extraordinary
years spent in the Delius household and the achievements gained through
his hard-earned relationship with Delius which have provided us with the
miracle of those wonderful late works which otherwise would never have
been born.

WEBSITE
Please keep an eye on the website for News items. There are some
important further developments in hand including a major update to the
Discography section, a huge task which is being undertaken by Stephen
Lloyd. More news on this when it is nearing completion. We will soon, at
last, have some images in the Gallery section.
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EVENTS
The period around the Delius Birthday on 29th January is offering numerous
celebrations with concerts and events both in the UK and abroad. On the
birthday itself there is to be a Dinner and Concert with Tasmin Little in
Philadelphia and in London we have lunchtime gathering preceding an
afternoon concert at the RFH with a very attractive programme offering
the ’Cello Concerto with Julian Lloyd Webber and Brigg Fair along with
Vaughan Williams’s The Lark Ascending and Elgar’s Enigma Variations. This
will be followed in the evening by a choice of either Ken Russell presenting
his celebrated Delius film A Song of Summer with a panel discussion or
The Fitzwilliam Quartet at Conway Hall with a programme including
the Delius and Grieg Quartets and Two Miniatures by Grainger. Also, on
the previous day, there will be concerts in Santa Cruz, St. Mary’s Church,
Yatton and in Karlsruhe, Germany the first night of a production of A
Village Romeo and Juliet. What a feast!
More news on 2012 Events will be provided in the January Newsletter.
We do know that there will be performances of the ’Cello Concerto and Sea
Drift at the Hereford Three Choirs Festival, the Cello Concerto on 22nd
July, 2012 and Sea Drift coinciding with our AGM, and there will be other
events of interest as well. Plans for the Study Weekend are well advanced
and will include an array of distinguished speakers. There will also be
live music, discussions and plenty of opportunities for members to meet.
A number of Festivals featuring Delius are being announced and details of
their programmes will soon be known.

PUBLICITY
The Committee is very anxious to publicise all Delius events and concerts
throughout the year and to provide support for those performers wishing
to include some Delius in their programmes. Our website is already
publicising a very considerable number of concerts and there will be
many more to come. In order to spread the word far and wide we have
taken on some specialist expertise to engage with the press and other
key organisations such as the British Arts Festivals Association (BAFA),
Making Music, the Association of British Orchestras (ABO), radio and TV
channels. Our website will be constantly updated with News items and
interest in the Society’s Facebook pages is growing fast.
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SOME RECORDING NEWS FROM LYNDON JENKINS
New issues and reissues for 2012:
‘EMI has been associated with the music of Frederick Delius since
electrical recording began in the mid-1920s. Even before then some of
his music had been captured via the acoustic process, but it was when
the conductor Thomas Beecham, already the most ardent of Delius’s
champions in the concert hall and opera house, began to record his
music in 1927 that EMI embarked upon the long service to the composer
that it has carried on so loyally ever since ...’

This passage is from the booklet note for EMI’s major contribution to the
anniversary celebrations, which gathers virtually every Delius recording
made for the label in the stereo era together with a choice selection of
historic recordings going back as far as 1929. It is a mammoth task to
cover every decade since the 1920s, and it is not surprising that the result
is a boxed set of 18 discs. Many Delians will, of course, have collected a
good proportion of these recordings when they were first issued, but these
boxed collections are proving popular with collectors young and old; and
if one thinks that new generations and newcomers to the music will now be
able to acquire practically the whole of the Delius œuvre in one (relatively
inexpensive) sweep, then the advantages begin to register.
Looking at the contents list, the first thing one notices is that the three
operas that EMI recorded, Koanga, A Village Romeo and Juliet and Fennimore
and Gerda are valuably restored to circulation, as is the complete music for
Hassan. All the choral works, A Mass of Life, Appalachia, Sea Drift, Songs of
Sunset, The Song of the High Hills, Songs of Farewell, An Arabesque and the
Requiem are here, as are larger solo vocal works such as the Idyll and Cynara.
Some single discs are neatly planned to contain all three string concertos
(played by Jacqueline du Pré, Yehudi Menuhin and Paul Tortelier), all the
Violin Sonatas (Menuhin again), and all Eric Fenby’s arrangements plus
his interesting talk about Delius that came originally with the LP set of A
Village Romeo and Juliet.
Other discs are equally neatly devoted to the principal conductors
involved, so that the Piano Concerto (with Piers Lane) appears on a disc
of some of Vernon Handley’s recordings (In a Summer Garden and several
of the smaller pieces); Sir John Barbirolli offers Appalachia plus A Song of
Summer and shorter works, and Richard Hickox the Florida Suite and Brigg
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Fair. Sir Charles Groves’s Delius legacy is well covered (Koanga, A Mass of
Life, Sea Drift, The Song of the High Hills and others) as well as orchestrally
by North Country Sketches and Lebenstanz.
For the two Dance Rhapsodies and Over the Hills and Far Away recourse
has had to be made to Beecham recordings from various periods, though in
fact he only features prominently on the opening disc – sensibly, since his
own Delius recordings for EMI are readily available elsewhere – but here
there is a most interesting surprise in the inclusion of the talk he gave in
October 1948 when launching his 78rpm set of A Village Romeo and Juliet;
previously unheard, this runs to 25 minutes in five conveniently banded
tracks.
Sir Thomas does turn up again on the disc devoted largely to historic
recordings of the songs: he conducts eight titles with orchestra for Dora
Labbette, Elsie Suddaby and Marjorie Thomas and accompanies three
more at the piano. Of special interest on this disc are Irmelin Rose, So white,
so soft, so sweet is she and the two Verlaine settings, Le ciel est, par-dessus le
toit and La lune blanche sung in 1938 by Dora Labbette with Gerald Moore,
which have not been available since the Delius LP boxes issued in 1979 to
mark Beecham’s centenary.
But it is the names of those conductors who picked up the baton for
Delius in the years after Beecham’s death in 1961 who now once again
come into their own: Barbirolli, Malcolm Sargent (the ’Cello Concerto as
well as Songs of Farewell), Charles Groves, Charles Mackerras (a fine Paris),
Meredith Davies (two of the operas, the Requiem and the Idyll), Vernon
Handley and Richard Hickox; between them, they occupy by far the
greatest proportion of the box’s contents.
DANACORD HISTORIC ISSUE
A new issue of historic recordings made between 1929-1950 is to be
released by the Danish company Danacord, whose founder Jesper Buhl
is an ardent Delius lover (and a Society member). He sought the help of
Lyndon Jenkins in determining the contents of the disc, which concentrates
on those conductors, singers and instrumentalists who were Beecham’s
contemporaries. There are some sterling items here, such as Sir John
Barbirolli’s first recording of A Song of Summer with the Hallé Orchestra,
Sir Eugène Goossens conducting the Cincinatti SO in The Walk to the
Paradise Garden and Constant Lambert’s famous disc of La Calinda. Rarities
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include Anthony Pini
playing the Caprice and
Elegy, and several of the
songs, notably Delius’s
three settings of Shelley
(the Indian Love Song,
To the Queen of my Heart
and Love’s philosophy
sung respectively by
Maggie Teyte, Heddle
Nash and Isobel Baillie).
Two more songs come
from Joan Stuart, who
sang in Beecham’s TV
broadcasts of Irmelin,
Sidney Beer conducts
the Irmelin Prelude and
there are examples of the work of Boyd Neel (Air and Dance), Henry Holst
(Légende) and Anthony Collins (On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring).
DELIUS AND IRELAND SONG ARRANGEMENTS
Julian Lloyd Webber is planning a CD of a selection of Delius’s songs
(together with some by John Ireland) which he has himself transcribed
for ’cello and piano. It was completed in September and will be released
on the Naxos label in time for January 29th. There are 21 arrangements
of songs by Delius and John Ireland with 3 world premiere recordings
including ‘Birds in the High-Hall Garden’ from Delius’ early song-cycle
‘Maud’. Julian has said of this song: ‘I rate this as top-drawer Delius!’
There will be more information in the January Newsletter. In the
meantime do let me know if you have any news about 2012 to share with
our members.
Michael Green
(Vice Chairman@TheDeliusSociety.org.uk)
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THE DELIUS INTERNATIONAL
COMPOSITION PRIZE
As members will know, the Society has promoted an annual, conservatoirebased Performance Prize since 2004 and this has been highly successful.
Large numbers of music students have entered for the eight competitions
and the finalists have achieved a generally high standard of performance;
the winners and runners-up have shown exceptional ability and insight in
their interpretations of the works of Delius and his contemporaries.
Additional to the Performance Prize, and new for 2012, is an International
Composition Prize. Entrants are invited to submit an original composition
of 10-20 minutes’ duration, scored for one to five performers, that has the
potential to be programmed with works of Delius for broadly similar (i.e.
solo, duo or chamber) forces. The composition can be a single piece or a
group of pieces.
As well as receiving a prize of £2,000, the winner may be invited to
submit his or her work for performance at a public event to be scheduled
in London in 2012.
Entries will be considered by a Panel of three judges consisting of
Anthony Payne (Vice President of the Society and Chairman of the Panel),
Sebastian Forbes and Judith Weir.
Entry forms and copies of the rules of the competition are available
from the Delius Society / Delius Trust website (http://www.delius.org.
uk) or from the address below. Queries should be addressed to the
undersigned.
The closing date for applications is 1st May 2012. Three copies of the
manuscript should be sent, with a completed application form, to:
Delius International Composition Prize
c/o Crosland Communications Ltd.
The Railway Station
Green Road
Newmarket
Suffolk CB8 9WT
(United Kingdom)
The winner will be notified in writing by 31st May 2012.
Roger Buckley (Events@TheDeliusSociety.org.uk)
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A TRIP TO GREZ
I give talks on art and local history and a new talk, ‘Art is Long’, was
prompted by the fact that some notable artistic personalities are buried
in the area I cover. The talk starts at Limpsfield churchyard with Delius,
Beecham and the Harrison sisters, then moves on naturally to Peter
Warlock and, more tenuously, to Graham Sutherland and Lord Dunsany.
Needing some pictures of Grez, my wife and I spent a long weekend
there in May, staying with the delightful Sophie Batsis at her B&B in Rue
Victor Hugo. This was close enough to Delius’s house for me to wander
round at any time until I got a photograph without cars. And in the
evening I could take several shots from the bridge as the light faded over
the River Loing at the end of Delius’s garden. Unfortunately the campers
in the site across the river from the garden weren’t playing Summer Night
on the River but a very different style of music.
For Sunday lunch we walked to Marlotte, up the same Marlotte Road
that Eric Fenby used to push Delius in the evenings, Delius, typically,
telling Fenby to completely ignore anyone who spoke to them − ‘Take
no notice, just keep going’. Sometimes Delius wouldn’t speak a word to

The river at Grez
© Monty Parkin
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The bridge over the Loing
© Monty Parkin

Fenby for the whole excursion but afterwards would say ‘Thank you lad,
that was grand’.
Happily we didn’t adopt this policy ourselves because, chatting to
a local half way to Marlotte, he kindly offered us a lift to our restaurant.
It being a very hot day, we accepted. There is a choice of eating places
in Marlotte, Grez has just the one, which is friendly enough − everyone
coming by wished us ‘bon appetit’ as we ate outside there. Apart from the
weekend campers, Grez has a pleasantly sleepy, self-contained air.
The Marlotte walk takes you past the cemetery where Delius was
temporarily buried before being transferred to Limpsfield.
In the town hall at Grez there is an interesting art collection including
two of Jelka’s oil paintings. I’m afraid I go along with Fenby regarding her
work, finding it rather high key and sweet in colour. Fenby actually used
the word ‘sickly’. I wonder what Delius really thought of the paintings −
he had a sophisticated taste in art.
So, with a bus trip to Fontainebleau thrown in to look round the castle
and visit the market, where Jelka and Delius used to shop, our mission was
accomplished and Sophie gave us a lift to the station.
At the first airing of the talk, one member of the audience had
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heard Eric Fenby speak about his time with Delius; one lady’s father
had been painted by James Gunn, who famously painted Delius and, at
tea afterwards, another lady in her 90s quoted extensively from Ernest
Dowson’s poetry, which she clearly loved (I also mention Dowson, buried
at Catford). It’s the feedback from the audience that so often makes the
work of assembling a new talk worthwhile.
By the way, if you are thinking of visiting Grez-sur-Loing, you can’t
do better than stay with Sophie in Rue Victor Hugo.
Monty Parkin
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100 YEARS AGO
In mid-July Bartók wrote to Delius from Paris, regretting that he had
missed the older composer, having arrived too late to meet him at Grez.
In July 1911 Delius and his wife were in Norway, visiting the Rondane
and Gudbrandsdal regions, and were there until they returned to Grez,
probably at the end of August. Two months later Delius was in Elberfeld
for a second performance of A Mass of Life by Hans Haym. A projected
performance of A Village Romeo and Juliet at Elberfeld by Haym fell through.
Delius spent the rest of the year at home in Grez, finishing An Arabesque in
the autumn, and then starting The Song of the High Hills. This is the work
which Robert Matthew-Walker suggested, in a talk to the Delius Society
in November 2004, might have been intended by Delius as a memorial for
Grieg who had died just four years previously (DSJ No. 137 p79).
In September 1911 Beecham wrote from New York, apologising for
not meeting the Deliuses in Norway and speaking of his indifference to
America, and outlining some of his future plans in Europe and America.
Beecham was undertaking a business visit to New York with his father
Joseph. Thomas Beecham had not been in the U.S.A. for twenty years.

A scene from the Rondane region of Norway
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He told Delius he felt much better than when they had last met, and
indicated that he had low expectations of musical prospects in Britain.
Delius dedicated Fennimore and Gerda to Beecham who had reservations
about the opera and never performed it. At this time Delius queried with
his publisher Harmonie his royalty statement, going into great detail
over missed performances, for which he had not received the appropriate
royalties. The publisher appears to have been in the wrong but it is not
clear how the royalties were calculated.
In late November Delius wrote from Grez to Philip Heseltine thanking
him for a transcription of Brigg Fair and making a number of observations
about this transcription. Delius had also given advice regarding Heseltine’s
musical education. Heseltine had left Eton in the summer and was now
studying music in Cologne.
Paul Chennell
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PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST
AS A YORKSHIREMAN:
TWO IMAGES OF DELIUS, 1919-1932
Bradford is given relatively short shrift in most accounts of Delius’s
life. The most memorable lines are probably fictional: in Ken Russell’s
famous film, which appears to revel in the composer’s disdain for the
English artistic sensibility as a whole, Delius dismisses his birthplace as ‘a
filthy place, full of factories’.1 These words do not appear in Eric Fenby’s
memoir, on which the film is based (although Delius’s claim that he was
‘demoralised’ when he left Bradford does).2 They are echoed, nonetheless,
in Clare Delius’s more comprehensive account of her brother’s West Riding
childhood, which paints a rather hysterical picture of nineteenth century
capitalism in the region, during which ‘to get rich by your own endeavours,
to push forward ruthlessly, to grab something from that stream of gold,
whose flow no one ever dreamed would cease’ was very much the ‘guiding
rule’.3 The wool trade is set up as the enemy of the artistic impulse; little
space allowed for enlightened industrialism, save a mention of her father’s
charitable side, and the oft-noted musical sympathies of Bradford society.
The latter, along with the close presence of the Dales (upon which the city
of Bradford encroached, like a ‘plague spot’) is clearly not enough to save
the West Riding from scorn. We are left in no doubt as to which path the
young composer should take: any road that leads out of Bradford.
Delius’s subsequent flight from the West Riding, to Gloucestershire
and Florida, thence to mainland Europe, was not untypical. Bradford,
Leeds and the surrounding region may have produced a fine crop of
artists and writers during the late nineteenth century, but few chose to
stay in the county of their birth.4 The relationship between these men and
the area in which they grew up was, nonetheless, more complicated than
it is often made out to be, as proved by the nuanced accounts left by J. B.
Priestley, who retained a lifelong fondness for Bradford, for all its faults.5
Though we lack a similar account for Delius, we know enough, I think, to
appreciate that his Yorkshire identity should not be so easily dismissed.
The relationship between Delius and Bradford was difficult, on both sides,
but it wasn’t without moments of brightness: moments in which, perhaps,
the ‘filth and the factories’ were temporarily forgotten in favour of less
forbidding memories. In this article I wish to consider these moments
– and compare them to similar instances in the lives of two other artistic
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Yorkshiremen, William Rothenstein and Jacob Kramer. This will not only
provide an interesting case study in itself, but lead us to an examination of
two portraits of Delius, undertaken by these two artists, in 1919 and 1932
respectively.

Figure 1. Frederick Delius; a portrait by Sir William Rothenstein

I start with William Rothenstein (1872-1945); whose life shares notable
similarities with that of Delius. Their fathers, Julius Delius and Moritz
Rothenstein, both emigrated from Germany in the mid-nineteenth century
to work in the Bradford wool trade, with equal success.6 Though the
spectre of industrial Bradford could not be ignored, both boys grew up in
relatively nice parts of the city – and were educated at Bradford Grammar
School (where neither could lay much claim to greatness).7 Though Julius
Delius receives less credit than he is due for realising, albeit belatedly, that
his son didn’t belong in the wool trade, Rothenstein was far more fortunate
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in the support he received from his parents, which enabled him to study
at the Slade in London at the age of sixteen, followed by four years further
education in Paris.8 Having seen life elsewhere, neither man was to return
to live in the West Riding, though both continued to visit family there.
Rothenstein settled in London, first, then Gloucestershire: the scene of
Delius’s first flight. Yorkshire, however, continued to rank high amongst
his concerns.
In the summer of 1904, for example, Rothenstein helped organise
the influential exhibition of art that opened the Cartwright Hall Gallery
in Lister Park, Bradford, which he later described as ‘probably the best
exhibition of contemporary art that had ever been held in Yorkshire’.9
Though he exhibited such critically acclaimed works as The Browning
Readers (1900), the council chose to completely overlook his art when it
came to making permanent purchases for the gallery; finding Rothenstein
a little too revolutionary for their tastes.10 This did not stop Rothenstein
from donating several works to the city in 1910, or from consistently
trying to raise the profile of regional galleries and artists, in works such
as his 1916 pamphlet A Plea for a Wider Use of Artists & Craftsmen. This
latter was a reproduction of a lecture given in Sheffield, where Rothenstein
was awarded the first ever Chair in Civic Art. One would be forgiven for
thinking that, in making this gesture, Yorkshire (or South Yorkshire, at
least) was embracing the artist at last; the debacle that was the 1923 Leeds
Town Hall Mural Project, however, seems to prove that it remained, at
best, an anxious embrace.11 The same could be said for the continuing
reluctance of Bradford to recognise Rothenstein’s reputation. In the late
1930s, after a long career, during which he received much critical acclaim
– not to mention a knighthood – the artist proposed an exhibition to the
Director of the Bradford Art Gallery, only to receive a ‘non-committal
reply’.12 Despite all of this, Rothenstein remained fond of the region – and
at several points regretted having left. ‘What,’ he wondered after a return
to Bradford in 1933, ‘had I been doing, keeping away from all this beauty,
painting in France for so many years, when I should have returned home
to paint what I understood with an intimacy other painters could scarcely
feel?’13 The answer clearly lay partly in the lack of consistent patronage,
though we should also note that, by this stage, a return to Bradford was
probably out of the question: Rothenstein had, in the meantime, laid down
too many roots elsewhere.14
Charting Rothenstein’s relationship with his home county reminds us
that even a poor connection cannot be entirely broken, especially when it
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stretches back as far as one’s childhood. His life as an artist may have felt a
world away from the wool trade in which his father worked; but his origins
were not easily forgotten. As it was, an interest in the Northern industrial
cities, and in the more obviously attractive aspects of the West Riding – the
surrounding countryside – remained with Rothenstein to the end of his
life and, in his 1904 painting The Quarry, Hawksworth, formed the subject of
one of his most affecting paintings.15 His eldest son John Rothenstein (later
Director of the Tate Gallery) thought the relationship ran even deeper than
this, arguing that ‘I have never known anyone whose own childhood so
manifestly and so decisively shaped his character’.16 Though he may have
left the accent behind long ago (his close friend Augustus John was to note
that his speech ‘owed nothing to the racy felicities of his native Yorkshire’)
his Bradford background nonetheless remains a significant factor when
considering his career.17
Whether or not we could say the same for Delius is another question.
Delius’s relationship with Bradford was also a difficult one, with moments
of negativity on both sides. It wasn’t, however, a non-existent one. It is
thus tempting to imagine the conversations that might have arisen when
Delius sat for Rothenstein in 1919.18 This may not have been their first
meeting: though ten years his senior, the Delius and the Rothenstein
families knew each other in Bradford – indeed, Rothenstein recalled that
Frederick had played music with his mother as a child.19 It was, all the
same, their first meeting as adults; as men who were, by now, at the top
of their respective disciplines. Even beyond the Bradford boyhood, they
had much in common. Though Rothenstein had little interest in music,
Delius was very keen on art, and would have no doubt enjoyed hearing
Rothenstein’s reminiscences of his art education in Paris at the turn of
the century. They also shared a German heritage, which had caused them
both discomfort in the last few years; the war forcing Delius to leave Grezsur-Loing and Rothenstein to volunteer as a war artist.20 Their relative
experiences suggested no end of fruitful discussion, none of which we can
recover, since neither man left any account of the meeting. All that is left
is the portrait itself: one of the less striking images in the rather crowded
field of Delius portraits; a field already populated by some of the biggest
names in early twentieth-century art.21
Like most of his artwork, however, Rothenstein’s portrait of Delius
[see fig.1] repays the patient viewer. Rothenstein’s later drawings share
a grave simplicity lacking in his earlier work; one that verges, it might
be argued, on the mundane. When he first starting drawing famous men
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and women, in the mid-1890s, he opted for a variety of poses, captured
in swift, lively lines. Over the years less and less of his subjects’ bodies
made it into the frame: by 1919 he was very much down to heads alone,
built up of sturdy, gracefully assured strokes. Flashy effects were very
much a thing of the past: Rothenstein’s later portraits seem to aim for a
more monumental aura; the gravity of the subject brought to the fore,
often (though not always) at the expense of their humanity. As such,
Rothenstein’s Delius lacks elements celebrated in other portraits of the
composer: the so-called ‘curiously eager expression about the eyes and
mouth’, as noted by Thomas Beccham, and caught by Jelka Delius.22
Either Rothenstein did not see this Delius, or he chose to ignore it. The
result is a rather more sober, faintly melancholy image of the man. This
seems apposite, in the circumstances. After all it is, I believe, this quality
of Rothenstein’s art – its inherent soberness – that seems to provide the
clearest link to his Yorkshire identity.
When praising the buildings around the West Riding, Rothenstein
frequently returns to the word ‘austere’. This turns out to be one of his
favourite words, one which is easily applicable to his art work. Whilst
I would hesitate to credit this quality entirely to Rothenstein’s Bradford
background (it may owe just as much to his Jewish upbringing, or more
particular facets of his character), there can be little doubt that he connects
the two in his mind. The perceived honesty and austerity he admires in
Yorkshire landscapes – and the Yorkshire people – are echoed in his artistic
ambitions. We might say, therefore, that this portrait of Delius is in one
sense subtlety infused with the spirit of the West Riding. Aldous Huxley
once complained that Rothenstein drew him as if he were a building.23
I like to think that Rothenstein drew Delius as if he too were a building; one
of those austere Bradford buildings he so admired. In light of their shared
backgrounds, this would be an apt manner in which to create an image of
the great composer: one Yorkshireman seen through the eyes of another
(even if both men were, in their way, somewhat reluctant ambassadors of
their home county).
Thirteen years were to pass before Delius sat again for a portrait by
an artist of the West Riding. In the intervening period he visited Bradford
just once: the last ever visit of this kind, made in 1921. Even during the
Fenby years, it is fair to say that Yorkshire never strayed too far from his
thoughts; nor was it always remembered in a negative light. We know, for
instance, that Fenby and Delius liked to discuss their respective prowess
(or imagined prowess) on the cricket field – and that Matthew Smith, an
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artist from Halifax, was a frequent visitor.24 In 1932, meanwhile, Bradford
took it upon themselves to recognise Delius’s achievements, electing him
Honorary Freeman of the City. Too ill to travel to Bradford, the city was
kind enough to travel to him, in the shape of the Lord Mayor and Town
Clerk.25 In response to this honour, Delius seems to have overlooked the
filth and factories in favour of the following crowd-pleasing statement:
‘I love Bradford... and it would have been the greatest pleasure in my
life to have been able to visit the city to have the freedom bestowed on
me there’.26 He also responded positively to a copy of The Heaton Review,
a Bradford-based cultural journal which he received around this time
describing it as ‘a delightful publication’ and requesting further issues.27
From the same source came a request for another sitting, commissioned by
The Heaton Review in 1932, and carried out in the same year by the Leeds
artist Jacob Kramer.
Jacob Kramer (1892-1962) was a good deal younger than Rothenstein
and Delius, though he shared many of their experiences. Born in the
Ukraine, Kramer moved to Leeds at the age of eight. He was, like
Rothenstein, Jewish, though he grew up in a much less prosperous
community – and required financial help from the Jewish Education Aid
Society (on whose board Rothenstein sat) before he was able to take his
place at the Slade School of Art in London in 1912. Kramer’s break from
Leeds, however, was short-lived: he returned in 1915 and was based there
for the rest of his life, becoming of one of the city’s best-loved, though
rarely popular, artistic figures. To say that Kramer was rewarded for
his loyalty would be inaccurate: in actuality Kramer’s relationship with
Yorkshire was no less difficult than Rothenstein’s. He struggled to find
consistent patronage in Leeds and bemoaned the state of local galleries,
going so far as to announce, at one point, that ‘for the struggling artist
it is hell in Yorkshire’.28 There were, however, occasional bright spots; of
which Bradford, perhaps surprisingly, was one. ‘I do honestly believe that
no similar city in the country has so many business men who have a real
appreciation not only of the “old masters”, but of the art which is produced
to-day, as there are in Bradford’, he noted of the city which had given him
his first one-man show in 1916.29 In light of this, it seems appropriate that
Kramer should have been chosen to draw Delius for The Heaton Review:
a task which took him to Grez-sur-Loing in the late summer of 1932.
Commissioned to make a drawing, Kramer also returned with a full-length
portrait – and still further indications that Delius was not incapable of
remembering the West Riding with affection.30
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Where the circumstances and nature of the Rothenstein/Delius sitting
remain a mystery, the Kramer/Delius sittings, thankfully, do not; Kramer
providing the Yorkshire Evening Post with a full account of his brief visit.31
He tells of how, having decided to paint Delius rather than just draw
him, he borrowed materials from Jelka; of how Delius was not able to sit
for more than a hour; of how the two men talked ‘pleasantly on several
subjects’ (though Delius was reluctant to talk about his own music); and
of the kind of life Delius lived in Grez. Yorkshire, unsurprisingly, formed
one topic of conversation. Kramer notes that ‘[Delius] mentioned Yorkshire,
and in particular Leeds. He remembers Leeds very well, and said what a
fine theatre the city had, in the Grand. He recollected seeing wonderful
pantomimes there in the old days. He also knew Ripon... and mentioned
the beauty of the Cathedral’.32 When conversation stopped flowing, the
painting picked up speed, proving a particularly pleasurable experience for
the artist. Kramer was especially proud to have painted the portrait ‘direct,
and not by somebody from sketches made, as has usually been the case’.33
The resulting portrait [see fig. 2] may seem to provide a weak
response to the artist’s boasts. Kramer, as was increasingly his habit,
captures Delius in profile, in broad and simple strokes, upon a basic,
even hurried, background. The initial effect is, depending on your point
of view, either refreshingly simple or simply naïve. It is almost as if
Kramer is making a study for the side of a coin or a letterhead: stripping
his subject of everything but the most essential details. It is, in this sense,
typical of Kramer’s work, which, at its best, imbues minimal forms with
great emotion, as in his famous Day of Atonement (1919).34 The impact
of his Delius is, however, a quiet one: a quality shared by Rothenstein’s
earlier portrait. Though Kramer’s portrait was made during the last years
of Delius’s life, it doesn’t overemphasise his physical deterioration. This
is an old man, certainly, but not necessarily an ill one. The portrait is
also steeped in melancholy: though the composer’s eyes are blinded and
closed, the viewer cannot ignore the darkness that threatens to consume
him. For all this, however, it seems to me to have a calm power of its own
– a ‘singular strength’, to use the words the artist employed to describe
Delius’s features.35 The painting appears to tell us far less about Delius in
1932 than corresponding works (such as James Gunn’s famous painting
from the same year). And yet, in a strange way, it tells us much more. By
taking away the various details – the withered hands, the rug, the gloomy
room – given to us by Gunn, Kramer focuses our attentions on the face. He
teases us with the prospect of a rather paltry portrait: in time we may come
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Figure 2. Frederick Delius by Jacob Kramer.
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to realise that he has given us something else entirely. He has, perhaps,
done a far greater honour to the memory of Delius than those artists who
strove to create more ‘detailed’, more obviously ‘lifelike’ portraits.
Kramer’s achievement did not go unrecognised at the time. By the
end of December 1932 a Harrogate man led a campaign to have the
painting donated to the Tate. By the beginning of 1933 this was already
out of the question; though hope lingered that Bradford would step in
with an offer. One newspaper ran a feature which questioned notable
figures of the Bradford art scene whether or not they favoured this move.
The responses were mixed: there was widespread agreement that the
Cartwright Hall should purchase a portrait of Delius, but general doubt as
to whether Kramer’s portrait was the best example. Only one man seemed
sure of himself: this was Mr F.V.Gill, President of the Bradford Historical
and Antiquarian Society, who complained that Kramer’s work ‘gives one
the impression of a death mask rather than the picture of a living man,
and I think Delius himself would be the last man to want it hung in the
Cartwright Hall’.36 Others appeared to have agreed, and Kramer’s portrait
was duly overlooked in favour of James Gunn’s work, which remains in
the gallery (or, more usually, in storage at the gallery) to this day. Luckily,
all was not lost. Despite Kramer’s tendency to favour the exhibiting
opportunities at Bradford, his home city came to the rescue. Early the
following year Kramer’s portrait of Delius entered the collection of the
Leeds City Art Gallery, where it is still sporadically shown.
One further fact brings this narrative to a neat close. The man
responsible for the purchase of Kramer’s portrait of Delius was none
other than John Rothenstein, the eldest son of William, currently serving
as Director of the City Art Gallery.37 The son of one artist from the West
Riding had recognised the need to support the work of another, choosing
as he did the portrait of yet another West Riding man. This is not to
suggest nepotism. I fancy, rather, that John Rothenstein recognised the
peculiar quality of Kramer’s painting; a quality that marks it out as the
work of someone whose experiences echoed those of his sitter. That
Rothenstein recognised, and valued this painting, for capturing an unseen
side of the composer: Delius as a Yorkshireman.
Samuel Shaw
Note on the author: Samuel Shaw completed the first major thesis on William
Rothenstein in 2010. He is currently expanding his research into a book.
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FREDERICK DELIUS – APOSTLE OF NATURE
A Pioneering New Website Partnership between
The Delius Society and EMI Classics
In the Delius Society Newsletter of September 1963, Chairman David
Simmons wrote: ‘The magic of Delius is in his music, and a visit to his
home must be, in many ways, a disappointment’. For me, the striking
opposite to a disappointment was the case when, on 31st August 2010, I
made my first visit to the former home of Frederick Delius in Grez-surLoing. Although I had for over half a century deeply loved this composer’s
unique music and had countless times looked with wondrous imagination
at photographs of his famous garden, the impact of experiencing this
entrancing location in the flesh was a revelation. It brought me even closer
to the reality of Delius’s inspiration in a way that, I felt, uniquely enhanced
my response to his life and music with which I had so long been familiar.
Realising that the 150th anniversary of the composer’s birth was a little
under 18 months away, I had decided to make my trip a pilgrimage for a
commemorative radio programme, and thus I took with me, recording
equipment to describe my journey from London in situ and capture the
sounds of Grez and Delius’s garden on arrival there. It happened to be
a gloriously perfect summer day, about 24 degrees, a cloudless sky and
a gentle breeze caressing the landscape. In these ideal conditions, the
microphone caught with exceptional vividness a wonderfully magical
impression of nature in that paradise that inspired the composer in
several of his most famous works. Against this backdrop, the owner of the
property, Jean Merle d’Aubigné and the Conseiller Municipal chargé de
la Culture et du Patrimoine in Grez, Jean le Vot, colourfully contributed a
wealth of historical detail about 94 Rue Wilson and the artistic community
of Grez-sur-Loing in Delius’s time. Extracts from recordings of many of
Delius’s works completed the picture, and I called the two hour feature The
Delius Pilgrimage.
After The Delius Pilgrimage was broadcast, I felt an adapted version
could be made as part of a permanent tribute to Delius. As EMI Classics
were going to release a large box set of CDs compiled by Richard Bradburn
to mark the composer’s anniversary, I thought that maybe EMI might be
interested in creating a complementary CD ROM or a website that could
contain a large variety of audio and textual elements, including illustrated
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contributions from leading Delius experts and scholars, and a number of
features, one of which would be The Delius Pilgrimage. I realised that such
a project would require financial assistance, and so I asked Azhar Malik,
EMI Classics’ Vice President of Global Marketing, and Albert Hogan, EMI
Classics’ Product Development and Marketing Manager, if they were
interested and, if so, if they could permit me to approach the Delius Society
to explore the possibility of an underwriting partnership between EMI
Classics and the Delius Society. From the outset Azhar and Albert astutely
and enthusiastically grasped the value of having this facility to attract an
on-going and ever widening audience to the wonderful world of Delius,
and thanks to the help of the conductor and organist Malcolm Rudland
I was able to make contact with the Delius Society’s Vice Chairman
Michael Green. His passionately supportive response, strongly fortified by
the Society’s Programme Secretary Roger Buckley, and Azhar Malik’s and
Albert Hogan’s empathetic foresight led ultimately to the collaboration
that has been forged between EMI Classics and the Delius Society for the
creation of this pioneering website Frederick Delius – Apostle of Nature. A
third vital element must also be logged here: the expert creative input of
Harry Robson, Digital Project Manager at White Label Productions, who
has organised and designed the site.
And so, Frederick Delius – Apostle of Nature has been set up as a
guide to the life and music of the composer, with materials presented
in separately accessible audio and textual segments covering key
compositions, experiences, influences, places, people and interpretations.
The content is:

a) A comprehensive textual timeline of Delius’s life made by Delius Society

Chairman Martin Lee-Browne, interspersed with spoken commentary
from Roger Buckley and extracts from EMI Classics Delius recordings, and
accompanied by photographs
b) An illustrated overview of Delius’s music and the various influences
on the composer, written and narrated by Paul Guinery, and accompanied
by extracts from EMI Classics Delius recordings
c) An illustrated overview of Sir Thomas Beecham’s interpretations of the
music of Delius, given by Lyndon Jenkins, and accompanied by extracts
from EMI Classics recordings of Beecham conducting Delius
d) A never before published archive-recording from EMI of a complete
talk Sir Thomas Beecham gave about Delius to an invited audience in
October 1948, organised to promote the launch of EMI’s recording of A
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Village Romeo and Juliet that month, and re-mastered in life-like sound by
Abbey Road Studios’ Allan Ramsay
e) An adapted version of the travelogue feature The Delius Pilgrimage,
complete with EMI Classics recordings extracts
f) A short extract from Lyndon Jenkins’ historic 50 minute radio
documentary with Eric Fenby that serves as an introduction to one
of the benefits of joining the Delius Society: new members receive a
complimentary copy of the newly mastered CD Eric Fenby – the 1984 Radio
Programme, made exclusively for the Delius Society
g) An introduction to the Delius Society
h) Biographies of Delius expert contributors Roger Buckley, Paul Guinery,
Lyndon Jenkins, and Martin Lee-Browne
i) Catalogue details of all the EMI Classics recordings included on the
site
As Frederick Delius – Apostle of Nature is launched to coincide with the
release of EMI Classics’ splendid box set of 18 CDs, which also contains
the talk by Sir Thomas Beecham, I must here applaud the outstandingly
imaginative and dexterous design that Albert Hogan, overseeing the entire
Delius project, has created for the front cover of the CD set. His artistic
skill and sensitivity in juxtaposing an image of Delius in the prime of his
life with a work of the composer’s friend Paul Gauguin is a brilliant stroke
of ingenuity and craftsmanship that conjures up the most ideal impression
of the true character and feeling of Delius the man and artist. It perfectly
represents the very essence of what our project has set out to convey and,
thanks to the magnificent contributions of Roger Buckley, Paul Guinery,
Lyndon Jenkins, and Martin Lee-Browne, has outstandingly achieved.
Jon Tolansky
I understand that the 18-CD EMI box set is to be issued on 7th November 2011.
The associated website will go live approximately a month before that. (Ed)
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WORKING WITH ERIC FENBY
Anne Baker has been a ’cellist with the Philharmonia Orchestra for the past
twenty-one years − and it was in the summer sunshine outside Hereford Cathedral
during the Three Choirs Festival in 2009, while reminiscing with Martin Lee−
Browne, that the idea of this article originally came about. The delay in publishing
it is regretted!
It was 1974. I was fifteen years old,
and a junior student at the Royal
Academy of Music. There were
just half a dozen of us ‘juniors’ −
not to be confused with the Junior
Exhibitioners who attended the
academy on Saturday mornings
− and I had been accepted at the
age of eight as their youngest ever
student. We had the privilege of a
half−day off school each week
to study at the Academy with a
senior professor. Mine was the
distinguished ’cellist and teacher
Florence Hooton.
Miss Hooton, or ‘Flory’, as
her pupils affectionately called
her, was one of the great English
’cellists of her day, and many
renowned British composers had
written works for her − including
Frank Bridge, Gordon Jacob, Alan
Bush, Kenneth Leighton and
Arnold Bax. It was therefore a
natural progression that I would
go on to learn many of these
pieces, and to feel a real affinity
with English ’cello music.
Earlier that year, we had
begun work on the Delius ‘Cello
Sonata, and it was decided that

A Dedication.
Picture: Anne Baker
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I should play it at the end of year concert in the Dukes Hall at the Royal
Academy. In conversation at my lesson one day, Flory casually mentioned
that she would find “a good pianist” to perform with me. True to her
word, a couple of weeks later I arrived at my lesson, and was introduced
to a very dapper gentleman by the name of Eric Fenby. This charming,
but rather serious and straight−talking, Yorkshireman was to be my “good
pianist”!! We sat down and began to play together. It was only as we
started to rehearse and work on the Sonata that I came to realise exactly
who Eric Fenby was, and his important and extraordinary connection to
Delius.
Fenby was wonderful to work with and so encouraging to a young
player. He was very keen that I should grasp the way Delius had written
such beautiful sweeping, forward−moving phrases, and that I should
pay particular attention to the stresses on the second and fourth beats of
the bar. Eric Fenby and I did indeed perform the Delius Sonata together
at that concert, on 14 March 1974 − and as mementos of the occasion he
presented me with a dedicated copy of his book on Delius, and signed my
programme.

Me and my ’Cello
Photo: Anne Baker
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Afterwards Flory told me he hadn’t believed that someone so young
could be capable of grasping the essence of the work, but that after the first
play through I’d completely won him over and convinced him. So much
so that we went on to play the ’Cello Sonata and the Caprice & Elegy for The
Delius Society at a concert in Westminster Abbey, on 13 May 1978. This
was a very auspicious and unusual event for the Society, apparently made
possible because one of the clergy or officials was a Society Member. We
played in front of the screen, and after the concert I and my parents went
to the Society’s Annual Dinner at a pub near the Abbey. My father said that
it was a “magical evening”!
I also had the privilege of assisting Eric Fenby in his lecture recitals
exploring the differences of the original and revised versions of the ’Cello
Concerto. I was very proud indeed to have Eric Fenby in the audience when
I played the Concerto at the Royal Academy, with Maurice Handford
conducting, in 1979.
These wonderful memories of meeting and working so closely with
Eric Fenby have stayed with me all this time.
© Anne Baker 2011
Anne Baker may be mistaken in her memory of who organized the 1978 concert
and dinner she mentions, as I can find no mention in contemporary issues of
The Delius Society Journal of a concert organized by the Delius Society in
Westminster Abbey in 1978, or of a dinner afterwards. The 1978 Annual Weekend
was at Stow-on-the-Wold in April. (Ed).
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DELIUS’S VIOLIN SONATA No. 3 –
A TRANSCRIPTION FOR FLUTE AND PIANO
Original works for flute and piano are far less numerous than those for violin
and piano and there has been a long tradition of making arrangements to
fill the gap. Transcribing violin pieces is an obvious source of new flute
works but many piano pieces and even orchestral works with prominent
flute parts (e.g. L’Après-Midi d’un Faune) have been used as source material.
Occasionally, a flute piece is reworked for violin – Prokofiev’s Sonata is
often played on the violin but was originally written for flute. However,
such examples are rare – the traffic is mostly the other way! The French
repertoire for the flute is particularly extensive, so it is not surprising that
many flute and piano arrangements are of French works – recent examples
are transcriptions of violin sonatas by Cesar Franck and Debussy (and there
is even a flute version of Debussy’s ’Cello Sonata!). Outside of the French
repertoire modern flute and piano arrangements seem less common.
Being married to an amateur flautist and having an interest in both
arranging and the music of Delius I naturally began to search for a suitable
Delius work to transcribe for flute and piano. Many years ago I made a flute
and piano transcription of Debussy’s Six Epigraphes Antiques (originally for
piano duet) which was subsequently published so I had some experience
in this area. Delius never wrote any chamber music for flute (or any other
woodwind instrument) which is a pity as his orchestral works abound with
wonderful flute solos – one need think no further than the opening of Brigg
Fair to find an obvious example! Other lovely flute solos exist in almost all
his works: Delius had a particular knack for writing effective solos in the
low register which are never obscured, thanks to his masterly orchestration.
Given the above it is surprising that so few flute and piano transcriptions
have been made of Delius’s works. The only pieces I know of that are
published are La Calinda and the Air and Dance, arranged by Eric Fenby.
These were made at the request of James Galway who wanted ‘something
to play by Delius’ and interestingly, neither of them is a transcription of a
violin work, being arrangements of orchestral and string orchestra pieces,
respectively. I wanted to transcribe a more substantial work so I began
searching Delius’s violin and piano repertoire. Eventually, I decided that
the Third Sonata would be suitable, mainly because it looked as if much of
the violin part could be played on the flute with minimal alteration.
And this turned out to be the case. A good deal of the flute part in
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my arrangement is the same as the violin, with some revised phrasing and
small changes to tempo markings. Certain passages when moved from
violin to flute seemed to demand a faster tempo to be effective and in places
my version needs to be played somewhat faster than on the violin. But
there are other problems which arise whenever a violin part is transcribed
for flute:
Different ranges of the instruments – the lowest violin note (G) is below that
of the flute (C or B) and this meant that some passages in the sonata had
to be put up an octave. This raises other questions: should part or all of a
passage be treated in this way? Does the passage in the new octave affect
the voicing of the accompanying chords? Should they be altered (bearing
in mind that tampering with Delius’s harmony is potentially dangerous)?
All these questions need careful thought.
Need for breathing spaces – the Third Sonata has some very long violin lines
which need to be broken up occasionally to allow the flute breathing spaces.
In a few places I therefore transferred part of the instrumental line to the
piano but it was not easy to decide when to do this.
Transcribing violin-specific devices – fortunately the Third Sonata uses few
string-specific devices (there is no pizzicato, for example) but at the climax
of the third movement Delius writes a high double-stopped passage in
octaves. Delius reserves the use of this device until this climactic moment
and it is all the more effective for not being used elsewhere. The problem
is how to transcribe it for flute and for me this was the biggest arranging
challenge. Eventually I decided to rewrite the passage using scales and
arpeggios on the basis that these are characteristic flute devices which
are not used elsewhere in the Sonata, so the effect should (hopefully) be
similar to the effect Delius produced by reserving the violin octaves until
this moment. But I am sure that others could come up with other ways of
arranging this passage.
My wife Libby and I have performed my arrangement on a number of
occasions to private audiences at music societies etc, and once at a London
meeting of the Society in March 1999 in the days when we had the use of a
piano at the BMIC.
The first public performance took place at a lunchtime recital on 1st
May 2011 in St Chad’s Church, Shrewsbury, as part of the annual St Chad’s
Music Festival. St Chad’s is a spectacular 18th century church with good
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acoustics and a unique circular nave, ideal for chamber music and concerts
‘in the round’. The recital was given by Katherine Baker, principal flute
in the Hallé, accompanied by her brother Jonathan. Their father is Julian
Baker, a former professional horn player and a member of the Society and
it is thanks to his efforts that I was lucky enough to get a first performance
by such eminent musicians. The other works in the programme were by
French composers: Poulenc’s Sonata, Debussy’s Syrinx and Gaubert’s
Nocturne et Allegro Scherzando and it was fascinating to note how naturally
Delius’s work fitted with those of his French contemporaries. This is an
interesting demonstration of the cosmopolitan nature of Delius’s music
that we do not often see: outside of a recital such as this one (or possibly a
song recital) Delius is not normally placed alongside French composers. I
would like to think that imaginative programming like this might happen
more often, and across the whole of Delius’s output.
The next steps? Well, following positive feedback from the Shrewsbury
performance I will try (again) to get the Sonata arrangement published and
hope for more performances – perhaps a recording one day? And perhaps
also another performance at a Society meeting?
Tony Summers
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LETTERS
From David Whitton
This is quite trivial but it would settle a memory I have from long ago.
In June 1953 I, a boy of 14 years, was in the Isle of Man with my
parents, as my father was involved with the TT races. At our hotel was a
family who were also motorcycle road race fans; their son, a fellow about
my age, was very musical: his name was Ralph Holmes. Even at that age
I was a music lover so this boy made an impression on me. (My other
memory of the family was that Ralph’s father had a beautiful Triumph
Roadster).
Much later my mother told me she thought that this was the same
Ralph Holmes who became the well known violinist who later made
recordings with Eric Fenby and Vernon Handley of Delius works. I could
find no biographical information about Ralph on the web so I write this
just to find out if my memory is linked with the same late Ralph Holmes.
Maybe someone you know may know if Ralph’s parents would indeed
have been in the IOM for the TT races in the early 50s.

From Lionel Friend



Just to add a comment to Tony Summers’s review on p91 of Journal 149:
Beecham’s is no longer the only alternative version of The Walk to The
Paradise Garden. David Lloyd-Jones has filled the gap with a version for
an orchestra larger than Beecham’s, though still smaller than the original,
in fact the perfect arrangement for concert use. I had the pleasure of
conducting its first outing in December 2004 with the Symphony Orchestra
of Birmingham Conservatoire. It is available, I believe, from Boosey &
Hawkes.
See The Delius Society Journal 147 pp107-113 regarding The Walk to The
Paradise Garden. (Ed.)
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BOOK REVIEWS
RAVEL

By Roger Nicholls

Yale University Press 2011, pp430
ISBN 978-0-300-10882-8. £25.
In the seventy-five years since his death Maurice Ravel has retained his
position as one of the three great French composers of the 20th century,
along with Debussy and Boulez. His appeal is of course universal, and
indeed there is something of the cosmopolitan about him as indeed there is
with Delius. Ravel drew inspiration from jazz and the greatest masters of
European and Russian art music. In France he was the first major composer
to cross over from art-music to embrace some of the ideals of popular
music at the beginning of the 20th century.
Why do we need this book? Ravel’s music is never out of fashion
and persists in its popularity with the concert-going public. It is clear from
reading this book that Roger Nichols believes that an understanding of a
composer’s friends, family and colleagues and his cultural background
will help us to a greater understanding of his compositional achievements.
We can see from the references and bibliography that much recent research
on Ravel’s life and work − particularly in France − means it is high time for
a new biography of the French master.
For Delians this book is a most interesting read for many reasons. The
two men met early in the 1890s. Some works of Delius have a distinctly
Gallic flavour: including the music of (rather than the libretto for) Margot
La Rouge, Delius’s settings of Verlaine, and A Song Before Sunrise, which
whilst it appears to be inspired by the poetry of Swinburne has a French
feel to the music. Delius always seems to have been keen to support and
encourage younger composers, and it may be that he wished to encourage
the young Frenchman. In 1917 he told the English song composer C. W. Orr
that: ‘....of Ravel the string quartet is one of the best and also a piano piece
in Gaspard de la nuit called Le gibet – but without Debussy Ravel would not
exist.’ This last remark must be a good example of what we would regard
now to be one of Delius’s trenchant but ill-considered observations.
It seems likely that Ravel first met Delius in 1894 when, as a young
man of 19, he first attended the artistic circle around William and Ida
Molard, as did Grieg on at least one occasion. Molard and Ravel had the
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same composition teacher, Emile Pessard, at the time when Ravel first
visited Molard’s artistic gatherings.
I was fascinated to see that Roger Nichols points out that when Grieg
met Ravel in 1894 and the young French composer played one of Grieg’s
Norwegian Dances, he gently reproved Ravel for not playing rhythmically
enough. Ravel agreed when Delius suggested that French music consisted
of Grieg and the Third Act of Tristan, an opinion which Lionel Carley
suggests might have been made on this occasion. Ravel seems to have
retained respect and admiration for Grieg since many years later, on a visit
to Oslo in 1926, Ravel stated that; ’I have never till this day written a work
that was not influenced by Grieg’. It always sounds to me as though Delius
at some time or other drenched himself in the music of Debussy, Ravel
and Faure, however dismissive he might sound when in the mood.
It is not at all clear that Ravel and Delius became close friends,
though subsequent correspondence implies a mutual respect. In 1902
Ravel prepared a vocal score of Margot La Rouge for Delius, which appears
to have satisfied the older composer, unlike Florent Schmitt’s piano
arrangement of A Village Romeo and Juliet, also undertaken in 1902, which
Jelka Delius greatly disparaged.
Roger Nichols suggests on p109 of his book that Ravel might have met
Delius for a reunion in 1909; however I think this did not in fact happen.
Although Ravel told Theodor Szántó (who had been a fellow student with
Ravel) in a letter dated October 1909, included in Arbie Orenstein’s A Ravel
Reader p108, that he would be delighted to meet Delius again, on p33 of
Lionel Carley’s Delius: A Life In Letters 1909-1934, he includes a note from
Delius to Theodor Szántó, which says; ‘I am afraid that Klemperer cannot
come this evening and as it is very doubtful about Ravel as well I should
like to put off our little dinner and use the evening for the theatre.’ Lionel
Carley suggests that the Klemperer referred to here is ‘presumably the
German composer and ’cellist Oscar Klemperer born 1877’. Sadly it looks
as though Delius may not have met Ravel again.
When Basil Dean began preparations for the London production of
Hassan, various composers were considered for the incidental music for
this play. The author’s widow, Mme Flecker, wrote to Dean from Paris
proposing Maurice Ravel, saying that ‘a composer with a name like his will
look well on the programme, whether his music be suitable or not, which
very few people can tell’. However, Ravel prevaricated: he was busy; he
had other compositions in mind; could he read the play in French and how
much music would he have to write? Nothing firm was fixed as Dean felt
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uneasy about collaborating with one who could speak little or no English.
However, as Roger Nichols points out in this new biography, Ravel
consulted Arnold Bennett, whom he had known since at least 1910, to learn
his opinion of Flecker’s play. ‘The answer may have been, “Not a great
deal”’.
What do Ravel and Delius share? In answer we might say a great
enthusiasm and success with harmonic invention, and a love of orchestral
colour. However, perhaps more interesting is that which distinguishes
their different approaches to composition. Both men were drawn to black
American music. Ravel was to use Jazz in a number of his scores, whilst,
Delius drew inspiration from the black plantation workers’ singing, in
particular their harmonisation. Delius and Ravel visited America at
different times in their lives. America adored Ravel’s success. When he
visited the U.S in the late 1920s Ravel was overwhelmed by the reception,
which he recognised could never be so profound in France. America
and the African American musicians he heard inspired Delius’s wish to
compose as a young man.
Both men were non-believers, but Delius was hostile to Christianity
whilst it appears that Ravel was indifferent. A final contrast involves
the end of both men’s lives which were both clouded by illness. The
personalities of the two men reveal their varying responses. In his final
years Delius was overwhelmingly stoical telling Fenby near the end of his
life not to let doctors administer morphine if his pain increased. Ravel, in
his final years was full of musical ideas and unable to put them on paper.
Whilst Ravel may have been determined, he was not perhaps as wilful as
Delius.
We are told, in this new biography of Ravel, a good deal about the
composer Florent Schmitt who assisted Delius by preparing vocal scores of
four of his operas. Regular readers of this Journal will no doubt remember
Felix Aprahamian’s story of how he tried to bring about a reunion of
Schmitt and Sir Thomas Beecham towards the end of Schmitt’s life, which
involved a frosty brush-off from Sir Thomas who was clearly having a bad
day.
Why will I be reading this book for a second time very soon? I believe
Roger Nichols has given us one of the very best examples of the life-andworks variety of musical biography. Sometimes with other biographies
of composers this approach does not work, because the author thinks
we don’t need to know about the composer’s private life or his cultural
background. We are sometimes told that the only important thing is the
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music, without the author wondering what drove the composer to create
it. However, Roger Nichols is very wise regarding his subject, recognising
that Ravel was a very private man and only probing where it is important
and fruitful to learn more. The phrase ‘private person’ is appropriate
for Ravel and Delius – both kept many of their secrets. The result of the
author’s probing is a clearer understanding of the composer, his intentions
and achievements revealed in this book.
Ravel is beautifully produced, with many illustrations I have not seen
before and which throw new light on Ravel, his friends and relatives. This
book answers questions which any musical reader might pose, but like the
best scholarship it sends us back to the music with many more questions
and a great deal of pleasure. I wholly agree with the quote from the review
by Daniel Snowman, in The Literary Review, printed on the back of the dustjacket of this book: ‘this is surely the composer’s most comprehensive and
authoritative English-language biography’. Read and enjoy!
Paul Chennell


Frederick DELIUS ou Une célébration de la vie
By Jérôme Rossi

Editions Papillon, Geneva. Mélophiles No.24. 2010; pp 255.
ISBN: 2-940310-38-6. A5 format. Price €26.
This book is hailed as the first biography of Delius in French and indeed
the first, according to Rossi, since Alan Jefferson’s study published in 1972
which was reviewed recently by Paul Chennell in Delius Society Journal
No. 148 (Autumn 2010). Rossi acknowledges the numerous works of
Lionel Carley, in particular his Delius: A Life in Letters, volumes 1 and 2, as
inestimable contributions to our knowledge of Delius’s life. So far Lionel
Carley’s work is easily the most extensive and exhaustive study of the life
and artistic achievement of Delius. It should also be mentioned here that
Christopher Palmer’s Delius: Portrait of a Cosmopolitan, is an important postJefferson study.
Jérôme Rossi, a native of Fontainebleau and its environs, decided to
base his study for his master’s thesis in musicology at the Sorbonne on
the composers who had lived and worked in this area. He discovered
that amongst transient sojourns by composers such as Debussy, Ravel,
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Roussel, and Saint-Saëns, another composer called Frederick Delius had
lived more than half his life in Grez-sur-Loing. He had rarely heard of
Delius in his studies and was unable to name a single piece of music by
him. Rossi started to listen to Delius’s music and was stunned by its beauty
and the ignorance (Rossi’s word) of the French regarding its existence. He
ascribes this to the fact that Delius used very little of the French language
in his music even though, as he says, he must have encountered the French
symbolist poetry much in vogue during his Paris years.
Rossi went on to base his doctoral thesis on a study of the symphonic
poems of Delius and this stimulated a more in depth study of his life and
music which resulted in the material for this biography. The book deals
briefly with the origin of the Delius family and follows the events of his
life chronologically from his birth in 1862 to his death in 1934 and final
interment at Limpsfield the following year. During this journey, some 21
important works of Delius are briefly described and analysed with some
critical appreciation by Rossi and past commentators. The book is well
illustrated with copious photographs, many of them old post card pictures
of places associated with Delius or his music, and many musical examples.
There are large numbers of footnotes and marginal notes quoting references
and brief biographical details of all persons cited in the text. Rossi is always
keen to mention the many contacts and friendships of Frederick and Jelka
Delius, particularly within French art and music circles.
In the chapter which Rossi entitles ‘The Sombre Years 1919-1927’
we learn that Nadia Boulanger visited Delius in August 1927 with two
American composers who performed some of his works and that she had
some of his scores and was an admirer of A Mass of Life. At about the same
time we also learn that the Paris-based Aeolian Company presented Delius
with an electric ‘Duo-Art’ piano.
The discovery of Delius’s music has made a big impact on Rossi and
this is evident throughout this biography. He is of the opinion that Songs
of Farewell is one of the most beautiful choral works of the 20th century. He
is also particularly appreciative of North Country Sketches which he regards
as a symphonic masterpiece and, along with Eventyr, considers one of the
most audacious compositions of Delius. Like many commentators he is
astonished that Eventyr is not part of the established orchestral repertoire.
There is a complete up to date catalogue of the published and
unpublished works of Delius. It is interesting to compare this catalogue
with that of Jefferson’s book to see how much has been achieved in 40
years. Rossi provides a bibliography and a selective discography.
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Like Jefferson’s book Rossi provides a table of dates of significant
milestones in Delius’s life and dates of his compositions. It also shows
significant contemporary events in the world of music. There are the dates
of contemporary works of literature and art with the works of Gauguin,
Van Gogh and Rodin amongst others. He includes other historical events
and technical or scientific developments mostly unrelated to the world of
music. These are as diverse as the development of an anti-rabies vaccine
by Pasteur in 1885 and the invention of the tape recorder in 1935.
Of course much research has been published on Delius since
Jefferson’s book and Rossi has taken full advantage of this, indeed he
acknowledges amongst his sources the “excellent” Delius Society Journal.
Here we have a thoroughly researched and detailed, up to date
appreciation of the life and music of Delius by a true enthusiast. This book
would be fairly easy to read with school French and a good dictionary,
the musical examples and photographs are of course universal. Although
a paperback it is of very good quality and well presented. An English
translation of this book would make a very worthy successor to Jefferson’s
biography.
Ray Osborne
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CD REVIEW
DELIUS: THE COMPLETE SONGS
VOLUME 1

Mark Stone, baritone; Stephen Barlow, piano
Stone Records 5060192780062, in association with
217 Records, The Delius Society and The John Ireland Trust
A decade ago, in a talk to the Society on Delius’s songs, I could claim merely
that 35 of the 60 or so he composed had ever been recorded in the 75 years
since electrical recording began in 1925: less than a dozen had appeared
on disc in all the years up to 1950, and after that little of significance until
1982-3 when Eric Fenby recorded fifteen of them, nine with orchestra.
That remained the position until the turn of the present century when the
landscape changed dramatically, mainly due to Bo Holten’s pioneering
work on the Danish Danacord label. That brought us some of the Danish
songs together with the Five Songs from the Norwegian of 1888 (in new
orchestrations by the conductor), while another label, Classico, recorded
the Seven Songs from the Norwegian (1889-90) in the orchestrations by
Delius, Beecham and Robert Sondheimer after two of them, Hidden Love
and The Minstrel, had been similarly treated by Anthony Payne so that the
cycle could be heard complete with orchestra for the first time.
Now the landscape is set to change again, in a wholly desirable way,
with the news that the baritone Mark Stone has undertaken a recording
of all the songs. This is a major feat, it has to be said, and it is as welcome
as it is timely. Volume 1 is already in the shops, Volume 2 follows next
year, and the complete project is set to make a most significant contribution
to the Delius anniversary celebrations in 2012. In Volume 1 all 27 songs
are sung in English, and not the least of its attractions is the chance at last
to listen to Delius songs that few of us will have ever heard before, and
to discover them dotted here and there between those more familiar. It
may be helpful if I highlight some of these unfamiliar numbers among the
contents of Volume 1:
It was a lover and his lass;
Spring, the sweet Spring;
The nightingale has a lyre of gold;
They are not long, the weeping and the laughter;
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Little birdie;
Over the mountains high;
Mountain life;
In the forest;
I once had a newly-cut willow pipe.
Some of these are highly interesting to hear. They are not long, for
instance, is the original setting for voice and piano of music that Delius
later enhanced with two solo voices, chorus and orchestra to make the
final number of his Songs of Sunset. Several have immediately memorable
melodies and a simple early charm: Over the mountains high and In the forest
are two, and Little birdie another; and if we have had Slumber song, Longing
and Sunset before (with the orchestra) it is good to have them now as Delius
first conceived them. The three familiar Shelley settings (Indian love song,
Love’s philosophy and To the Queen of my heart) are heard as a group, as are
the Four Old English Lyrics with at least two familiar titles, So white, so
soft, so sweet is she and To daffodils: these settings of Ben Jonson and Robert
Herrick inspired Delius to some lovely phrases (more than can perhaps
be said for It was a lover and his lass, which has always struck me as pretty
intractable: I’ve often wondered what Delius’s friend Roger Quilter, who
made perhaps the best known setting of that lyric, thought of it).
The nightingale has a lyre of gold has not been heard on disc since a 1950s
LP: I shall always remember Eric Fenby’s rueful recollection of having to
play it at sight for a singer visiting Delius and complaining of the difficulty
of the accompaniment, “because I have such small hands!” No such
disadvantage affects Stephen Barlow, whose accompaniments are a model
of tact and understanding. And he and Mark Stone bring to life some of
these early songs in a manner that must make us regret even more their
going practically unheard all these years. Longing and Sunset, in particular,
are outstandingly good. And, most important, the balance between voice
and piano is well-nigh perfect: the piano is not always heard at its most
attractive in the highest register, but that, among so much that is fine, is a
small price to pay.
It may be that some will look askance at the prospect of a large
corpus of songs sung by one voice, partly because we have become used
to hearing them from voices in all the four vocal ranges. They may even
fortify themselves with the memory of the distinguished baritone Thomas
Hemsley’s observation in a Society talk that he ‘had never quite felt that
any of the songs were really composed for the baritone voice’; meanwhile,
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Society greybeards like myself will inevitably find their memories recalling
how such-and-such-a-phrase was so inimitably turned by sopranos such as
Dora Labbette, tenors such as Heddle Nash, and others.
But this is to miss the point. The fact is that Mark Stone has a most
attractive voice and his approach to these songs is one of great sympathy,
understanding and intelligence. He is an artist who can make Delius’s
frequently angular and often ungrateful vocal lines sound perfectly natural,
his diction is admirably clear, and he is not daunted by lyrics which have
their pitfalls. (Hidden love is a striking song but one can easily imagine
that many singers would be keen to avoid its opening line, ‘He listlessly
stood by the wall’, unless his vocal equipment was working perfectly.)
Just occasionally a tempo here and there strikes one as not quite ideal: that
wonderfully atmospheric song I-Brasil is a case in point, where a marginally
quicker pulse would hardly have damaged Delius’s inspiration; and I shall
ever want Love’s philosophy to convey the rush and thrill of Shelley’s lines
(which obviously appealed to Quilter in the same way as to Delius).
I have little doubt that Delians everywhere will accord this splendid
achievement the welcome it deserves. With an introductory essay and
scholarly notes by the singer it is admirably planned and executed, and
it gives us at a stroke what we have been missing for so many years. The
promised second volume, which will include the virtually unknown Heine
and Nietzsche groups as well as the more familiar Verlaine settings plus
a good number of individual songs, will be awaited with the keenest
anticipation. I am delighted to see the name of our Society linked with such
a worthwhile project.
Lyndon Jenkins
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DELIUS:

Life’s Dance (Lebenstanz) (1901, rev. 1912)
Irmelin: Suite (edited & arranged Beecham, 1955)
Poem of Life and Love (1918)
A Village Romeo & Juliet: Suite (arr. David Matthews 1987, rev. 2010)
Royal Scottish National Orchestra conducted by David Lloyd-Jones
DUTTON EPOCH CDLX 7264. £7.99
This is truly a CD of
Delian rarities: two items
are receiving their first
ever recording and at least
one piece may never have
been played in public! It
is also probably the most
interesting Delius disc that
I have ever reviewed. But
before going any further
I should mention that my
comments on the Village
Romeo & Juliet Suite may
not be free from bias
because this work overlaps
considerably with Two
Pictures for Orchestra, a compilation from Scenes 5 and 6 of the opera that
I made quite independently four years ago (and described in DSJ 145, pp
80-82).
Perhaps the item on this CD of greatest interest to Delians will be the
Poem of Life and Love, recorded here for the first time. The history of this
work is worth recalling: Delius wrote it in 1918 but never quite finished
revising it to his satisfaction before blindness and paralysis set in. After
much work Robert Threlfall eventually produced a score in 1996 (now part
of the Collected Edition) using various draft versions and the two-piano
reduction by Balfour Gardiner which had been played to Delius. But
readers will also surely remember the part that the work played in Eric
Fenby’s initiation at Grez. Almost on arrival Fenby was asked to comment
on the score and his remarks are preserved for us in Delius as I knew him:
“I was hopelessly disappointed. It was true there were lovely passages
here and there but the work might have been written by a student in
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Delius’s manner.” Later, of course, Fenby summoned enough courage to
tell Delius what he thought (a memorable scene in Ken Russell’s film) and
the ultimate fate of the Poem of Life and Love was to be recast as A Song of
Summer.
With this background, what are we to make of this work now that
it can be studied with a score and a recording? Having spent some time
doing just that, I think this is a much more interesting piece than one
might expect from Fenby’s comments. True, some of it does sound like a
Delius parody but, leaving aside the familiar Song of Summer music there
are some wonderful things here – the orchestration for a start, and some
extraordinary music that hardly sounds like Delius at all! The problem
is that much of this novel (and often quite complex) material sounds
disjointed. Delius’s attempts at conventional symphonic development
don’t work well and one has the impression that he is trying to broaden his
style but hasn’t quite sorted out the overall structure, as evidenced by the
fact that he was never satisfied with the piece. The Song of Summer music
may be more ‘conventional’ Delius but listening to the Poem clearly shows
how expertly Delius and Fenby together turned this curate’s egg into A
Song of Summer, a gastronomic delight whose structure and sense of flow
appear effortless.
The Poem of Life and Love is a fascinating work, giving perhaps a
glimpse of one way Delius’s music might have evolved, but it is not a great
work and it’s not a piece I would play to convince a sceptic that Delius is
a great composer.
The recordings of orchestral suites from Delius’s operas Irmelin and
A Village Romeo & Juliet are to be welcomed because performances of any
Delius opera are so rare (especially Irmelin) and orchestral extracts from
operas are often a good way for people to become acquainted with the
music and perhaps be tempted to explore further (concert planners please
note!).
Beecham prepared the suite from Irmelin in 1955 shortly after the long
overdue first performance of the opera in Oxford in 1953 and it has been
recorded once before by the Philharmonia Orchestra under José Serebrier
(reviewed in DSJ 122: pp74-75). The five short orchestral excerpts are all
from Act 2 and run in sequence from the shimmering pentatonic opening
evoking the ‘swampy thicket’ to the triumphal closing scene in which
Nils sets off to follow the Silver Stream. Beecham’s cuts are expertly done
and one hardly notices the occasional omission of vocal parts. This is
charming and delightful music, with attractive diatonic lyrical themes and
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exquisite orchestration but typical early Delius of 1890: Wagnerian and full
of rather repetitive harmonic sequences. Like everything else on this CD
it is beautifully played with excellent recorded sound and it deserves to
appear in the concert hall (has it ever had a public performance?) to remind
audiences that there is much more to the opera than the Irmelin Prelude.
Of much greater interest for me is the orchestral suite David Matthews
has prepared from A Village Romeo & Juliet because here we have some of
the very best music from the best Delius opera. In 1987 David Matthews
was commissioned to make a suite by Carl Davis who subsequently
recorded it with the LPO (Virgin Classics VC 90716-2). In the 1987 version
the Suite is in two parts, separated by a brief pause. Part 1 consists of the
orchestral opening of the opera with a short link to the closing music of
Scene 2 and the opening of Scene 3 up to fig 32. Part 2 consists of Scene 5
(The Fair), with some rather abrupt cuts, leading to the Walk to the Paradise
Garden, where the suite ends. In the present revised version, Part 1 seems
to be unaltered but in Part 2, at the point where the Walk should start there
is a surprising two bar modulation into the D flat love duet music (Scene
6, fig 95), followed by the closing scene. The Walk to the Paradise Garden has
therefore been completely removed.
I have long thought that the final scene in the opera contains some
of Delius’s very best music, which is why I was keen to include it in my
Two Pictures for Orchestra. I therefore welcome its inclusion in the revised
Suite though I miss Delius’s masterly transition into the Walk and I confess
to finding the harmonic transition which replaces it a bit of a wrench! I
would also have liked more offstage horns in the music which opens Scene
3 (this is better on the Davis recording) and there are some unfortunate
wrong horn notes in bars 5 &6 after fig 27 in Scene 5 (correct in the earlier
recording) but overall this is a fine performance and the suite has been
greatly improved by including the wonderful closing scene. As we are
unlikely ever to get frequent performances of the opera, this suite surely
deserves to be heard in the concert hall as it shows the best of Delius and
the wide range of his style.
For me, the jewel in the crown of this splendid CD is Life’s Dance
(Lebenstanz). This thrilling performance and recording is I think the most
exciting that I’ve heard. The pace is brisk: overall timing is two minutes
faster than Charles Groves’ 1975 recording and perhaps tempi are a trifle
too fast in places, leading to occasional loss of detail in this complex score.
Life’s Dance has plenty of Strauss and some may find this performance a
bit too brash but the lyrical passages and hushed ending are magical and
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overall it lives up to Delius’s description as depicting “the turbulence, the
joy, the great striving of youth – all to end at last in the inevitable death.”
This is another piece that should be appearing regularly in the concert
hall – we need to redress the balance against the impression (still all too
prevalent) that Delius only ‘does’ pastoral music.
This mid-priced CD is surely a must for anyone interested in Delius
– it’s worth it for Life’s Dance alone – but the rest of the disc contains
fascinating and some truly great music that deserves to be much better
known. The Royal National Scottish Orchestra is on top form and
recording quality is excellent. Two Society members well known to
DSJ readers – Paul Guinery and Martin Lee-Browne - have provided
informative and authoritative programme notes.
Tony Summers


DELIUS:

Appalachia*
The Song of the High Hills.
Olivia Robinson, Christopher Bowen, Andrew Rupp*
BBC Symphony Chorus and BBC Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Sir Andrew Davis
Recorded 15th/16th October 2010 in All Saints’ Church, Tooting, London
Chandos CHSA5088 (64’24”). £15.25.
This magnificent new recording of two of Delius’s most imaginative
works, each in a different way celebrating man in nature, is especially
welcome since both works are currently poorly represented in the
catalogue. Mackerras’s similar pairing for Decca, recorded in 1993, that
was first issued on a single CD and later reissued in 2 and 3CD sets, is
not at present available. The only other available stereo recordings of
Appalachia are much older: Hickox in 1980 with the London Symphony
Chorus and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, reissued with Sea Drift on
Decca Eloquence ELQ4676012, and Barbirolli in 1970 with the Hallé, in
EMI’s British Composers series, a 2CD all-Delius set, 5651192. For The Song
of the High Hills there is only one stereo alternative, which offers strong
competition: Bo Holten’s fine 2001 reading with the Aarhus Symphony
Orchestra on Danacord, DACOCD592. It seems that Groves’s not quite so
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convincing 1973 EMI recording, reissued together with Koanga, is presently
unavailable; so is Eric Fenby’s very individual interpretation on UnicornKanchana that one hopes will before long return to the catalogue.
It is surprising that so tuneful a score as Appalachia has fared so
badly in the concert hall, and at the Proms where it has only ever received
three performances: one each in 1945 and 1948 under Basil Cameron and
Malcolm Sargent respectively, and the third in 1967 that had been planned
to have been Sargent’s but was taken over by Charles Groves (a fine
performance, full of character, that was once briefly available in the BBC
Radio Classics series, together with a 1980 Festival Hall performance of The
Song of the High Hills under Gennadi Rozhdestvensky).
The Song of the High Hills has only fared one better than Appalachia
at the Proms: under Wood, Boult, Sargent and, most memorably, Sir
Charles Mackerras in what was to be his penultimate Prom appearance,
in July 2009, that was also televised. A week before the forces on this
new CD recorded the work they gave a broadcast concert performance of
The Song of the High Hills at the Barbican Centre. Andrew Davis’s Delian
credentials were well established with his fine 1992 Teldec CD (now on
Apex 8573890842) that included Paris, In a Summer Garden and Brigg Fair.
While chief conductor (now Conductor Laureate) of the BBC Symphony
Orchestra, he quite frequently programmed works by Delius, during
which period Sea Drift was probably the largest-scale Delius score he
tackled, so he may have come fresh to these two big works, and to both of
them he brings characteristically well-rounded performances.
One notable feature of this recording is its spacious acoustic. While
this greatly benefits the choral passages, in just one or two places it does
not bring so sharp a focus to the orchestra. To take one example, the
‘funeral march’ in Appalachia, variation 12, loses gravitas because the
timpani and more significantly the bass drum seem too remote. One only
has to compare this section with the Mackerras version on Decca to hear
what is missing. But these concerns are outweighed by the ‘gains’ when
in both works the full chorus enters, and here the result is nothing short of
magnificent in its overall effect. When in Appalachia all voices have died
away, Andrew Davis handles most effectively the quiet coda (that makes
much use of that typically Delian figure, the rising triplet).
His view of The Song of the High Hills is less urgent than Bo Holten’s
more taut reading, that takes 2½ minutes off Davis’s 28½. But there is more
than one way of climbing a mountain, and both are compelling recordings,
especially the Chandos with such moments as the chorus’s wordless entry
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at the work’s summit. As Constant Lambert once wrote in a review: ‘How
is one to convey one’s feeling that the middle section of this work is not
only the most inspired moment in Delius but one of the most moving
passages in the whole of music?’ In a strong performance like this one, one
can only agree.
It should perhaps be stated that this ‘super audio CD’ was recorded in
5-channel surround sound; a hybrid CD, it can be played on any standard
CD player, as it was for the purpose of this review.
Stephen Lloyd


‘ENGLISH SPRING’
BAX Spring Fire
DELIUS Idylle de Printemps; The March of Spring from North Country
Sketches
BRIDGE Enter Spring
Hallé Orchestra conducted by Sir Mark Elder
Recorded live in the Bridgewater Hall, Manchester (Bax, Delius Idylle)
and in BBC Studio 7, Manchester (Delius March, Bridge), 2010
Hallé CD HLL 7528 (74’30”). £9.99.
Lewis Foreman writes that ‘it is difficult if not impossible for us today
to recapture the pre-First World War innocence of Bax and his circle’.
Certainly, the world of Swinburne’s pagan poem Atalanta in Calydon, on
the first chorus of which Bax’s Spring Fire is based (a fantasy of a type that
occupied many of his contemporaries also) does not seem particularly
relevant to 21st century thinking. Nevertheless we can if we wish overlook
Swinburne’s poem and Bax’s lengthy explanations and simply listen, for
the music is as bright, clear and colourful as an exotic travel brochure. The
opening, with its low harp arpeggios, staccato flute ostinati and swelling
horn theme conjures up exactly ‘In the Forest before Dawn’; ‘Daybreak and
Sunrise’ is plainly just that, and so on for the whole delectable thirty-two
and a half minutes. There is enthusiastic applause after the vigorous final
movement, ‘Maenads’, to which it is tempting to add.
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At its first performance at the Norwich Triennial Festival in 1927,
the 14-year-old Benjamin Britten was so impressed by Bridge’s Enter
Spring that, with the aid of his portfolio of compositions to date, he was
able to persuade the older man to accept him as his pupil. Occupying
a similar world, in harmonic and pantheistic terms, to that of Bax’s
Spring Fire, Ravel’s Daphnis et Chloé and Schoenberg’s Gurrelieder, Enter
Spring’s profound effect on the young Britten is easy to understand and
retrospectively to share. Here it is given a splendid studio performance
with tremendous dynamic range and vitality.
The single movement from Delius’s North Country Sketches, chosen
of course for its title ‘The March of Spring’, is handled with great care and
sensitivity. It is, though, a ‘bleeding chunk’ (to use Sir Donald Tovey’s
1935 phrase) of the strangely neglected suite North Country Sketches. We
must hope that Sir Mark has recorded the whole piece, or if not that he
has made a mental note to do so. It is likely to be another milestone in his
contribution to the canon of Delius recordings.
Like the Bax, Delius’s Idylle de Printemps was recorded live in
Bridgewater Hall, Manchester. Stephen Lloyd commented in DSJ 120
(Spring 1997), when he reviewed David Lloyd-Jones’s pioneering recording
with the English Northern Philharmonia of this 1889 score, ‘The Idylle has a
certain nostalgic charm that could be put down to the influence of Grieg.’
There is also a vernal freshness and innocence that is most affecting. True,
the structure is episodic and no doubt Delius, had he later revised the
score, would have tightened it up considerably, but what we have here is a
delightful moment of Delius in his earlier manner. It is a matter of surprise
that Sir Thomas Beecham held on to the manuscript, never performing
it; it remained unseen and unknown in the Beecham Library until ‘106
cardboard boxes, two large folders and five bulky brown paper parcels
(containing items too big for the boxes) as well as several miscellaneous
packets’ were handed over to the Delius Trust in 1982. Idylle de Printemps
has such immediate appeal and charm that it is a mystery that Sir Thomas
did not commandeer it as one of his ‘lollipops’.
Sir Mark’s performance, at 10’45”, is considerably more expansive
than David Lloyd-Jones’s, which lasts just eight minutes. Both are fine and
this reviewer would not wish to be without either.
It may be Autumn as this Journal is published but that simply means
that Spring is not far ahead. This disc encapsulates many of the joys of that
season and is warmly recommended.
Roger Buckley
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Wagner: Overture to Rienzi
Delius: In a Summer Garden
Schubert: Symphony No. 9 in C Major, D944
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra / Sir Thomas Beecham
SOMM-BEECHAM 29 (mono) (75’38”). £10.06.
Recorded live at Usher Hall, Edinburgh, 24th August 1956 (Delius); Royal
Festival Hall, London, 14th December 1955 (Schubert) and 6th December
1956 (Wagner)
Somm has done us a considerable service by making available these live
Beecham performances, especially as he did not record two of the works
(the Wagner and the Schubert) commercially.
The Wagner overture opens the disc and it is immediately apparent
that the sense of occasion and the electricity of a live performance triumph
over the raw sound (at times, something seems to be simmering on a hob
in the background). What an amazing privilege it must have been to play
for Beecham, and sure enough the orchestra, to a man (for the RPO had few
female members in the 1950s), plays its heart out.
The Schubert ‘Great’ C Major Symphony (affectionately known by
generations of orchestral players as ‘the great sea monster’) is given a
definitive and magisterial performance. Once again, the slightly crude
sound does not diminish the overall experience significantly and both the
noises-off from the hall and the occasionally untidy ensemble are easily
accepted as the inevitable corollaries of live performance. On the positive
side we have infectious lyricism and seemingly boundless energy.
The item most likely to interest readers of this Journal is, of course, the
performance of Delius’s In a Summer Garden, recorded at the 1956 Edinburgh
International Festival. We can now add this to Beecham’s recordings of
1936 and 1951 as his surviving interpretations of a work of which he wrote
that it is ‘well-nigh faultless in form and orchestration. The mood has an
unimpeachable unity and in it as much as in any other single piece may be
found the quintessence of Delius.’
The piece is served by sound that is monophonic and peppered with
extraneous noises, which is nonetheless the best on this disc. The phrasing
is so effortlessly lyrical and its effects so breathtaking that all carping seems
irrelevant; Beecham recreates that ‘unimpeachable unity’ while revealing,
unmistakably, ‘the quintessence of Delius’. What more is there to be said?
Perhaps this, from Rob Cowan: that the performance is ‘pure magic from
beginning to end’.
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Even if neither the Wagner nor the Schubert appeals particularly, there
are 14 minutes of near-perfection that alone richly justify the purchase of
the disc.
Roger Buckley
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PERCY GRAINGER ON RECORD
David Tall
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The digital file will not appear on the iPad as it lacks Adobe Flas. The video alone
at http://gallery.me.com/davidtall#100624 will play on the iPad, and on most
computers and internet phones.
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CONCERT REVIEWS
SEA DRIFT

Roderick Williams, baritone, Lawrence Power, ’cello
Hallé Orchestra and Choir, conducted by Sir Mark Elder
The Bridgewater Hall, Manchester
Thursday 17th March 2011

The Hallé’s concerts these days, particularly when Mark Elder is conducting,
are all ‘very special’ events, and this one was no exception. It began with
a splendidly taut Four Sea Interludes from Britten’s Peter Grimes − ‘the surge
of the sea’ and the cold in Dawn, the solemnity of Sunday Morning (set off
by the brilliant horn section), the magic and growing feeling of power in
Moonlight, and a truly fierce Storm were all there in a performance that was
unusually cohesive.
Sea Drift was given a truly satisfying performance. The orchestra −
particularly, but certainly not exclusively, the woodwind − were constantly
alive to the subtleties of Delius’s scoring, and played as if they did this sort
of music every week. The Times’ critic rightly said that “Elder’s Hallé now
has more mastery of the contours and colours of early 20th century British
music than any other British orchestra.” The big choir, trained by Frances
Cooke, was well balanced, both within itself and with the orchestra − the
sopranos effortlessly reaching their top Bs, the altos warm without being
matronly, an unusually large, but not strident, tenor section, and sonorous
basses who never (as the genus often can) lagged behind the beat. The
woodwind arpeggios at the start, underpinned by the two harps and
pizzicato double basses − so evocative of a calm seashore − followed each
other seamlessly, with absolutely matching dynamics. One of our Vice−
President’s great attributes is the ability to mould a few bars, often (but not
always) leading into a change in the character of the music, with the utmost
subtlety, creating a real feeling of anticipation − and he did so immediately
before the first entry of the chorus with “Once Paumanok….”, before the
heart-stopping “O rising stars…”, and finally before the repeated “No
more”s in the final bars. Another is an ability always to keep the end of
piece in view, and work towards it. The gradual build−up of tension from
“He called on his mate, he poured forth the meanings of which I of all men
know”, was surely handled; the huge, agonised and ecstatic climax at “…
you must know who I am, my love, my love…” was overwhelming; and
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the gradual wind-down to the end that follows after only three bars of
diminuendo molto, with the he-bird’s acceptance of the loss of his mate was
radiantly calm.
Roddy Williams was simply superb − although he sometimes had
difficulty in projecting his voice over the huge orchestra. Even so, every
word was audible − if only that could be said of the majority of singers!
− and the Delian idiom seemed second nature to him. His singing was
completely natural and unaffected − and we shall doubtless hear many
other fine performances from him in the future.
The second half of the concert was Berlioz’s Harold in Italy, Lawrence
Power playing the solo viola part with complete mastery and musicality.
Apart from the final movement, Orgie de Brigandes, the whole piece has an
ambling feel to it, but there was ‘no slacking’, and the several allegretto
themes were kept moving. Just before the end, and no doubt to the surprise
of most of the audience, the soloist walked off the platform − but happily
reappeared at the top of the choir stalls to play the last reminiscence of the
pilgrims’ march tune from the second movement.
A very special concert!
Martin Lee−Browne


SUMMER NIGHT ON THE RIVER

City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra and Lichfield Festival
Chorus conducted by John Wilson; Sir Willard White, bassbaritone;
30th Lichfield Festival (opening concert)
Lichfield Cathedral, Lichfield, Staffordshire
Thursday 7th July 2011

There was a brilliant start to this year’s Lichfield Festival, with an allEnglish programme, in the heart of England, performed by a local orchestra
− which I personally think is one of the finest in the world. Happily, the
concert was a sell-out, and the audience were treated to, I think, only the
second Delius work to be performed in the 30 years of the Festival. After
a superb rendition of Vaughan Williams’s The Wasps overture, with some
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exquisite string playing, we were treated to a flowing performance of
Summer Night on the River. Elgar’s In the South overture seemed unknown
to many in the audience, but John Wilson – a favourite with the CBSO −
conducted a tremendous performance. On a perfect summer evening, the
assembly returned from their interval wines, on the lawn in front of the
Cathedral’s magnificent west facade, to listen to Belshazzar’s Feast with Sir
Willard White and the Festival Chorus. This choir of mainly local singers
had been rehearsing assiduously for some six weeks under the guidance
of Chi Hoe Mak – and this performance was a great success. It must have
been a great thrill for them to sing in such a lovely place, with such a
wonderful orchestra. Suggestions will be made to the Festival Directorate
that a little more Delius should be programmed in 2012 to celebrate the 150
birthday year! The Festival is highly recommended and details are to be
found at www.lichfieldfestival.org.
John Rushton
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DELIUS SOCIETY MEETINGS
LONDON BRANCH MEETING

New Cavendish Club, 29th January 2011
‘Members Choices’, chaired by Michael Green
The date was, as it were and by pure coincidence, that of Delius’s 149th
birthday, and we had an eclectic selection, with (again presumably purely
by coincidence) all but two of the choices being vocal music:
Tony Summers
Martin Lee-Browne
Tony Lindsey
Michael Green
Lesley Buckley
Stephen Lloyd
Paul Chennell

Fennimore & Gerda (two extracts)
Sakuntala
’Cello Sonata (in an arrangement for cello and orchestra)
Verborg’ne Liebe (Hidden Love)
from the 7 Norwegian Songs
(1889-1900 - orch. Anthony Payne)
A Mass of Life (extract)
A Village Romeo and Juliet (The Dream sequence)
Eventyr (excerpt)

All were enthusiastically and interestingly introduced.
This was the first time, at least for many years, that a London Branch
meeting had been held on a Saturday afternoon, but that did not seem to
materially affect the size of the audience as against the usual mid-week
evening meetings.
Martin Lee-Browne
Recommended recordings:
Delius: Fennimore & Gerda, Elisabeth Söderström, soprano, Brian Rayner Cook,
baritone, Robert Tear, tenor, Danish Radio Chorus, Danish Radio Symphony
Orchestra. Meredith Davies (conductor), EMI
Delius: Sakuntala from Delius: Danish Masterworks; Aarhus Orchestra, Johan
Reuter. Bo Holten (conductor), Danacord
Delius: ’Cello Sonata (in an arrangement for ’cello and orchestra), private recording
Delius: Verborg’ne Liebe (Hidden Love) from the 7 Norwegian Songs (1889-1900 –
orch. Anthony Payne), Jan Lund, tenor, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra,
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Douglas Bostock (conductor), Classico
Delius: A Mass of Life. Peter Coleman-Wright, baritone, Bournemouth Symphony
Chorus, Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, Richard Hickox (conductor),
Chandos
Delius: A Village Romeo and Juliet with Dorothy Bond, Denis Dowling, Frederick
Sharp, Gordon Clinton, Lorely Dyer, Margaret Ritchie, and René Soames. Sir
Thomas Beecham (conductor). Somm
Delius: Eventyr. London Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Thomas Beecham
(conductor), Naxos


DELIUS SOCIETY LONDON BRANCH MEETING
New Cavendish Club, Monday 28th February 2011
George Dyson: A Passionately Lyrical Voice
A Talk by Paul Spicer
Our Chairman Martin Lee-Browne introduced Paul Spicer, a distinguished
musician, who was to talk about an unfamiliar composer for many of us,
Sir George Dyson. Paul Spicer is currently in the middle of writing the
biography of Sir George Dyson. Martin welcomed the non-Delian nature
of this talk.
Paul Spicer began by saying that whenever he tells people he is
writing a biography of Sir George Dyson, he is asked: ‘do you mean the
bagless vacuum cleaner man?’ Some people simply ask why he is writing
this book. Paul greatly admires George Dyson, the man and his work, in
marked contrast to E. J. Moeran – one amongst many – who railed in a
letter to his friend Lionel Hill against the Albert Sammons performance of
the violin concerto by Dyson. This was our first music of the evening, as
Paul wanted us to sample it. This beautiful music from the heart of Dyson’s
maturity was written in 1943 when he was 60. He was born in Yorkshire,
the son of a blacksmith and a weaver in Halifax. In 1934 Dyson wrote a
work to commemorate his father and his career, called The Blacksmiths, and
this was our next music. In response to his enthusiasm and talent Dyson’s
sympathetic parents saved to buy a cottage piano which he began to play
at five. He began to compose at the age of seven and when he was thirteen
was playing the organ in church, as did his father.
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Dyson went to the Royal College of Music with an Open Scholarship
in organ and composition in 1900, where he studied with Stanford. Much
later Dyson became the first of the RCN alumni to become its director.
Paul can find no record concerning the relationship between Dyson and
Stanford, but quoted from an article by the younger composer at the
time of Stanford’s death where he says that: ‘ Stanford’s real and abiding
influence lay in qualities of mind and character of which he was probably
never even conscious.’ Similar high levels of integrity in Dyson led him
to destroy most of his early compositions. One work which survived this
ruthless weeding out by Dyson was a recently discovered ’cello sonata,
an extract of which Paul then played us. Paul then remarked on several
social and religious similarities between Dyson and Herbert Howells,
which drove them to study and succeed at music in London. Dyson was
elected Mendelssohn Scholar in 1904 and studied in Italy and Germany for
the next three years; a very fruitful time for him. A number of teaching
posts followed this study overseas. Dyson volunteered for military service
in 1914. His work as a teacher was greatly admired by his peers. Dyson
became an expert on grenades before preparing a training programme for
troops. So highly was this regarded that it became the official training
manual for the British Army and was reprinted many times as the war
continued.
In 1916 George Dyson was unable to continue in service after being
thrown from his horse which was killed by a falling shell. Dyson was
physically uninjured but suffered from shell shock. Just before this
incident Dyson finished the last of his thirteen Epigrams for solo piano.
Paul remarked how extraordinary it was that Dyson could write this
wonderful music in such circumstances. The composer carried the well
folded manuscript round with him in a pocket book. We then heard
Epigram No. 10.
At the end of the war George Dyson was commissioned a Major in
the RAF, and was appointed its Organising Director of music, following
Walford Davies, who had been the first person in that post. Dyson helped
to organise the military bands and to establish the RAF School of Music.
He also jointly wrote the RAF March Past with Walford Davies, writing
the broad central section and orchestrating it. We then heard The RAF
March Past. But as things settled down in the country gradually, Dyson’s
thoughts turned once again to his interrupted career, and he was offered
the job of Director of Music at Wellington College in Berkshire before
moving on to Winchester in 1924. It was during his time at Winchester that
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his compositional work really began to flourish.
The first work to catch the public’s imagination was In Honour Of
The City (of London) composed in 1928 setting William Dunbar’s well
known poem. This was this composer’s first major choral work with
orchestra and in it he really sets out his stall. It is clear from the outset that
we have here a composer with a real flair for pictorial representation of
words in music; someone who has a remarkable ear for the colours of the
orchestra and their most effective use, and a composer whose use of voices
demonstrates his deep knowledge of the whole tradition of choral writing
over many ages. More than this is an unexpected sense of humour in the
music – almost a touch of light music which adds a real sense of zest to the
setting of this wonderfully descriptive poem.
Underpinning it is the issue of nailing his musical colours to the
mast. Dyson’s musical style grew out of the influence of Sir Hubert
Parry, which was so different from the Vaughan Williams school which
was the stable from which the likes of Howells and Finzi came. These
distinctions are important as they serve to underline the huge difference
in the sound-world of Howells and Dyson whose backgrounds were in
some ways so similar, and who had undergone the rigours of learning their
compositional trade from the same teacher. Dyson’s ‘credo’ was written
up in a RCM Magazine in which he said:
There is a wide field in the world for scientific analysis and all that
it implies...but it does not and cannot yet touch the world of aesthetic
values in which painters and musicians and poets must live....There has
been far too much intellectualisation of the arts in recent years.....People
play, and write about, and even compose music, who do not seem to feel
music at all. Yet music is fundamentally an aesthetic experience, not a
scientific one.

Thus, Dyson is really concerned with the business of communicating, of
delivering his message – and how he succeeds in this! Paul then spoke
about the singable tunes in In Honour of the City, and we heard the end of
this piece.
This was the work which really established Dyson’s reputation as
a choral composer of distinction and originality. Dyson wrote in a style
which was immediately accessible, was engagingly direct, straightforward
enough for most competent choral societies to perform, and wonderfully
and colourfully orchestrated. Dyson, at this stage at least, is not concerned
with space and distance, Celtic mistiness or the kind of neo-tudorisms
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which Vaughan Williams espoused. This is why it is so easy to trace
Dyson’s lineage to Parry.
In 1929, the year after In Honour of The City Dyson marked the great
Bach pianist, Harold Samuel’s 50th birthday with a set of four highly
epigrammatic fugues for piano, entitled Bach’s Birthday. They are a
wonderful set of pieces – highly humorous, but also intellectually rigorous.
Two of them are based on a tone row. Paul told us that Dyson was well
acquainted with Schoenberg’s serialism, but did not approve. Dyson
undertook a study of new musical techniques, in his book entitled The New
Music. For Dyson, Schoenberg was beyond the pale. We then heard part
of Bach’s Birthday.
Paul told us that Dyson wrote few solo songs, writing instead,
typically, many choral songs for classroom or for music festival use.
Dyson believed that music was not just for the specialist. Music was
for all the people and he founded what was The National Federation Of
Music Societies and is now called Making Music to this end. Dyson felt
that we must always remember the amateur musician and particularly
the provincial amateur musician. For this reason he also worked hard as
President of the Rural Schools’ Music Association. We then heard part of
A Poet’s Hymn.
But lest we thought that Dyson is all public school hymn tunes and
team spirit, Paul played us some extracts of Five Songs For Medium Voice.
These are full of harmonic twists and turns, and hints of some of the
introspection which was to cloud some of his later music. After this, Paul
played us what he regards as one of Dyson’s most beautiful – the second of
the Three Songs For Julia to poems by Robert Herrick, the poet whose words
Dyson set more than any other poet. It is an intensely sad and remarkably
introspective song for Dyson who did not, as a rule, write music in the
vein. Passionate, yes but introspective, no.
The work which really put Dyson’s name on the musical map was
The Canterbury Pilgrims, a ninety minute portrait gallery of Chaucer’s
dramatis personae. If anything underlines Dyson’s approach to his art it
is this work. In fact it is the first work of his that Paul heard which made
him wonder why Dyson had never been tempted into the world of films.
So vivid are his musical illustrations that you barely need the words to
know which character is being described. At the head of this wonderfully
engaging piece stands a major orchestral overture At the Tabard Inn which,
in the best traditions of such overtures, introduces all the main characters’
musical themes. It is a hugely accomplished piece of writing which makes
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us all the more sad that Dyson chose to destroy other such pieces, such as
the 1904 Symphonic poem Siena which enjoyed a brief period of success
and was admired and conducted by Arthur Nikisch. We then heard the
first few minutes of The Tabard Inn Overture.
Following on from The Canterbury Pilgrims and before it In Honour
Of the city, Dyson wrote two more increasingly confident and unusual
choral works, St. Paul’s Voyage to Melita and The Blacksmiths. By now, he
was an established Three Choirs Festival composer and his music was a
regular feature of those festival programmes. His setting of Nebuchadnezzar
was commissioned by the Worcester Festival in 1935 and demonstrates
again his love of the dramatic, his innate orchestral skills, and his natural
flair for vocal writing. The story is the familiar one of the ‘burning fiery
furnace’ and Nebuchadnezzar’s conversion. Dyson ends the work with
an extended setting of the Benedicite. We then heard the start of the 2nd
Movement in which Shadrak, Mishak and Abednigo are accused of their
heresy and threatened with being burnt alive.
This powerful and dramatic work was the last of Dyson’s major
choral works to be recorded. Paul attended the sessions with the BBC
Symphony Orchestra and Chorus conducted by Richard Hickox. It is a
superb performance.
In 1935, the same year as that premier, there was a premier of another
and very different work by Dyson for ’cello and small orchestra called
Prelude, Fantasy and Chaconne. It owes a great debt to one of Dyson’s
undoubted heroes, Frederick Delius. Dyson’s style owes a great deal to
Delius – especially in his harmonic colour. His writing about Delius in
The New Music is both searching and sympathetic. Dyson did not write
like Delius as he was too wedded to classic formal structures however
much he bent them to his will, but he chose a language to express himself
which shows an obvious debt to Delius’s own unique harmonic style.
There are many examples in Dyson’s music – not least in Nebuchadnezzar
but the Prelude, Fantasy and Chaconne is almost a homage to Delius. In
fact Paul feels it to be a response to the Caprice and Elegy for ’Cello and
Orchestra written only five years earlier. It is undoubtedly different, but
the air of fantasy, the deeply chromatic progressions, the ruminative solo
part all remind Paul of parts of Sea Drift or A Village and Juliet but without
Delius’s overarching sense of loss. Dyson’s is a positive view of life. Paul
mentioned that Frank Howes described the difference between Howells
Hymnus Paradisi and Delius’s great choral works as ‘evermore’ for Howells
‘nevermore’ for Delius. Here perhaps is the nub of the matter.
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After Nebuchadnezzar and the ’cello work he went on to work on a
Symphony in G. It was completed in 1937 and was premiered at The
Queen’s Hall that year with Dyson himself conducting the LSO. The
following year it was heard at The Worcester Three Choirs Festival but
failed to survive the war. It was written at an incredibly fertile time for the
British symphony and so was up against strong competition from Vaughan
Williams, Walton, Bax, Moeran and others. That does not, however, excuse
the wilful neglect of such a strong and powerful work as this. The two
recordings now available demonstrate explicitly its strength of character,
its strong formal structures and, as ever, its skilful and imaginative
orchestration.
Dyson by his own admission was not an original composer. Paul told
us that he marvels at what a magpie Dyson was. Influences in Dyson’s
music come from many sources, including Sibelius, Borodin, Delius, Parry
and many others. Paul suggested that Dyson decided on is particular
stylistic parameters and stuck to them. Paul thinks that Dyson, though
very modest about his ability, had much to say. The fact that he used a
language that was an amalgam of other influences does not in any way
mean that the result was not an original language. Familiar ingredients
mixed in a new way provide a new taste, and this is Dyson’s legacy.
We then heard an extract from the Symphony, followed by some
thoughts on Quo Vadis, which is at the heart of Dyson’s output. After
some thought provoking observations about the poetry set in this work, we
heard an extract. Dyson went on to write a whole series of further works –
two beautiful string concertos; further choral works and a piano concerto.
We then enjoyed an extract from this concerto.
The talk finished with an extract from an early work, Children’s Suite
after Walter de la Mare.
This was a most enjoyable talk greatly enjoyed by those at this
meeting of the London Branch. The vote of thanks was given by Lewis
Foreman who spoke briefly and interestingly about the recordings of
Dyson conducted by Richard Hickox which he had attended.
Paul Chennell
Recommended Recordings:
Dyson: Violin Concerto, Lydia Mordkovitch, violin, City of London Sinfonia,
Richard Hickox (conductor), Chandos
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Dyson: The Blacksmiths, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Choir, Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra, Douglas Bostock (conductor), Classico
Dyson: ’Cello Sonata, Joseph Spooner, ’cello, David Owen Norris, piano, Epoch
Dyson: Epigram No. 10, David Owen Norris, piano, Epoch
Dyson and Walford Davies, The RAF March Past, Central Band of The Royal Air
Force, Central Band of the Royal Air Force, Bandleader.
Dyson: In Honour Of The City Of London, London Symphony Chorus, London
Symphony Orchestra, Richard Hickox (conductor), Chandos
Dyson: Bach’s Birthday, David Owen Norris, piano, Epoch
Dyson: The Canterbury Pilgrims, Yvonne Kenny, soprano, Robert Tear, tenor,
Stephen Roberts, baritone, London Symphony Chorus, London Symphony
Orchestra, Richard Hickox (conductor), Chandos
Dyson: Overture At the Tabard Inn, London Symphony Orchestra, Richard Hickox
(conductor), Chandos
Dyson: Nebuchadnezzar, Mark Padmore, tenor, Neal Davies, bass baritone, BBC
Symphony Chorus, BBC Symphony Orchestra, Richard Hickox (conductor),
Chandos
Dyson: Prelude, Fantasy and Chaconne, Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Academy of St.
Martin in the Fields, Sir Neville Marriner (conductor), Phillips
Dyson: Symphony in G, Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, David Lloyd-Jones
(conductor), Naxos
Dyson: Quo Vadis? Jean Rigby, soprano, Philip Langridge, tenor, Roderick
Williams, baritone, Cheryl Barker, contralto, Chamber Choir of the Royal Welsh
College of Music, BBC National Chorus of Wales, BBC National Orchestra of
Wales, Richard Hickox (conductor), Chandos
Dyson: Piano Concerto, Eric Parkin, piano, City of London Sinfonia, Richard
Hickox (conductor), Chandos
Dyson: Children’s Suite, City of London Sinfonia, Richard Hickox (conductor),
Chandos


DELIUS SOCIETY LONDON BRANCH MEETING
Steinway Hall, London, Wednesday 30th March 2011

A concert of works by Grieg, Delius, Bridge and Daish
Claire Lees (soprano) and Agnieszka Strzeiczyk (piano)
Philip Handy (’cello) and Robert Markham (piano)
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An enthusiastic crowd gathered in this superb venue, The Steinway Hall,
to hear this very successful and enjoyable concert which formed the final
meeting of the 2010-11 season of London Branch meetings. We were very
lucky to secure the performances by Claire Lees and Agnieszka Strzeiczyk
as well as Philip Handy and Robert Markham. They had been the winners
of The Delius Prize 2010, held at the Birmingham Conservatoire on 10th
June 2010. In the first half Claire Lees sang firstly a group of early songs
by Delius, Hör’ ich das liedchen klingen; The Page Sat in the Lofty Tower (18935); Ein schöner Stern geht auf in meiner Naht (1 and 3 from Songs to Words by
Heine, 1890-1). In these songs as with all of the others Claire Lees showed
that she has a fine technique, a beautiful and characterful voice. Each
of these songs came to life vividly. The accompaniments by Agnieszka
Strzeiczyk were every bit as effective and successful as the singing here.
We then heard three songs by Grieg: Solveigs Sang (1875); Solveigs
Vuggevise (1875); and Prinsessen (1871). Once again singer and accompanist
were in full command of this music and presented us with a beautiful and
successful interpretation which gave much pleasure. Claire then sang
three much more familiar Delius songs: Twilight Fancies, Sweet Venevil,
and Love Concealed (from Seven Norwegian Songs, 1889-90). Both Grieg
and Delius set the poem Twilight Fancies, and as I remember Elizabeth
Söderström remarking after singing both versions of this song at one of her
Wigmore Hall concerts many years ago, the Delius setting is notably more
Wagnerian than that by Grieg. Nevertheless, all of these songs came off
really well, and Claire had something new to bring to our understanding
of the songs.
Next we turned to John Ireland, three of whose songs we heard. I was
delighted to hear how fresh and interesting these songs sounded in Claire
Lees and her accompanist’s hands. Perhaps the last of the three here sung,
If There Were Dreams to Sell (1918) is the most familiar, though it was no less
successful than the other two beautiful lyrics, Spring Sorrow (1918) and The
Heart’s Desire (1918). I think these performances encouraged us to go back
to Ireland’s songs once again and value them more. Lastly in the first half
of the concert three more Delius songs: The Nightingale has a Lyre of Gold;
(1910), To Daffodils (from Four Old English Lyrics, 1915) and Love’s Philosophy
(from Three Shelley Songs, 1891). These were every bit as accomplished and
thoroughly enjoyable as the other songs in this first half.
After the interval Philip Handy and his accompanist Robert Markham
gave us first Delius’s Caprice and Elegy, and gave a warm lyrical
performance which bode well for the rest of the evening. Readers will
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remember that these two short pieces were written for Beatrice Harrison
to take with her when she toured the U.S.A. in 1930. On this occasion both
pieces received excellent performances which showed how successful they
are. We then heard the first performance of Thomas Daish’s Homage to
Delius, a new piece dedicated to Philip Handy and the Delius Society. As
Martin Lee-Browne said in his vote of thanks at the end of the evening, this
must be the first time that the Society has had a piece of music dedicated
to it. In the event Mr. Daish’s music was fresh, attractive and showed
how he was inspired by Delius’s music. We look forward to many more
performances of this piece. The concert ended with Frank Bridge’s ’Cello
Sonata (1913-17). Though familiar to many present I am sure, this was a
new piece for my ears. Both performers worked hard towards giving us
an expert and exhilarating performance. The accompanist worked just
as hard as the ’cellist and they finished off the evening with this virtuoso
piece. This music made me wonder why Frank Bridge’s music is so little
heard and known today. This is another work one wants to return to and
learn more of.
Martin Lee-Browne thanked all the performers for an excellent
evening which will stay long in the memory.
Recommended Recordings:
Delius: The Page Sat in the Lofty Tower, Henriette Bonde-Hansen, soprano,
Aarhus Symphony Orchestra, Bo Holten (conductor), Danacord
Grieg: Solveigs Sang (1875); Solveig Kringelborn, soprano, Stockholm
Philharmonic Orchestra, Gennadi Rozhdestvensky (conductor), Chandos
Grieg: Prinsessen 1871, Bodil Arnesen, soprano, Erling Eriksen, piano,
Grieg – Songs. Naxos
Delius: Seven Songs from the Norwegian, Dame Felicity Lott, soprano, Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra, Eric Fenby (conductor), Unicorn Kanchana
Ireland: Spring Sorrow, The Heart’s Desire, If there were Dreams to Sell,
Lisa Milne, soprano, John Mark Ainsley, tenor, Christopher Maltman,
baritone, Graham Johnson, piano. Ireland: Songs. Hyperion
Delius: The Nightingale Has A Lyre Of Gold, Benjamin Luxon, baritone,
David Willison, piano. Chandos
Delius: To Daffodils from Four Old English Lyrics, Mark Stone, baritone,
Stephen Barlow, piano. Stone Records
Delius: Love’s Philosophy from Three Shelley Songs. Mark Stone, baritone,
Stephen Barlow, piano. Stone Records.
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Delius: Caprice and Elegy, Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra, Eric Fenby (conductor), Unicorn Kanchana
Bridge: ’Cello Sonata, Paul Watkins, ’cello, Huw Watkins, piano. Nimbus.
Paul Chennell


MIDLANDS BRANCH REPORT
The 2010-11 season consisted of a series of piano recitals. Delius’s solo
piano music only lasts about fifteen minutes and therefore did not feature
in the programmes.
In April 2010 Christopher Duckett of the Billy Mayerl Society gave
a most popular recital consisting in Part 1 of Schumann’s Waldszenen and
Arabesque, and a Mozart Sonata. Part 2 was devoted to Billy Mayerl, who
was a great Delius fan.
Paul Guinery gave us his York Bowen lecture/recital in October, and
was able to perform the solo pieces live. As most of the audience knew
nothing about Bowen, this was a real education, and Paul’s fluent playing
of the pieces was a real eye-opener.
In April, 2011 Mark Bebbington came and gave a wonderful recital
of John Ireland’s London Pieces, the Chopin Sonata Op. 58, Debussy’s
Three Preludes, Liszt’s Paraphrase on Wagner’s Liebestod and his Rigoletto
Paraphrase.
For the anniversary celebrations next year, Paul Guinery and I are
proposing to arrange a programme − details are yet to be decided, and
Bobby Chen is to give a recital, probably in June, to play most of Delius’s
piano pieces, some Howard Ferguson and a piece by my former piano
teacher, Victor Yates who is now 93 and living in South Africa.
Richard Kitching
Recommended Recordings:
John Ireland, London Pieces, Eric Parkin, piano. Chandos
Chopin Piano Sonata No. 2, op. 58. Artur Rubinstein, piano. Classic Music International
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Debussy Preludes, Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli, piano. Deutsche Grammophon
Wagner/Liszt Liebestod. Tristan und Isolde. Leslie Howard, piano. Hyperion.
Verdi/Liszt, Rigoletto Paraphrase, Leslie Howard, piano. Hyperion.


PHILADELPHIA BRANCH REPORT
Two concerts closed the Philadelphia Branch’s season. Delius’s 149th
birthday was celebrated on January 29th, 2011 at St. Paul’s Lutheran
Church in suburban Glenside, PA, with a unique concert of organ
with euphonium. Rae Ann Anderson, organist and choirmaster of the
church and her husband, Eric, prepared A Geographic Musical Journey of
Delius’s Life. This journey began in England with a brilliant arrangement
of Norman Cocker’s Tuba Tune for organ and euphonium. This was
followed by Frank Bridge’s Adagio in E major. Delius’s stay in America
was represented by a lovely and unfamiliar piece The Joy of the Redeemed
by Clarence Dickinson.
With a nod to Delius’s Leipzig days and Grieg’s association with the
Conservatorium there, Rae Ann played two excerpts from Grieg’s Peer
Gynt Suite No. 1. Moving on to Paris we heard a superb performance
of Guilmant’s Morceau Symphonique with some stellar playing by Eric.
Then came Delius’s Lullaby for a Modern Baby (heard for the first time on
the organ?) with the usual violin obbligato played on one manual of the
organ by Eric while Rae Ann played the rest on another manual. And of
course this being wintertime, we had Sleigh Ride with Eric providing the
appropriate sleigh bells at the proper times.
Since Delius’s final resting place is in England, Rae Ann closed with a
rousing Toccata from The Plymouth Suite by Percy Whitlock.
Members and guests from the church then enjoyed a festive catered
reception with sandwiches, salad, wines and the usual delicious birthday
cake.
March 27th 2011 saw the planned ’cello recital by Lloyd Smith
postponed to November 25th due to his torn rotator cuff which required
surgery. To the rescue came Nancy Bean (Lloyd’s wife) with our Vice
Chairman Davyd Booth in a brilliant violin recital which drew raves from
the audience. We heard for the first time the new Bösendorfer piano in the
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Nancy Bean, violin & Davyd Booth, piano
Photo: Bill Marsh

German Society where many of our concerts have been held in the past few
seasons.
The programme opened with a short and sweet arrangement by
John Pointer of Elgar’s Serenade from The Wand of Youth followed by
the delightful Vaughan Williams Six Studies in English Folk Song. Then
came Delius’s Air and Dance in the Philadelphia première of Philip
Heseltine’s arrangement. The first half closed with a brilliant performance
of Beethoven’s Sonata in G major, Op. 30, No. 3. Nancy’s violin playing is
second to none, and Davyd’s piano accompaniments are always a marvel.
After all, he’s a violinist in the Philadelphia Orchestra but doubles as the
second keyboard player.
Delius’s Légende opened the second half with Nancy handling the
very difficult close with ease. And to finish off the programme came
another magnificent performance of a famous sonata: Grieg’s in C Minor,
Op. 45. This drew a standing ovation and shouts of ‘bravo’. Another Elgar
rarity was presented as an encore: Josef Szigeti’s transcription of a late
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piano work Adieu.
As usual at German Society concerts, a reception followed in the
Reseller.
Bill Marsh
Recommended Recordings:
Grieg: Peer Gynt Suite No. 1. Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Thomas
Beecham; EMI Masters.
Delius: Five Little Pieces (arr. small orchestra), Elena Duran, flute, Bournemouth
Sinfonietta, Eric Fenby (conductor), EMI
Delius: Sleigh Ride, Delius Orchestral works, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir
Thomas Beecham (conductor), EMI
Percy Whitlock: The Plymouth Suite, The Complete Organ Works of Percy
Whitlock, Graham Barber, organ. Priory Records
———
Elgar: The Wand Of Youth etc. London Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Adrian Boult
(conductor), EMI
Vaughan Williams: Six Studies in English Folk Song, Vaughan Williams Chamber
Music, The Nash Ensemble, Hyperion
Delius: Air and Dance, Delius Miniatures, Northern Sinfonia, Richard Hickox
(conductor), EMI
Beethoven: Violin Sonata Opus 30 No. 3, Yehudi Menuhin, violin; Wilhelm
Kempf, piano. Deutsche Grammophon.
Delius: Légende, Ralph Holmes, violin, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Vernon
Handley (conductor), Unicorn Kanchana
Grieg: Violin Sonata in C Minor, Op. 45, Augustin Dumay, violin; Maria João
Pires, piano. Deutsche Grammophon.
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MISCELLANY
Delius at the Royal Wedding
I was a little surprised and very pleased to hear music by Delius played
in Westminster Abbey before the marriage service commenced. At the
ceremony on 29th April the music had a largely British theme. The Royal
Couple had put considerable thought into selecting the music, and their
choices blended traditional music with some newly commissioned pieces.
The music before the Service began with a selection of organ pieces:
Fantasia in G (Pièce d’orgue à 5) by Johann Sebastian Bach, followed by Veni
Creator Spiritus by the Master of The Queen’s Music, Sir Peter Maxwell
Davies; Prelude on St. Columba Op. 28 by Sir Charles Villiers Stanford and
Sonata for Organ Op. 28 (Allegro maestoso and Allegretto) by Edward Elgar.
Following this we heard seven orchestral pieces:
Serenade for Strings in E minor Op. 20 (Allegro piacevole, Larghetto and
Allegretto) by Edward Elgar
Courtly Dance V: Galliard from Gloriana (Symphonic Suite) Op. 53a no. 7
by Benjamin Britten
Fantasia on Greensleeves by Ralph Vaughan Williams
Farewell to Stromness by Sir Peter Maxwell Davies
On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring by Frederick Delius
Touch Her Soft Lips and Part from Henry V Suite by William Walton
Romance for String Orchestra Op. 11 by Gerald Finzi
Three of these pieces – Farewell to Stromness, Touch Her Soft Lips and
Part and Romance for String Orchestra Op. 11 – were played at the Service of
Prayer and Dedication for The Prince of Wales and the Duchess of Cornwall
in 2005. The Couple specifically chose these pieces for that reason. The
final piece of music before the Service began continued the broadly British
theme: Canzona from Organ Sonata in C minor by Percy Whitlock.
Thus a large proportion, if not all, the millions of people who heard
and saw the royal wedding on television, radio and the internet, have heard
one of Delius’s finest scores. Hopefully this will whet their appetite for the
Delian celebration next year. Many thanks to all those who wrote to me about
the inclusion of Delius’s music in the celebrations on this special day. (Ed.)
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Delius and Barjansky
A recent edition of The Elgar Society Journal which appeared last April
contained a fascinating article by Martin Bird concerning Elgar’s time as
Principal Conductor of the London Symphony Orchestra. I was particularly
intrigued to read of the concert given in November 1912 by the orchestra
and conductor with the ’cellist Serge Barjansky. Delians know him better
as Alexandre Barjansky whom Eric Fenby vividly recalled in talks to The
Delius Society and in Delius As I Knew Him. I have not been able to find
out why Barjansky used this alternative forename at this time. For many
years I have wanted to read Catherine Barjansky’s book Portraits With
Backgrounds and thought I might find the answer to this mystery in this
book. Recently I managed to track the book down on the internet, but was
unable to discover why Mr. Barjansky used two separate first names. This
is however a good opportunity to reflect on this fascinating memoir.
In her book which first appeared over sixty years ago, Catherine
Barjansky mentions various characters of interest from all branches of the
arts. Having befriended Arthur Schnizler, she paints here a pen portrait
of this great Austrian man of letters and physician. The book also contains
recollections of Sigmund Freud whom Catherine Barjansky met in the
1920s and who posed for her. Quite a large part of the book deals with her
friendship with Gabriele D’Annunzio, of whom she was clearly very fond.
Delius is given a chapter in this fascinating book and Catherine
Barjansky recalls how Emil Herzka of the Viennese music publisher
Universal-Edition brought the recently composed Delius ’Cello Concerto
and offered its première to Alexandre Barjansky. The ’cellist became
increasingly enthusiastic about the work, as his wife explains in the book.
The first performance was a great success and Delius told Barjansky that he
was very happy with his performance. Barjansky told his wife that: ‘I was
immensely happy... I think really that I did not play very badly’. Catherine
Barjansky says in her memoir that this is almost the highest tribute he ever
paid to his own work for he was modest and dissatisfied with his playing.
We are given a sketch of the Deliuses and their life in Grez in this
book. I am not wholly convinced by some of the reported dialogue quoted
here, but this might be Catherine Barjansky’s well-meant recreations of
conversations. I would not like to suggest that she is misleading, just not
reporting language actually used. Some of the dialogue sounds distinctly
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like American English rather than the English the Deliuses would have
used. Overall however, the account of Delius is an interesting impression.
The other outstanding composer with whom Catherine Barjansky’s
husband Alexandre had close contact is Ernest Bloch and this book has
much to say about this friendship and their artistic co-operation.
Elsewhere in the book her extensive recollections of royalty and
various aristocrats is not of much interest though they certainly seem to
have impressed the author. This book was first published in 1947, and
republished in 2007 by Kesinger Publishing: ISBN 0548065497.


More on the Portrait of Fenby
In our last edition we included an article by Robert Sabine concerning the
portrait of Eric Fenby by P. K. C. Jackson currently housed in Roehampton
University. I have received the following from Michael Lester: ‘After reading
Rob Sabine’s article about the Eric Fenby portrait at Roehampton University
(DSJ 149, Spring 2011), I contacted my brother-in-law, Dr Jonathan Horner
who has worked there for many years. He has also contacted the former
Rector, Prof. Peter Briggs, who was unable to shed more light on Rob’s
findings about the relationship between Eric Fenby, Stephen Holt, and the
artist Kenneth Jackson.
‘The location of the portrait is the Chapman Hall at Southlands College.
Attached to the bottom of the picture frame is a simple plate which says
“Eric Fenby OBE 1906 – 1997 Amanuensis of Delius”.
Other information says “This portrait of Eric Fenby is on loan to Southlands
College through the generosity of Professor Stephen Holt, OBE, Rector of
Roehampton Institute, London 1988-1999”.
Also, the following information is shown above a reproduction of the
famous 1932 Sir James Gunn picture of Delius.
‘Eric Fenby by Kenneth Jackson: “This portrait of Eric Fenby was
bequeathed to Southlands College by Professor Stephen Holt OBE (Rector
of University of Surrey, Roehampton 1988-1999). The artist had given it
to him. Eric Fenby was the amanuensis of Frederick Delius and helped
him to finish his compositions after he had gone blind and become partly
paralysed. Stephen Holt dedicated the portrait at a ceremony in the
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Chapman Hall on 3rd November 2000”.’
Since including the original article by Rob Sabine in the last Delius
Society Journal, I have learnt that this portrait is reproduced opposite
p129 of Stephen Lloyd’s book Fenby on Delius. The caption tells us that
‘the painting was commissioned by the University of Bradford marking its
award in 1980 of honorary graduateship’ to Dr. Fenby.


More Seldwyla Folks
In the last Delius Society Journal (DSJ 149) p103 I was pleased to include an
interesting piece from Tony Noakes concerning A Village Romeo and Juliet.
In the meantime I have now had an interesting letter from John Michael
East: and he writes; ‘I have just read Tony Noakes as quoted in the current
Journal.
‘Just in case it is of any interest; I have a copy of A Village Romeo
and Juliet by Gottfried Keller, translated by Peter Tekel and published by
Blackie. The translation is copyright by Blackie 1967. It runs to 95 pages,
and the pages are the same size as those of our Journal.’
I see in Anthony Beaumont’s Feruccio Busoni Selected Letters, Faber 1987
pp223-224 that in a letter of 1915 to Hugo Leichtentritt, Busoni recalls that he
was in correspondence at the age of 18 with J. V. Widmann in Berne, about
possible librettos for an opera. They discussed the possible dramatisation
of Keller’s A Village Romeo and Juliet. Keller was asked about it and said
this story ‘ran after him like a trimmed poodle’. Widmann had various
reservations and suggested another topic. In 1911 Busoni had written to
Egon Petri, and remarked: ‘Have you noticed how the English − despite the
high-flown gestures of their writers – are crippled by “decency”? Every
entanglement with a girl leads either to marriage or a renunciation. .... Even
as simple a story as G. Keller’s Village Romeo and Juliet would be unthinkable
as the work of an English author’. How interesting it would have been to
hear and see an opera based on this subject by Busoni if he had written one.
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Beecham on Radio 3
Peter Ratcliffe wrote recently concerning the BBC Radio programme
marking the 50th anniversary of the death of Sir Thomas Beecham: ‘I was
interested to see a section in DSJ149 devoted to commemorations of the
50th anniversary of Sir Thomas Beecham’s death. I’m sure I’m not the only
Society member who listened to Radio 3’s evening devoted to Sir Thomas on
2nd May. Of the three presenters, Rob Cowan championed Delius; indeed,
after In a Summer Garden – the only Delius of the evening – one of the other
speakers, Suzy Klein commented that, while the piece was playing, Cowan
had tried to convince the others of Delius’s musical qualities; to no avail,
alas. I think he would have had more success with Sarah Walker; I’m not
sure about any of the other, younger Radio 3 presenters.
‘On the subject of Radio 3, I notice that Rumon Gamba conducted the
BBC National Orchestra of Wales in Paris on Thursday 23 June.‘


2012 Celebrations in Florida
Bill Thompson gives details on his website of various concerts and other
activities early next year, which are well worth taking a look at. His website
is at: http://thompsonian.info. Bill’s website also has details of how you can
see the film Discovering Delius on line. He recently contacted me with the
following good news: ‘I received a call this morning from William Abbey,
Group Services Manager for The Florida Orchestra in St. Petersburg. Will
told me that he is a fellow admirer of the music of Delius! He said that he
could offer us the group rate for the concert tickets, even though we will be
ordering tickets on an individual basis. Individual tickets for each of the
three concerts are now on sale.
‘I am not sure about the amount of the discount, but have requested
that in an e-mail to Will. If you are interested, please call Will directly to
order your tickets. Direct phone line: 727-362-5443.
E-mail: wabbey@floridaorchestra.org.
‘There may be a special seating area available for our Delius Group
at each of the concerts, so be sure to ask Will about getting tickets in that
section if you are interested.’
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Delius on Slovak Radio
Peter Ratcliffe has recently written as follows: ‘Radio Devin has just
broadcast a performance of Delius’s ’Cello Sonata, performed by Raphael
and Peter Wallfisch. And Thursday’s Breakfast programme on Radio 3
included A Song before Sunrise, played by the Hallé under Barbirolli, and
Peter Warlock’s Serenade, played by the Nash Ensemble under Martyn
Brabbins. It was interesting that after the former piece Rob Cowan
commented that Barbirolli is an underrated Delius interpreter − I think
rather that Delius and other composers that Barbirolli championed are
no longer as popular and “Glorious John” has perhaps suffered from his
association with them. Mr Cowan also made the comment (very true,
I think) that Warlock’s work, dedicated of course to Delius on his 60th
birthday, sounds more like Delius than Delius does.
‘Mention of the Nash Ensemble reminds me of the concert of theirs that
Radio 3 broadcast live on 4 July. The second half opened with arrangements
(uncredited) for piano and flute of La Calinda and Air and Dance, which, I’m
afraid to say, I was not much impressed by − I hasten to add that that is a
personal impression rather than a reflection on the performers (Ian Brown
accompanying Philippa Davies).’


The Complete Delius Songbook
Volume 1 of Mark Stone’s The Complete Delius Songbook is now available
on CD. Below is a link to a video with information about the project and
a performance of To Daffodils: http://markstone.info/content/view/230/85/. The
CD is available directly from Stone Records. It is also offered by other
retailers of classical CDs.


Delius in ‘Tempo’
I have received a request for help from Raymond Monk, and give details
here, if any member can help please contact Raymond direct. One item in
the Delius bibliography has thus far eluded Raymond Monk, namely the
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Delius number of the Boosey and Hawkes publication Tempo, this being no
26 dated 1952/53. Raymond will generously reward any Society member
who can help him fill this gap in his collection. Please contact Raymond at
Raymond497@btinternet.com or telephone 0116 2544613.


Delius in Dublin
Frank Hamill writes to tell us of a Delius performance on Tuesday 2nd
August. ‘Delius’s Walk to the Paradise Garden was performed by the RTÉ
Concert Orchestra, conducted by John Wilson in the National Concert Hall,
Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin 2 at 1.05 p.m. as part of the programme of one
of the Summer Lunchtime Concerts. Other works in this concert were –
Sullivan, The Yeoman of the Guard Overture; Williams, Nocturne (Whispers
of Heavenly Death); Coates, Footlights Concert Waltz; Trad arr. of Danny Boy;
Grainger, Molly on the Shore and Elgar, Imperial March Op. 32.
‘I’ve examined the NCH programme until the end of October – and
sorry – no more Delius planned. By the way, if anybody wishes to come to
Dublin, to follow in the footsteps of Queen Elizabeth and indeed visit the
NCH then get in touch and I might be able to provide some guidance and
advice. If anybody is ever travelling to Dublin from London then cheap
Ryanair flights are often available out of Luton – with very good train
connections from St. Pancras Station.’


Norwegian Celebrations with Delius
Lionel Carley writes as follows: ‘I’ve just heard (from Stein Iversen of the
Norwegian Embassy) of a concert given in Oslo in June. After comprehensive
restoration work on the aula of Oslo University, for which Edvard Munch in
1910 had begun painting his great series of murals, an invitation concert to
celebrate the hall’s reopening was given in June by the Oslo Philharmonic
Orchestra in the presence of members of the Norwegian royal family. The
orchestra was conducted by Peter Szilvay, and in an otherwise all-Norwegian
programme, two of Delius’s Songs from the Norwegian – The Bird’s Story and
Twilight Fancies – were sung by soprano Isa Katharina Gericke.’
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Delius in Australia
Tony Noakes writes with news from Australia: ‘We have just enjoyed
a sold-out “Prom” at Perth Concert Hall, which has just been voted as
the best, acoustically, in Australia. The conductor was Paul Daniel. His
good interpretation of the Cuckoo was the first Delius played by the West
Australian Symphony Orchestra in the 13 years I’ve lived here. The concert
included an electrifying performance of Belshazzar’s Feast as well as The
Lark Ascending and Parry’s I was glad. As this concert was modelled on the
English Proms, it ended with Jerusalem and Land of Hope and Glory.
‘We recently enjoyed two meetings over leisurely lunches with DS
member Lionel Friend, before and after hearing him conduct a brilliant
performance of Tales of Hoffmann, starring Rachelle Durkin. This was in the
beautiful Edwardian His Majesty’s Theatre, currently the home of the West
Australian Opera.’


Errata

In The Delius Society Journal 149 p94, we incorrectly said that Sir Charles
Mackerras recreated the score of Victor Herbert’s ’cello concerto from the
orchestral parts, when in fact we should have said that it was Sir Arthur
Sullivan’s ’cello concerto. Thanks to Patrick Mills who wrote in to point
this out.
Tony Noakes has written to say that we should have indicated, on
p64 of the last edition of the Journal, that the choir was: ‘undeniably under
rehearsed’, not ‘endearingly under rehearsed.’ Apologies for that.
Lionel Carley has written with two helpful corrections, also for the last
Journal. ‘I offer, just incidentally, a couple of corrections. It’s a postcard,
rather than a letter, that Bartok and Kodaly wrote to Delius (p60), and it’s
Max Fiedler, on page 61, ’who conducted the performance on 7th April 1911.’


Many thanks to Peter Ratcliff, Bill Thompson, Patrick Mills, Tony Noakes,
Michael Lester, John Michael East, Raymond Monk, Frank Hamill and last but by
no means least Lionel Carley. (Ed.)
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EVENTS 2011-2012
Details of events are included in an attempt to give as complete a coverage as
possible, even if some have taken place by the time members receive the Journal.
Ed.
Tuesday 5th April 2011 at 1.05 p.m.
Adrian Boult Hall, Birmingham
Delius: ’Cello Sonata
and a work by Rebecca Clarke: Viola Sonata (arr. Baillie);
Alexander Baillie, ’cello and John Thwaites, piano
Wednesday 6th April 2011 at 2.15 p.m.
Symphony Hall, Birmingham
Delius: Summer Night on the River
and works by Walton, Benjamin, Haydn Wood, Sullivan, Harty, Elgar,
Toye and Coates
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, John Wilson, conductor
Friday 15th April 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Marina Theatre, Lowestoft
Delius: On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring
and works by Vaughan Williams: The Wasps Overture, The Lark Ascending;
Elgar: Enigma Variations, Chanson de Nuit; Coates: London Suite, London
Every Day
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
Nicholas Cleobury, conductor, Clio Gould, violin
Saturday 16th April 2011
The Delius Society, Midlands Branch Meeting
A recital by Mark Bebbington (piano)
Saturday 16th April 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
St. Luke’s Church, Cambridge
Delius: Brigg Fair
and works by Dvořák: Slavonic Dances;
Schubert: Andante from Grand Duo (arr. Britton)
Cambridge Sinfonietta, Peter Britton, conductor
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Sunday 17th April 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Haverhill Arts Centre
Delius: Late Swallows
and works by Copland, Bach, Glazunov, Jenkins, Górecki and van Goens
Mikhail Nemtsov, ’cello, Arnold Sinfonia, Kevin Hill, conductor
Sunday 1st May 2011 at 12.40 p.m.
St. Chad’s Music Festival, St. Chad’s Church, Shrewsbury
Delius: Sonata for Violin and Piano No. 3 (arr. Summers, first public
performance)
and works by Poulenc and Gaubert
Katherine Baker, flute and Johnny Baker, piano
Tuesday 3rd May 2011 at 1.00 p.m.
Adrian Boult Hall, Birmingham Conservatoire
Delius: ’Cello Sonata
and works by Daish: Homage to Delius; and Bridge ’Cello Sonata
Philip Handy, ’cello and Robert Markham, piano
Tuesday 10th May 2011 at 1.05 p.m.
Adrian Boult Hall, Birmingham Conservatoire
Delius: Violin Sonata No. 2
and works by Ysaye: Poème élégiaque; and Schumann: Sonata No. 1
Catalin Chelaru, violin and Robert Markham, piano
Saturday 14th May 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Steyning Centre, Steyning
Delius: Sonata No. 2 (arr. Tertis)
and works by Enescu: Konzertstück; Bartók: 6 Romanian Folk Dances and
Brahms: Viola Sonata No. 1
Enikö Magyar, viola and Tadashi Imai, piano
Saturday 21st May 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Bedford Corn Exchange
Delius: Brigg Fair: An English Rhapsody
and works by Vaughan Williams: Serenade to Music;
and Holst: Suite: The Planets
Bedfordshire Symphony Orchestra, Michael Rose, conductor
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Friday 27th to Monday 30th May 2011
English Music Festival based in Dorchester upon Thames
Saturday 28th May 2011 at 7.00 p.m.
Dorchester Abbey
Delius: On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring;
Summer Night on the River
English String Orchestra, James Rutherford, conductor
Sunday 29th May 2011 at 9.30 p.m.
Dorchester Abbey
Jazz improvisations on works by Finzi, Delius, Walton
and Vaughan Williams
Avalon Trio
Monday 30th May 2011 at 7.00 p.m.
Dorchester Abbey
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden
and works by Vaughan Williams: Five Variants on Dives and Lazarus; The
Garden of Proserpine [World Première]); Bowen: Rhapsody for ’Cello and
Orchestra; Holst: Egdon Heath
Janice Watson, soprano, Raphael Wallfisch, ’cello, Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra, David Hill, conductor
Sunday 5th June 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Church of Christ the Cornerstone, Milton Keynes
Delius: To be Sung of a Summer Night on the Water
and works by Rutter: Birthday Madrigals; Grainger: Brigg Fair; Lauridsen:
Nocturnes; Whitacre: Lux Aurumque; Allain: Didn’t my Lord deliver Daniel,
‘Tis me O Lord; L’Estrange: Ticket to Ride, Rathbone: Blackbird
Polymnia Chamber Choir, John Byron, with Anna Le Hair, piano and
Gemma Murray, double bass

Friday 17th June 2011 at 11 a.m.
Birmingham Conservatoire, Paradise Place, Birmingham B3 3HG
Delius Society AGM and Lunch
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Friday 17th June 2011 at 2.00 p.m.
Birmingham Conservatoire, Paradise Place, Birmingham B3 3HG
The Delius Prize (Eighth year)
Adjudicator: Mark Stone
Saturday 18th June 2011 at 4.00 p.m.
Rothamsted Manor, Harpenden
Delius: Midsummer Song
and works by Battley, Britten, Collins, Dvořák, Finzi, Pearsall, Quilter,
Rutter, Vaughan Williams and Whitacre
Lea Singers with James Sherlock, conductor/piano
Friday 24th June at 7.30 p.m.
St. Gabriel’s Church, Warwick Square, London SW1
Piano Recital, including works by Delius
Paul Guinery, piano
Saturday 25th June 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Church of St John Sub Castro, Lewes, Sussex
Delius: To be Sung of a Summer Night on the Water;
The Splendour Falls on Castle Walls
with works by Brahms, Schumann and Schubert
Esterházy Chamber Choir, Sandy Chenery, conductor
Wednesday 29th June 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Bradfield Festival of Music
St. Nicholas Church, High Bradfield, Sheffield
Delius: ’Cello Sonata
and works by Bach: Adagio in G major; Britten: ’Cello Sonata Op.65;
Bridge: Elegie and Scherzo; Elgar: Sea Pictures – In Haven;
Webber: Nocturne; and Rachmaninov: ’Cello Sonata
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello with Pam Chowhan, piano
Saturday 2nd July 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Fareham Hall, Fareham
Delius: Violin Concerto
and works by Balakirev: In Bohemia, and Brahms: Symphony No. 2
Leland Chen, violin, Havant Symphony Orchestra,
Samuel Draper, conductor
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Wednesday 4th July 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
City of London Festival
Drapers’ Hall, Throgmorton Avenue, London EC2
Delius: La Calinda; Air and Dance
and works by Grieg: Andante con moto; Vaughan Williams: 6 Studies in
English Folk Song; Grainger: My Robin is to the Greenwood Gone; Shepherd’s
Hey! and Handel in the Strand; Brett Dean: Sextet (world premiere) and
Dvořák: Piano Quartet in E flat Op. 87
The Nash Ensemble
Saturday 9th July 2011 at 8.00 p.m.
Fringe in the Fen
Parish Church of St Peter and St Paul, Fenstanton, Cambs
Delius: Two Songs To Be Sung of a Summer Night on the Water
and works by Gibbons, Tye, Carissimi, Tippett, Howells,
Vaughan Williams and Britten
The Choir of Clare College, Cambridge, Graham Ross, conductor
Sunday 10th July 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
The Sands Centre, Carlisle
Delius: Sonata for ’Cello and Piano
and works by Bach: Adagio in G; Fauré: Élégie; Debussy: ’Cello Sonata;
Rachmaninov: ’Cello Sonata; Piazzolla and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, with Pam Chowhan, piano
Wednesday 13th July 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Holy Trinity Church, Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire
Delius: Légende; Sonata No.2 and Lullaby for a Modern Baby;
and works by Grieg: 5 Lieder (tr. Emile Sauret)
and Elgar: Sonata in E minor Op. 82
Shulah Oliver, violin, and Simon Marlow, piano
Friday 15th July 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
City of London Festival
2 Temple Place, London
Delius: Dance Rhapsody No. 1 (arr. Grainger)
and other works composed, and arranged, by Grainger
Penelope Thwaites and John Lavender, two pianos
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Saturday 16th July 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Parish Centre, Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire
Play: A Summer Garden, written and directed by Steve Newman
Cast: Steve Newman (‘Delius’) and Tony Boyd-Williams (‘Elgar’)
Sunday 24th July, 2011 at 3.00 p.m.
Tardebigge Church, Bromsgrove
Delius: Spring, the Sweet Spring; Autumn
and works by Finzi: Before and After Summer; Orr: 7 Songs from A
Shropshire Lad, and Ronald Corp: The Music of Walt Whitman
Mark Stone, baritone and Stephen Barlow, piano
Sunday 7th August 2011 at 7.00 p.m.
Blossom Music Centre, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, USA
Delius: The Walk to The Paradise Garden
and works by Walton: Spitfire Prelude and Fugue; Bruch: Violin Concerto
No.1, and Parry: Blest Pair of Sirens
Baiba Skride, violin, Blossom Festival Chorus, Cleveland Orchestra,
Bramwell Tovey, conductor
Friday 12th and Saturday 13th August 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Perth Concert Hall, Perth, Western Australia
Delius: On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring
and music by Purcell, Walton: Belshazzar’s Feast, Crown Imperial; Vaughan
Williams: The Lark Ascending; and Parry: I was glad
with Peter Rose, baritone, the WASO Chorus and the Tasmanian
Symphony Orchestra Chorus, West Australian Symphony Orchestra,
Paul Daniel, conductor
Saturday 17th September 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
St Michael’s Church, Beccles
Delius: On Hearing the first Cuckoo in Spring;
Summer Night on the River
and works by Mozart: Eine Kleine Nachtmusik; Strauss: Oboe Concerto;
Gordon Crosse: The Barley Bird; and Haydn: Symphony No. 89
London Mozart Players, Elgar Howarth, conductor, Gareth Hulse, oboe
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Saturday 17th September 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
St. Mary’s Church, Saffron Waldon
Delius: Caprice and Elegy;
and works by Alain: Litanies, Le Jardin Suspendu; Bowen: Fantasy for Viola
and Organ; Bainton: Viola Sonata; Duruflé, Vierne and Holland
Sarah-Jane Bradley, viola, with Christian Wilson, organ, piano.
Saturday 24th September 2011 at 8.00 p.m.
Holmes Chapel Leisure Centre, Holmes Chapel
Delius: ’Cello Sonata
and works by Debussy: ’Cello Sonata; Saint-Saens: ’Cello Sonata No.1;
Britten: ’Cello Sonata; and Franck: Sonata in A (arranged for ’cello)
Raphael Wallfisch, ’cello, with John York, piano
London Branch Season, 2011/12
All Meetings take place at the New Cavendish Club, 44 Great
Cumberland Place, London W1H 8BS (unless otherwise stated)
Nearest Underground station: Marble Arch (Central Line)
Tuesday 20th September 2011 at 7.15 p.m.
Sir Thomas Beecham – a lasting revolutionary
Jon Tolansky has recently produced a four-CD documentary of music
and interviews for EMI which marks the 50th anniversary of the death
of Sir Thomas Beecham in 1961. Tonight’s talk will include excerpts from
this set, plus a few surprises.
Wednesday 26th October 2011 at 7.15 p.m.
The Delius Songbook
Mark Stone, baritone, has embarked on an ambitious project to record
all of Delius’s song output. He talks to us tonight about his research in
preparation for this project and the discoveries that he has made.
Wednesday 30th November 2011 at 7.15 p.m.
Joint Meeting with the Warlock Society
Becoming Delius, becoming Warlock
Roderick Swanston, formerly Reader in Historical and Interdisciplinary
Studies at the Royal College of Music, will speak to us tonight about
how the musical language of Delius developed and how much it affected
Warlock, and how much Warlock moved away from this to develop his
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own distinctive musical language.
Sunday 29th January 2012 at 12.30 p.m.
150th Anniversary Lunch preceding 150th Anniversary Concert at the
Royal Festival Hall
The Archduke Restaurant, Concert Hall Approach, South Bank, London
SE1 8XU
Please complete the application form enclosed with this Delius Society
Journal and send it with your cheque for £20 per person to:
Delius Anniversary Lunch
c/o Crosland Communications Ltd.
The Railway Station, Green Road
Newmarket
Suffolk CB8 9WT (United Kingdom)
Tuesday 21st February 2012 at 7.15pm
The EMI Legacy
EMI Records has made a hugely significant contribution to the 2012
celebrations by issuing an 18-CD survey of its Delius recordings made
since electrical recording began in 1925. Lyndon Jenkins explores this
important legacy which includes performances not available for many
years and others appearing on CD for the first time.
Wednesday 21st March 2012 at 7.15pm
(Title to be announced)
A talk by Siva Oke
Midlands Branch Season
Date and time of next meeting to be advised
Ida Gerhardi
A Talk by Jerry Rowe
Forthcoming Concerts
Friday 21st October 2011
Newton Abbot Concert Society
Delius: Caprice and Elegy
and works by Bainton: Sonata; Holland Suite; and Bantock: Sonata
Sarah-Jane Bradley, viola, with Christian Wilson, piano
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Wednesday 2nd November 2011
Royal Theatre, Castle Bar, Co. Mayo
Works by Delius, Bach, Britten, Fauré and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
www.theroyal.ie
Thursday 3rd November 2011
Town Hall Theatre, Galway, Ireland
Works by Delius; Bach; Britten; Fauré and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
www.tht.ie
Friday 4th November 2011 at 8 p.m.
Solstice Arts Centre, Navan, Co Meath, Ireland
Works by Delius, Bach, Britten, Fauré and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
www.solsticeartscentre.ie
Saturday 5th November 2011
Arts Centre, Mullingar, Co. Westmeath
Works by Delius, Bach, Britten, Fauré and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
www.mullingarartscentre.ie
Sunday 6th November 2011 at 8 p.m.
Theatre Royal, Waterford, Ireland
Works by Delius, Bach, Britten, Fauré and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
www.theatreroyal.ie
Monday 7th November 2011
Watergate Theatre, Kilkenny, Ireland
Works by Delius, Bach, Britten, Fauré and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
www.watergatetheatre.com.
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Monday 7th and Tuesday 8th November 2011
Stadttheater, GroßesHaus, Bremerhaven, Germany
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden
and works by other composers
Staadtisches Orchester Bremerhaven, Stephan Tetzlaff, conductor
Thursday 10th November 2011
Dean Crowe Theatre, Athlone, Ireland
Works by Delius, Bach, Britten, Fauré and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
www.deancrowetheatre.com
Friday 11th November 2011
Excel Theatre, Tipperary, Co. Tipperary, Ireland
Works by Delius, Bach, Britten, Fauré and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
www.tipperary-excel.com
Saturday 12th November, 2011 at 8 p.m.
Draiocht Arts Centre, Blanchardstown, Dublin, Ireland
Works by Delius, Bach, Britten, Fauré and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
www.draiocht.ie
Sunday 13th November 2011
Mermaid Arts Centre, Bray, Ireland
Works by Delius, Bach, Britten, Fauré and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
www.mermaidartscentre.ie
Sunday 20th November 2011 at 3.00 p.m.
The German Society of Pennsylvania Auditorium, Philadelphia PA 19123
Delius: Three Fragments from A Mass of Life (arr. Robert Threlfall)
(U.S. Première)
Lloyd Smith (’cello) with Davyd Booth (piano)
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Monday 21st November 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
St George’s, Bristol
Delius: On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring
and works by Vaughan Williams: The Wasps Overture and The Lark
Ascending; Milhaud, Milford, Ravel, Honneger and Bartok
Cynthia Fleming, violin, BBC Concert Orchestra, Barry Wordsworth,
conductor
Tuesday 22nd and Wednesday 23rd November 2011
Konzerthaus, Dortmund, Germany
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden
and works by other composers
Dortmunder Philharmoniker/Nicholas Milton, conductor
Saturday 26th November 2011, 6.00 p.m. – 8.00 p.m. CET
The English Music Festival UK and European Concert Series
Maison dans la Valée, Avon, ÎLE-DE-FRANCE 77210 FR
Delius: Sonata No. 3 for Violin and Piano
and works by Bliss: Sonata for Piano and Violin; Elgar: Sonata in E minor
for Violin and Piano; Allegretto on GEDGE;
and Britten: Suite for Violin and Piano Op. 6
Robert Luck, violin, Matthew Rickard, piano
Sunday 27th November at 7.30 p.m.
Royal and Derngate Theatre, Northampton
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden
and works by Elgar: ’Cello Concerto;
and Vaughan Williams: Symphony No. 5
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Barry
Wordsworth, conductor
Sunday 11th December at 7.30 p.m.
Pittville Pump Room, Cheltenham
Delius: ’Cello Concerto
and works by MacCunn: Overture: The Land of the Mountain and the Flood;
and Elgar: Symphony No. 2
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Cheltenham Symphony Orchestra, David
Curtis, conductor
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Friday 6th January 2012 at 10.00 a.m.
Saturday 7th January 2012 at 8.00 p.m.
‘Celebrate Delius’ Concert
Progress Centre for the Arts, Mahaffey Theatre, St Petersburg,
Florida at 10.00 a.m.
Delius: Sea Drift; Appalachia
and works by Beethoven and Copland.
The Master Chorale of Tampa Bay, Leon Williams, baritone,
Florida Orchestra, Stefan Sanderling, conductor
Sunday 8th January 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Ruth Eckerd Hall, Clearwater, Florida, USA
Programme and performers as above
Sunday 8th January 2012 at 4.00 p.m.
Wigmore Hall, London
Delius: Complete works for ’Cello and Piano
and Grieg: ’Cello Sonata in A minor
Raphael Wallfisch, ’cello, John York, piano
Wigmore Hall box Office: 020 7935 2141
www.wigmore-hall.org.uk
Sunday 8th January 2012 at 2.45 p.m.
Assembly Hall, Worthing
Delius: ’Cello Concerto
and music by Rossini and Britten
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Worthing Symphony Orchestra,
John Gibbons, conductor
www.worthingtheatres.co.uk/WhatsOn/January/Name,82882,en.asp
Thursday 12th January 2012 at 8.00 p.m.
Friday 13th January 2012 at 1.30 p.m.
Saturday 14th January 2012 at 8.00 p.m.
Sunday 15th January at 3.00 p.m.
Orchestra Hall, Chicago
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden
and works by Elgar, Rimsky-Korsakov and Tchaikovsky.
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Sir Mark Elder, conductor
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Saturday 21st January 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
St Andrew’s Church, Linton Road, Oxford
Delius: Double Concerto
and works by Dvořák: Carnival Overture; Saint-Saens: La muse et la poete;
and Grieg: Symphonic Dances
Charles Mutter, violin, Katharine O’Kane, ’cello, St Giles Orchestra,
Geoffrey Bushell, conductor
Saturday 28th January 2012
St Mary’s Church, Yatton, North Somerset
Delius: ; Sonata No.2 (arr. Tertis)
and works by Mendelssohn: Sonata in C minor; Bowen: Sonata No.1, and
Prokofiev: Two scenes from Romeo and Juliet
Sarah-Jane Bradley, viola, Anthony Hewitt, piano
Saturday 28th January 2012
Santa Cruz Civic Auditorium, Santa Cruz, CA, USA
Delius: Florida Suite
and works by other composers
Santa Cruz County Symphony Orchestra, John Larry Granger, conductor
Saturday 28th January 2012 at 7.00 p.m.
Großes Haus, Badisches Staatstheater, Karlsruhe, Germany
Delius: A Village Romeo and Juliet (Romeo und Julia auf dem Dorfe)
Première of new production
Further performances on 1st, 10th and 28th February at 7.30 p.m.
Musikalische Leitung (conductor): Justin Brown; Regie: Arila Siegert;
Bühne: Frank Philipp Schlößmann; Kostüme: Marie-Luise Strandt;
Dramaturgie: Joscha Schaback
http://www.staatstheater.karlsruhe.de/
Sunday 29th January 2012 (timing to be announced)
The German Society of Pennsylvania, 611 Spring Garden Street,
Philadelphia, USA
Anniversary Concert and Dinner
Tasmin Little, violin, Akira Eguchi, piano
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Sunday 29th January 2012 at 3.00 p.m.
Royal Festival Hall, London.
Delius: ’Cello Concerto; Brigg Fair
and works by Vaughan Williams (The Lark Ascending)
and Elgar (Enigma Variations)
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Zsolt-Tihamér Visontay, violin,
Philharmonia Orchestra, Sir Andrew Davis, conductor
http://ticketing.southbankcentre.co.uk/find/music/classical/tickets/philharmonia-orchestra-56521.

(This concert is to be followed by a showing of the film Song Of Summer
by Ken Russell and a panel discussion including Julian Lloyd Webber, Barry
Humphries, Ken Russell and Lyndon Jenkins. This concert will be preceded by a
Delius Society Anniversary Lunch of which details are enclosed with this Delius
Society Journal).
Sunday 29th January 2012 at 6.30 p.m.
Conway Hall, London
Delius: String Quartet
and works by Grainger: Two Miniatures and Grieg: String Quartet
Fitzwilliam String Quartet
Thursday 23rd February 2012 at 1.30 p.m.
Women’s Musical Club of Toronto
Delius: Violin Sonata No. 3 (arr. Tertis)
and works by Ireland, Bowen, Brahms, and Bach/Kodaly
Roger Chase, viola, Michiko Otaki, piano
Sunday 11th March 2012 at 2.30 p.m.
The Bishop’s Palace, Hereford
Delius: String Quartet
And works by Purcell and Elgar.
Philomusica.
Sunday 11th March 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Chelsea Old Town Hall
Delius: A Song before Sunrise
and works by Offenbach: Overture: Orpheus in the Underworld; Weber:
Clarinet Concerto No.1; and Schumann: Symphony No.4
Lee Mottram, clarinet, Kensington Philharmonic Orchestra,
Mark Fitz-Gerald, conductor
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Thursday 15th March, 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
‘The Hall for Cornwall’, Truro, Cornwall
Delius: ’Cello Sonata
and works by Fauré, Britten and Elgar
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Pam Chowhan, piano
Saturday 24th March 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Royal Festival Hall, London
Delius: Sea Drift
and works by Anderson: (new work) and Elgar: Symphony No. 1
Roderick Williams, baritone, London Philharmonic Orchestra,
Sir Mark Elder, conductor
Friday 20th April 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Barbican Hall, London
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden
And works by Rautavaara: ’Cello Concerto No. 2 ‘Towards the Horizon’;
(UK première); Bridge: The Sea; and Sibelius: Symphony No. 5
Truls Mørk, ’cello, BBC Symphony Orchestra, John Storgårds, conductor
Sunday 22nd and Monday 23rd April 2012
Großes Haus, Badisches Staatstheater, Karlsruhe, Germany
Delius: Sea Drift
and works by other composers
Roderick Williams, baritone, Badischer Staatsopenchor, Badische
Staatskapelle, Tomas Hanus, conductor
Sunday 6th May 2012 at 2.30 p.m.
Longwood Gardens, Philadelphia, USA
Delius: organ transcriptions
Michael Stairs (organ)
Friday 18th May 2012
Cadogan Hall, London
Delius Caprice and Elegy; The Walk to the Paradise Garden
and works by John Ireland: The Holy Boy
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, London Chamber Orchestra, Christopher
Warren Green, conductor
http://www.lco.co.uk/concerts/diary/view/friday-18-may-cadogan-hall
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Saturday 19th May, 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Queen Street Methodist Central Hall, Scarborough
Delius: Brigg Fair
and works by Vaughan Williams: Tuba Concerto and William Grant Still:
Symphony No.2 in G minor, Song of a New Race (UK première)
Scarborough Symphony Orchestra, Shaun Matthew, conductor
Saturday 2nd June, 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Civic Hall, Stratford
Delius: ’Cello Concerto
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Orchestra of the Swan,
David Curtis, conductor
Thursday 7th June 2012
KKL, Luzern, Switzerland
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden
and works by other composers
Luzerner Sinfonieorchester LSO, Dmitri Slobodeniouk, conductor
Sunday 10th June 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Leominster Priory, Leominster
Delius: Brigg Fair
and works by Arnold: Tam O’Shanter, Holst: Egdon Heath,
Walton: Spitfire Prelude and Fugue and Dvořák: Symphony No. 9
Birmingham Philharmonic Orchestra, Michael Lloyd, conductor
Sunday 10th June 2012 at 7.45 p.m.
‘Yewfield’, Hawkshead Hill,
Ambleside,Cumbria,
Tel. 01539 436765
A Delius/Ireland Celebration.
Programme to include Alan’s transcriptions of Brigg Fair and In a Summer
Garden.
Alan Rowlands (piano)
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Friday 15th June 2012
Sheldonian Theatre, Oxford
Delius: ’Cello Concerto
and works by Walton: Crown Imperial and Elgar: Symphony No. 1
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Philharmonia Orchestra,
Martyn Brabbins, conductor
http://www.concert-diary.com/concert/243695627/Philharmonia-Orchestra-withJulian-Lloyd-Webber-cello-

Saturday 16th June 2012 (timing to be announced)
Venue to be announced
Delius: Over the Hills and Far Away
Farnborough Symphony Orchestra
Sunday 17th June 2012 at 3.00 p.m.
Adrian Boult Hall, Birmingham Conservatoire, Birmingham
Delius: Brigg Fair
and works by Arnold: Tam O’Shanter, Holst: Egdon Heath,
Walton: Spitfire Prelude and Fugue and Dvořák: Symphony No. 9
Birmingham Philharmonic Orchestra, Michael Lloyd, conductor
Sunday 17th June 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Chelsea Old Town Hall
Delius: La Calinda
and works by Dvořák; Carnival, Prokofiev: Violin Concerto No.1 and
Elgar: Enigma Variations
Melina Mandozzi, violin, Kensington Philharmonic Orchestra,
Mark Fitz-Gerald, conductor
Saturday 21st to Saturday 28th July 2012
Hereford Three Choirs Festival,
Sunday 22nd July 2012
Delius: ’Cello Concerto; Sea Drift
(included in draft programme)
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, Philharmonia Orchestra,
conductor Diego Mateuz.
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Wednesday 25th July 2012
The Green Dragon Hotel, Hereford
Delius Society Annual Lunch and AGM
(Details to follow)
Thursday 26th July 2012 at 1.00 p.m.
Delius Society Lunch in the Festival Marquee, Hereford
(Details to follow)
Saturday 22nd and Sunday 23rd September 2012
The British Library, 96 Euston Road, London NW1 2DB
Delius Society Study Weekend (International Symposium)
(Details to follow)
Monday 24th September, 2012, at 1.00 p.m.
Wigmore Hall, London, BBC lunchtime concert
Delius: Caprice and Elegy; Romance; ’Cello Sonata
with works by John Ireland: ’Cello Sonata, The Holy Boy
Julian Lloyd Webber, ’cello, John Lenehan, piano
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Deadlines:
The copy deadline for the next Delius Society Newsletter is 2nd December
2011. This will be edited by Roger Buckley, to whom material for inclusion
should be sent. His email address is: Events@TheDeliusSociety.org.uk
The copy deadline for the next Delius Society Journal is 1st February 2012.
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